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Rockland Man Tells Of Pirate Gold and An Reorganized Lime Co. Will Begin Active Cam
paign—H. Nelson McDougall Executive Head
Obdurate Uncle Sam

The executive management of tho
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Organized on a basis which greatly
The Courier-Gazette has been hand of lighthouses in that district and was
den. 87 of Medford Hillside, Mass., their laurels by service, honor, reputa
9 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — B a highway bridge to be constructed
new
corporation ts headed by H Nel
reduces
its
fixed
overhead
obligations
Informed that no digging would be
♦
across Eggemoggin Reach between was a visitor Saturday at The Cou tion or other standard qualifications. ed a copy of The Adventure log. In
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let us be content. In work, to *
allowed on the Lsland I next wrote a the local lime company finds Itself, son MacDougall. as chairman of tho

rler-Oaaette office.

Today's two dollars winner ls Miss which appears the following letter:
• • • •
Adventure IjOg;

*• do the thing we can. and not * Byard Point, Sargentvllle, Little Sally
Margaret Rogers. 23 Spruce street. I
• presume to fret because It's little. ♦ Island and Little Deer Isle, Maine,
•The Courler-Oaaette." said he. "Is and the following tie and each re- | Edltor Qf
• — Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
•» will be considered at a public hear
one of my best friends, and I couldn't
± _
*

R**,****,*w**—.w.^^w—.R ing on the subject, to be held by
John J. Kingman, district engineer,
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Ln the 8tonlngton Opera House. Tues
day, Aug. 27, 1938. at 9 a. m. (day
Isle au Haut Bay—Bay Ledge and
light time).
Birch Point Beacons will be painted
The plans submitted by the appli
black about Aug 14, 1935
cant show a fixed bridge of the sus
Pox Island Thoroughfare—Fiddler
pension type consisting of three
Ledge Oong Buoy No. 23 to be estab
spans. The distance from center to
lished about Aug. 1ft. 1936 ln 32 feet.
center of the channel piers ls to be
#00 yards. 232 degrees from Fiddler
809 feet. The span on each side of
Ledge Beacon; to be painted red.
the channel span Is to have a dis
Special for August only—RYTEX tance of about 400 feet between the
OREYTONE PRINTED STATION face of the abutment and the center
ERY—With your name and address, line of the channel pier. The chan
or monogram—81 00 a box. Postage nel span wUl afford a vertical clear
10 cents. Bee our large ad for colon ance of SO feet at mean high water
and style of lettering before ordering. for a width of 400 feet.

FREE LECTURE

REALIZE AND UTILIZE THE POWER WITHIN
Thr true key to all metaphysical and religious science. The INNER
SCHOOLING OF THE DISCIPLES as originally Uught by Jesus
and guarded behind Egyptian Temple avails for centuries, now keIrased and presented to America far the first time by

DR. JAY NICHOLS
INITIATE. TEACHER. WORLD TRAVELER
AMERICAN LEGION HALL, CAMDEN, AUG. 15-18-8 P. M.
Free WUl Offering
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All This Week—Matinee Saturday
The Sensational Aviation Drama
“CEILING ZERO"

celve one dollar. Mrs. Clara Overlook,
live without It." The paper has fol Washington and Mrs. Hazel Curtis.
lowed him to his home ln the Bay 9 Pine street, city.
Last Tuesday's Flashes Tell us
State 36 years and Its three Issues a
week are devoured from first column that—
John I. 8now. who understands
to last.
..
.
. ,
.. . .
Mr. Hayden was on the staff of the ships and men, and Is president of
W. H. Olover Co. as Journeyman and The Snow Marine Company, tells us
foreman for 26 years, and It followed this firm was Incorporated in 1907,
naturally that he continue as a car for the primary purpose of salvaging
penter and builder when he trans ships
David Rubenstein established hts
ferred to the mother State. He re! tired from active duties two years Antique business 16 years ago and
ago. but being only 85, he felt a bit moved to his beautiful location on
Main street 10 years ago.
guUty about It. and continues to
Capt. Arthur A Bain, one of our
putter around hts beloved shop, as
best known scallop fishermen docked
he expresses it.
his “Pauline M. Boland" with a UnMr. Hayden ls a native of South
catch of scallops from George's Bank
Thomaston and one ot his first acts
on Aug .8.
upon reaching Maine was to drop
Spelro and Thomas Economy of the
down there and call upon old friends. Economy Fruit Co. have been 23 years
Alas! the number has been sadly selling fruits ln Rockland.
, depleted by time, and a feeling of
Mrs. Annie and Mias Mildred
sadness came upon Mr. Hayden as Smith, dellghtful-to-know folks of
, he visited familiar spots and missed Sea Grill. 71 Park street, have been
so many familiar faces.
serving delicious sea food and chicken
Mrs Hayden ls with her husband, dinners 18 years at Wessaweskeag
and they are looking forward to Jan. Inn. South Thomaston, before open
12. 1936. which ls marked in the cal ing here.
endar as their 60th wedding anni
Charles W Maxey and Eugene A
versary. In Medford Hillside they Boone, genuine co-operators, and sta
make their home at 44 Emery street. tion manager and sales representative
With them on their Knox County respectively, of 8ocony-Vacuum's bulk
visit are their son. Stanley Hayden, headquarters have a 3.500.000 gallon
and his wife of Keene. N. H. The capac* ty under thetr care.
Herbert E Simmons of The Rock
party Is stopping at Leeman Oxton's
In West Rockport. Mrs. Hayden was land Awning Company, does all the
awning work for the Samoset Hotel,
formerly Alice Oxton of Camden.
Another son. Arthur, resides In nationally famous for Its location,
Gloucester, and ls In the Jewelry comfort and distinctive service.
business.

Week Starting Monday, Aug. 19—Matinee Saturday. Aug. 94
Lakewood Players Present for the First Time on Any Stage
“THE LITTLE INN"

A Romantic Drama by
JOHN B. HYMER______________________

Prices AU Performances Stic and ftl. plus tea. Tel. Skowhegan 434.
Nights at A Saturday Matinee 2.39 P. M, Daylight Saving

COMING for

1 Day Only
FRIDAY

BUS AT A BARGAIN

ON THE STAGE IN PERSON

SI STEBBINS —

Twenty-pawenger Bus, at a bargain price, in
first class condition; just the Bus for School
Pupils.

i!K»

BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
CAMDEN. MAINE

.

mi

NOTICE!

Some time ago I wrote to you of a
long ago shipwreck, brass cannon ly
ing at the bottom of the sea. of a lone
some gold piece washed by countless
seas of high water mark. I read your
I
answer to my request and thanks for

I also spoke of a burled pirate treas
ure that I had located after a number
ot years of very careful Investigation.
This treasure has been searched for
years and I have had a number of
people to whom I have told the story
offer to pay all expenses and go and
get It. It Is quite a long story. Should
you be Interested I will write It for
you, but here are the facts of what
I am up against. Where this treasure
ls located Is on a U. 8. Government
Lsland. therefore a government reser- I
J
vatlon.
I have been on the Island, located
the spot where the treasure Is buried, j
I have applied to the superintendent ‘

THE LEGION FAIR

Thomaston To See Parade

With Unique Features—

Committees Busy
The American legion Fair sched
uled for Aug 22. Is claiming the at
tention of the community Miss Kay

Turner, who is planning the parade,
has several new features The first
10 floats will be decorated to repre
sent songs sung tn World War days:
“Over There", "Rase of No Man's
WHEN SCHOOL OPENS Land "K-K-K-Katy." “There's a
Lots Of Children Are Going Long. Long Trail", "Mademoiselle
from Armentieres" Pack up Your
To Need Shoes and Cloth’
Troubles". "Keep the Home Fires
ing—Help 'Em
Burning". “The Dark Town Strutter?
Editor of The Courler-Oaaette
Ball", and "The Star Spangled
In a few weeks schools will be
Bannei ". These songs will 'be sung
opened, and there are a great number
ot children who will be unable to at a.? the parade passes.
Division 2 will sing burlesque
tend because of lack ot clothing, espe
cially shoes and boy?' pants. An songs: "The Man on the Plying
earnest appeal is made for clothing Trapeze'., by John Creighton: "The
Lady In Red." "Pickles" Young; "Lazy
of any kind
A great many mothers are planning Bones," Ralph Ayers; “ The Last
to buy new outfits for their boy or Round Up." “Pink Elephant; "You're
girl, and I was wondering if the dLs- j the Cream in my Coffee." etc There
carded suits or clothing would not will be characterization of the
quintuplets, the upside-down-stomach
Just fit some of my large family.
Two weeks avo through these patient, and varlou? others.
Mrs. Katherine Risteen. president
columns I asked for a stove, shoes and
baby carriage and thanks to Hie Cou of Wllliams-Brazler Post Auxiliary, ls
rier-Gazptte the good people who laboring strenuously to complete the
responded with
gospel measure list of the necessary committees. She
pressed down and running over—two desires It to be known that assistance
from everyone will be gladly received.
stoves instead of one.
If possible please leave articles at Hitherto there has been a lack of
my office. City store, or phone 663-W sufficient cooked food, and an appeal
is made for a much larger supply.
Helen Corbett. City Matron

BY F. O. BAILEY CO., AUCTIONEERS

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
OF THE

* * * *

VALUABLE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN
AND FOREIGN ANTIQUES, FURNITURE
AND ART OBJECTS

After this date, Aug. 5, 1935, no bills will be

Collected by the late Mrs. J. M. Baldrige

passed for payment unless authorized by the

selectmen.

PARK

This becomes necessary on account

of fires, etc., and applies to all town depart
ments.

On the Premises At

GLEN COVE, ROCKPORT, ME.
(One Mile East of Rorkland)

BEGINNING ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 20

Other towns please take notice.

At 10 A. M. i Daylight)

NOW I EAT

Hamburger

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE,

Upset Stomach Goes
in Jiffy with Bell-am i

By Board of Selectmen,

F. H. Smalley, Chairman.
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CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO

DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW
with
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Children’s Work a Specialty
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
TeL 611-M
420 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
87-tf

OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT
LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Par value ftlOO. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st Callable ae a whole or in part at ftlOS
a share.
This stock, Issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
accrued Interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
company, ft Lindsey Street, Rockland, Maine.

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO.
788-eoT-tf

DR. J. H. DAMON
„

Dentist

By Appointment
Over Newberry's 5c & 10c Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 415-W
UlTtf

WE BUY

OLD GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

JEWELER
37ft MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

And Continuing Daily At 10 A. M. and 2 P. M.
AUGUST 20, 21, 22, 23, 94. 26. 27. 28, 29, 30
Included in thr collection and to be offered for sale are several
antique, mahogany desks, chests, bureaus, wing chairs, tables, beds,
several maple chests, stands, tables, bureaus, and beds, (ine banjo
clock, antique sideboard, hooked rugs, hundreds of beautiful statues,
vases, lamps, prints, pictures, etc., an immense collection of antique
and modem glass and china, table and bed linen, spreads, puffs,
blankets, electric and coal range, fine refrigerators and kitchen
equipment Also large amount of valuable furs, jewels and silver and
many hundreds of other items too numerous to mention.
An opportunity to examine thr articles to be offered each day
will be given one hour before the commencement of each sale. For
further particulars inquire of the Auctioneers, Free and South
Streets, Portland, Maine.
ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE COLLECTIONS EVER OFFERED
AT PUBLIC SALE IN MAINE
97-104

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
SERVICE TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
ISLE AU HAUT. SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
(Subject to change without notice) (Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—"STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
Sunday
EXCEPT
Sunday
EXCEPT
Only
SUNDAY
Only
SUNDAY
P.M.
P.M.
AM.
A.M.
A.M. P.M.
7.00
7.15
Ar. 12.00
8.00
Lv. ROCKLAND.
4.30
2.15
Lv.
10.00
5.00
5.15
0.05
Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
3 30
5.40
6.15
6.00
Lv. 11.00
10.10
Lv. STONINGTON,
6 50
4.40
4.15
LV. 9.00
Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND.
11.10
800
Read Up
VINALHAVEN LINE—‘’STEAMER W. S. WHITE”
DAILY
DAILY
Sunday
EXCEPT
Sunday
EXCEPT
Only
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
Only
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
6.00
5.45
6.00
Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 9.45
5.00
2.15
4.45
4.30
9.15
Ar. VINALHAVEN.
Lv. 8.30
6.15
3.36

letter to a congressman at Washing
ton who forwarded my request to the
War Department under whose con
trol the lighthouses and reservation
come. I have Just received a reply
from the War Department Informing
me that they cannot grant my request
lor digging on a government reserva
tion.
What am I to do? I am up against
a solid wall of red tape and tradition,
a small request to grant with no harm
done to a rocky sea bound lsland. only
one spot to dig. Can you suggest a
way of getting through this red tape
and obtaining a permit?
E R. Smith,
491 Main street. Rockland, Me.

under the terms of the Federal Cor
poration bankruptcy act. a new con
cern known as the Rockland-Rock
port Lime Co., Inc.
Under the reorganization plans
there has been no change in the per
sonnel of the local management, but
control of the company, through own-

In response to this letter the maga
zine gave some advice (valuable, no
doubt), but It was missing from the
clipping above published. If there is
any Capt. Kidd stuff lying around
these parts Uncle Sam should loosen
up, and give E. R. Smith carte
blanche to get busy with his shovel.

The same ts true of articles, fancy
and otherwise
Committees are: Candy table, Mrs.
Blanche Lermond. Mrs Ella Edgett.
Eleanor Peyler, Leila 8malley; cooked
food. Mrs’. R. E Dunn. Mrs. Kate
Linnell. Mrs. Lutte Weston, Mrs. E
P. Starrett. Mrs. Annie Willey;
vegetable table, Mrs. Sadie Chaples
and helpers; fir pillows. Edna Smith.
Cora E Currier, Martha Cogan.
Lillian Dornan; children's table,
Emma Kalloch. Olive Braz'er. Mabel
Achorn; aprons. Edna Young. Shirley
William?. Bernice Knights and help
ers: fanev table. Katherine Risteen,
Helen Lvnch, Hazel Anzalone. Della
Dennison; coffee table. No 1 Leila
Williams. Delia Covan and helpers;
coffee table No. 2. Annie Mank.
Lucretia McNeil and helpers; hot
dog.? No. 1. Matte 9paulding. Ora
Woodcock and helpers; hot dogs. No
2. Olive Pales, Margaret Spear and
helpers; grabs. Edith Clark.
Apron.? or material for same will
be gladly received by Mrs. Edna
Young, also material for fir pillows
will be welcomed by Mrs. Edna Smith.

ANDY HUTCHINS WON

II. Nelson MeDougall, former Rock
land man and Portland financier,
who becomes executive head of
reorganized lime company,
ershlp of capital stock ls materially
changed.
Under the term.? of the reorgani
zation. the majority of the capital
stock In the new company is now held
by the former holders of first mort
gage bonds of the old company, such
holders being for the most part in
dividuals and banking institutions of
thc State of Maine.

MAINE-1AC AT LARGE
Our Faithful Chronicler Of
Florida Winter, Hits the

Gaspe Trail
by Alvary Oay
Release

tne

brakes!

Step on

the gas. And we are off again—
this time on a 1400 mile Jaunt
around the Oaspc peninsula.

For

Plenty Of Breeze Yesterday you who have allowed your geography
For HAJ Boats and Was to slide: The Oaspe is a strip of land

Good Race
Yesterday's race of the HAJ boats

ln the Province of Quebec. It starts
at the city of Quebec, and extends to

the Atlantic ocean. On Its northern
was the fastest of the season, due to
boundary is the St. Lawrence river,
the stiff southerly breeze which pre
on Its southern, the State ot Maine
vailed during the afternoon. It was
and the Province of New Brunswick
a bit hazy, to be sure, but the yachts
We passed the Canadian custom
men were not handicapped by it.
house at Armstrong, and stopped for
Andy Hutchins was first across the
the night only 500 feet north of the
finish line.
customs office. In the morning, after
The summary:
Wildflower, Andrew Hutchins, 2 receiving a pocketful of Canadian
money as change, we made a nice
hrs. 31 mins. 3 sec.
Hl-E-Pus, Joshua Chase, 2 hrs. 34 run'to Levis, where across the broad
St. Lawrence my eyes beheld the city
mins 4 sec
Finnan Haddie, Julia Henry. 2 hrs. of history and antiquity—Quebec. I
had been forewarned of the Quebec
34 mins. 6 sec.
Quicksilver, Mildred Hubbard, 2 hills, but they had In no way pre
pared me for Mountain Hill, which
hrs. 34 mins. 8 sec.
Time, A. K. Watson, 2 hrs. 34 mins. connects the lower city with the
upper. Putting my car ln low, I
10 sec.
Diana. Arthur MacNeille, 2 hrs. 34 stood her on end and did a perfect
zoom.
mins. 12 sec.
• • • •
Ripple. Clifford Smith. Jr., 2 hrs.
We
drove
out
, to Montmorency
34 mins. 14 sec.
Oone Away, Fred Chatfield, 2 hrs. Falls, for lunch in the Kent House,
formerly thc summer residence of the
34 mins. 1ft sec.
Thousand Eye, W. G. Gribbel, 2 hrs. Duke of Kent, the father of the late
Queen Victoria. The falls are only
34 mins. 18 sec.
Twells III., Betty Sailer, 2 hrs. 34 274 feet high—but a beautiful white
veil ot falling water. After lunch
mins. 46 sec.
we
drove on to Beaupre; here ls thc
Sound. Stillman P. Kelley, 2 hrs. 35
famed shrine to St. Anne. A massive
mins. 1 sec.
So What, David Day, 2 hrs. 35 mins. cathedral ls In thc last stages of con
struction. We viewed the Scala
15 sec.
Satana. W. J. Latta. Jr., 2 hrs. 35 Santa (holy stairs). They arc 40
steps up which pilgrims to St. Anne
mins. 22 sec.
Bubbles, John Good, 2 hrs. 35 mins. go on their knees, saying a prayer on
each step.
27 sec.
Here at St. Anne de Beaupre Is the
White Wing, Nancy Krementz, 2
world's largest painting—the Cyclohrs. 35 mins. 30 sec.
Fin, Martha Borland, 2 hrs. 35 mins. rama. Housed in a building of its
own. the painting Ls Oh a single piece
35 sec.
Shearwater, Donald ID. Dodge, 2 of canvas 36 feet high and 360 feet
long. The canvas is hung around
hrs. 35 mins. 50 sec.
Pezzazz, William Taylor, 2 hrs. 36 the walls of the circular building, and
to see It you climb to an observation
min. 5 sec.
Tide.T. J. Watson, Jr., 2 hrs. 36 platform in the center. The paint
mins. 25 sec.
ing Ls of the Holy land, and depicts
Yellow Peril, Isabelle Henry, 2 hrs. various scenes of religious interest:
36 mins. 29 sec.
the crucifixion, the home of Pontius
Blue Streak. Dotha Scaverns, 2 hrs. Pilate and the city of Jerusalem.
36 mins. 40 sec.
The canvas ls hung perfectly vertical,
Crag, Osgood Bros., 2 hrs. 37 mins. and the people and buildings are done
12 sec.
flat on this—yet the perspective Ls su
Vixen, H. H. Chatfield, 2 hrs. 37 perb. Where the city of Jerusalem Is
mins. 13 sec.
shown you have no difficulty ln see
Flicker, Betsy Ross, 2 hrs. 38 mins. ing the hills and houses several miles
15 sec.
away—yet really only 36 feet from
Catch Me, Gardner and Hutchins, you and on this flat canvas. A tem
2 hrs. 44 min.-., 40 sec,
ple is shown in the distance,

board of directors The board of tho
new Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.,
Inc., ls thus composed: H. Nelson
McDougall chairman Portland; Hon.
William T Cobb Oeorge B Wood,
Knott C Rankin. Putnam P Bicknell,
all of Rockland: Blin W Page. Skow
hegan and O. Kelley Anderson,
Boston.
The executive officers are Georgs
B Wood president and general man
ager; Harry A. Buffum, treasurer;
Ardrey E Orff, auditor: Knott C.
Rankin, general superintendent.
It ls the expectation of the near
management that the Lime Company
hereafter will be well able to earn
Its fixed charges and continue opera
tions a? a going concern regardless of
general current business conditions.
Thr selection of Mr McDougall as
chairman of the directorate argues
strongly for the success of the new
concern Brought up ln the center of
the Knox County lime manufacturing
belt, and serving officially ln connec
tion with the recent bankruptcy pro
ceedings. Mr McOougall is keenly
alive to the needs of tht? industry and
will go about vigorously and understandingly to restore the measure of
success which obtained in former
periods Mr McDougall Is president
of the National Bank of Commerce In
Portland and his prominent stand
ing in the financial world lends em
phasis to his executive connection
with the reorganized lime company.
The present officials have mean
time been making a careful survey
of the building trades industry, and
are ready to adapt the Lime Com
pany's splendid facilities to a new
and enlarged scope. To this end Presi
dent Wood has devoted painstaking
attention, and he ls convinced that
the effort ts not going unrewarded.
and through binoculars you can see
a throng of people entering the
building. Done by master artists,
the painting required four years.
• • • •
Whereas the Southern States
have no fence law—Canada has the
opposite Miles and miles of rail
fences! Should a man ever lack fuel
up there, his fence would warm him
for some time.
In the evening, along with several
hundred other people we strolled on
Dufferin Terrace overlooking the
8t Lawrence, while a band played
English airs. The broad river, the
lights gleaming on the opposite
shore, the citadel frowning from
above, the night boat starting for
Montreal, and then a huge liner slip
ping out into the stream headed for
Europe—I Just stood, leaning on the
rail, and pictured Montcalm and
Wolfe and the dark night when the
EnglLsh army noiselessly sneaked past
the impregnable city and landed
above, and how the next morning,
back there ln 1758. after a short and
stiff battle the land of Canada
passed to England.
• • • •

Then a ride In a caleche (a horse
drawn, two wheeled gig) made us
feel that we had done Quebec. But
the real treat was still ahead. Bill
and I walked up to the citadel, and
were met at the entrance by a tall,
red coated and black helmeted guard.
He escorted us through the walls and
turned us over to the captain ot the
guard. A treat? You bet! Because
they were the Royal Buckingham
Ouards—the King's own. The lieu
tenant-governor of the colony has to
spend two weeks of a year at the
citadel. Being a direct representa
tive of the king, while he ls there
the royal guards are on sentry duty.
So while only In Canada we had a
glimpse of real England.
(TO be continued)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my lire again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and llaten to some music at least once
a week The lose of these tastes Is a loae
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

ON HIS BLINDNESS
When I consider how my light ts spent
Ere half my dsira In thia dark world and
wide.
And that one talent which la death to
hide
Lodged with me useless, though my soul
more bent

serve therewith my Maker, and
present
true account, lest He returning
chide.—
Doth Ood exact day-labour, light denied
I fondly a»k:—But Patient, to prevent
To

My

That murmur, soon replies; Ood doth not
need
Either man's work, or Hla own gifts: who
beat
Bear His mild yoke, they serve Him beet:
Hla state
Is kingly; 'thousands st His bidding
speed
And post o'er land and ocean without
rest:—
They also serve who only stand and watt.
—John Milton.

The Courier-Gazette
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HATS OFF TO THE COLTS!

THREE-T1MRS-A-WEEK

Home run. M. Simmons. Base on
i balls, off Boynton. Jr.. 2, off Colbath
' 3. Struck out. by Boynton, Sr, 2, by
Colbath 2 Sacrifice hits. Plaisted.
' Leonard. Wiley. Double plays. Lord.
Plaisted and Maynard. 2; Maynard
(unassisted*. Umpires. Talbot and
Fowlrr, Scorer. Winslow
• • • •

There will be an exhibition and
sale ot articles made by blind people
God is a Spirit; and they that wor
at Whitehall Inn. Aug. 23. The public
ship Him must worship Him in spirit
Is invited.
and in truth.—John 4:24.
Arriving Friday from Jonesport on
the fishing boat Margaret L„ Minot
GREAT DAYS IN CAMDEN
Conary. Shirley Kelley, Oeorge Beal
Arnold Beal and Ernest Libby re- J
SL George 4. Camden 1
Yesterday marked the opening day I
This Week's Games
Vmplres, Talbot and Mosher. Scorer,
mained
in town overnight, making : Tonight—Rockland at Camden.
of the Penobscot Bay antique loan
Winslow.
All things must have an end.
exposition, to which the attention of the homeward trip the following day ; Wednesday—Rockland at Thomas
Second Game
and so with the winning streak of the
this paper's readers has already at! A concert with world famous ton.
Camden
Camden Shells which stopped last
considerable length been directed artists will be given in the Opera | Friday—St. Oeorge at Bockland.
ab r bh tb po a
night on that team's 13th game And
The group of summer and local resi- j House. Aug. 23 The proceeds will j and Thomaston at Camden (pending). Lord, ss .... .,.... . 3
it was the St Oeorge Colts which
dents of this immediate region, who be devoted to local charities On the I Saturday -Thomaston at St Oeorge. Plaisted. 2b.....
4
turned the trick. alter having just
program
will
be
Rosina
and
Josef
over a year ago suggested the pos
and Watson Shoe Co. al Camden (ex Dailey, cf .......... 4
failed
in two extra innings. It was a
sibility of such an exhibition, will look Lhevlnne. pianists; ^elix Salmond hibition).
4
Wadsworth, lb
jubilant throng which greeted the vic
cello;
Irra
Petina,
soprano;
Alice
with pleasure, not to say amazement,
All games except Saturday and Sun Thomas, c ----I 10
4
torious Colts when tlsey pranced ufi
harpist
and
Boris day will now start at 5 30
upon the results achieved by the com Chalifoux.
0 0
Mayhew, rf___ 3
the
field at St Oeorge last night, and
mittees. numbering more than 100, Ooldovsky. pianist.
Leonard, If ........ 1
nobody begrudged the youngsters
working under the direction of the
Mr. and Mrs Oliver Copeland of
Miller. 3b .......... 4
The League Maudins
their achievement.
splendid organization that has made Whitinsville. Moss have been guests
Tlie Camden slate has been cracked | Bagley, p .......... 2
Camden offered a pitcher new to
the occasion possible The entire of Mr and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester
at last, but nobody up in that neck of
the
Knox Count) Twilight League Penobicot Bay area has been combed and vtsitlrV other friends tn this
1
20 9 8 10 21 7 1
the woods is worrying. as the Shells
E Wadsworth, a brother to good old
for months for only the choicest vicinity. Mr. Copeland has returned
Kmklaud
have such a top-heavy lead. The
'Snake" Wadsworth, the team's Idghpieces of furniture, glass, china, silver, home but Mrs Copeland remains for
ab r bh tb po a
figures:
ly capable first sacker. The youngster
pewter, lace, embroideries, etc. Such a longer visit.
j» C Olover 3b _____ 4 0 1111
w
L
fanned nine St Oeorgtas and held
a wealth of material has been dis
Francis P Reid and son Edward Camden .
323 I Karl. 2b ______ 3
.„ 13
1
them to six hits. He seems to have
covered that It has been a task of are passing two weeks’ vacation at
A13 Frye, rf---------- ♦
5
.... 7
the earmarks of a good moundsman
eliminating rather than accumulat the home of the former's sister, Mrs Thomaston
429 Elhs. Cf ......
.... 6
St. Oeorge
•
Being a Wadsworth he would Maurice
ing. To further insure the highest Warren Merchant and family.
083 I Putnam, c ..
11
Rockland
.... 1
Simmons served 'em up for the home
standards in each individual exhibit
Miss Olive P Shadie. R N, of
Wotton. lb
• • * •
team, and in only one innuig did lie
the final seal of approval has been
Winthrop. Mass arrived Saturday
McCarty. If
Camden Took Both
allow more than a single hit. His
given by recognized authorities in
for a brief visit with relatives, return
Dondis. ss ....
hitting was directly accountable for
Camden's string of victories soared I
each classification.
ing the following day
I
Maklnen. p
three of the Colts' lour runs.
That the region of the Penobscot |
upward to an even dozen at Com
Mtss Bessie Cram has returned to
St Oeorge passed Into the lead in
Bay. should have been singled out for
munity Park Sunday afternoon, when
26 2 8 7*20 8 1 the fifth when Polky walked. I. Sim
this form of publicity confers a dis Liberty after an extended visit with
• Bagley failed to touch third after mons singled, Monaghan doubled and
Mr. and Mrs S. N Butler. Sea street. under a weeping sky the lads from
tinction which several of the largest'
fly
M Simmons singled Camden tied in
cities have been proud to enjoy. To j Dr. Edmund S Young of Boston is the mountain town both ends of a
Camden _________ 2 18 10* 0—5 the atxth. and the tie was broken in
many parts of the nation where these 1 guest of Mr and Mrs W L. Tyler.
double-header with the Rockland Or
Rockland ................ 0 0 1 0 1 0 0-2 the last half of the sixth when W
exhibitions of antiques have had) Mr and Mrs Charles Baker have phans.
, Two-base hits. Lord. Wadsworth Mackie walked and I Simmons and
returned
to
Jamaica
Plain.
Mass
.
vogue, have been drawn visitors from
The first game was a reminder ol
hu> uu. Base on balls.
remote distances, even from as far after spending a few weeks with Mr. Civil War days-being the First Bat- off
# off Maklnen
struck Wiley singled.
as across the country, so great and I and Mrs Frank H Wilbur
Some fine work wss done by all ot
tie of Bull Run as tar as the home
by
, b>. Maklnen 2. Hit
the outfielders, bur the real feature
far-reaching is the interest that the I Herfy Beverage of Yarmouth
team was concerned. The contest .
rv,..hl« niav Thomas I —-------------- ------------------- -- -------passed the weekend with his mother. ] wettt
about eveu StepUeD
Um^es Gardner play W“ ° *‘ds’orth s fouI c,tch
subject creates.
During this week of the display we ! Mrs. A. F Beverage, Sea street.
opposite the third base bleachers
i
fourth inning, when the men from
and Mosher
shall look to see the Opera House at '
St. George
Mr and Mrs. Charles McGowen ot the mountain fell like a ton of brick
e • » »
Camden visited by eager throngs of West Haven. Conn are ln town for 1 upon the Coast Ouard pitcher. Carter.
ab r bh tb po
Camden 5. SL George 4
the appreciative.
a tew weeks
' and piled up seven runs. After that
1. Simmons 3b
3 1 2 2 0
The Camden Chick-ens staged a
Miss Mary Barnes of Lynn. Mass. tlie demoralized Orphans oflered but
Wiley, ss _____ 4
WANTED: MORE SIGNBOARDS
is visiting her parents. Mr and Mrs. little opposition, and Camden piled father and son affair on the Cam Monaghan, cf ...
Arthur Barnes. Megunticook street. up one of the largest scores of the den field Saturday afternoon and U Simmons, p
Writing from Iola. Kansas to the
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Kline of East season.
though the success of it seemed Smalley 2b ---Boston Transcript, Charles F. Scott
Lord, who went hltless until the some tim-'s to nang m the balance it C. Mackie, c ....
Orange N J, and Walter Khne of
remarks:
Newark. N J.. are ocupying the Ed fourth inning, made amends by crack
Stimpson. If ...
was the coolness of Daddy Boynton
I have just returned from a motor
ing out four successive singles. A new
ward
Thorndike
cottage
at
Lake
Me

W. Mackie, lb ...
trip in the course of which I toured
man in the Camden lineup was young which kept Camden s slate from suf Polky. rf --------the New England States. Among a gunticook.
fering its first crack.
thousand things to praise I lound one
Mrs E J. Minard and daughter of Miller of Rockport, who showed hunLast Thursday night the St. George
thing lacking and that is signs bear East Orange, N. J., are spending a
20 4 6 ft 24 12 2
a chip of the old block by making the names of towns and villages
Colts forced Camden Into an extra
month
at
Norton
Pond
thre
*
sln
«
les
m
»
row
Camden
through which the highway passes.
The re-entry of Charlie Wotton Inning, and Saturday afternoon the
One who is trying to follow a map
Miss Mary Ryan has returned to
ab r bh tb po a
contest
was
extended
to
11
innings
finds it difficult to keep himself Lynn. Mass., after a visit with Mr Into the game featured the Rockland
.... 5 12 2 0
Lord, ss
before
the
Colts
struck
their
color
oriented if he does not know the name
side of the game He played only three
Dailey cf ____ 5
of the town in which he finds himself and Mrs. Arthur Barnes
Innings, but in spite of long absence The crowd meantime witnessed one
Mrs. Charles Horton and son New
Comparisons are odious, but some
of
the
best
exhibitions
yet
seen
in
Plaisted. 2b ...... 4
times they are instructive. Out West man of Boston have been guests of from practice was the "same old
as the motorist approaches a town he Mr and Mrs. Fred Elwell on the Lake Charlie." as one Camden player ex- I the Twilight League, with batting O Wadsworth.lb 4
pressed, and the efiect of his pres- honors going to St. Oeorge and field- Thomas, c ........ 4
finds a conspicuous sign reading
Mayhew, rf. cf.. 4
something like this: "Raytown—Popu City road.
ence was at once seen
lag honors to the home team.
lation 235—City Limits." Or it may
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Stratton and
Leonard.
U ----- 3
It
is
not
easy
to
beat
any
team
The second game was a decided im
be "Maytag—Unincorporated." But his father, Fred M. Stratton, mo
Turner. If ------ I
whose
infield
accepts
all
of
its
39
provement.
but
with
the
same
eventu

every town, no matter how small,
.posts its name at its front door I tored Sunday to Hancock.
ality. Bockland tried out Makinen. chances and that's what Camden Miller. 3b-------- 2
suggest the Transcript start a crusade
John McGrath has returned to the "Strikeout King" of the Big Five ( did. with three double plays tlisowr •Weed ............. 0
to have New England towns adopt the Boston, having been called here by League. He fanned two men in the j in for good measure. Hats off to Payson. 3b........ 0
custom. It would be a boon to every
the death of hts mother Mrs Patrick first inmng. but none thereafter. Lord. Plaisted. Wadsworth and E. Wadsworth, p 3
tourist.
’Bennett ........... 1
McOrath.
Lieut. Bagley on the Camden mound "Chick" Maynard!
Commenting thereupon a reader of
The
C.C.C.
Camp
now
has
its
mixed ln lots of provokingly slow ones . The Colts got away to an Imposing
this paper adds:
37 3 9 9 24 4 1
How closely this applies to Rock full quota of 200 officers and men and with his speedy delivery, but the best start. "Ike" Simmons reached third
work
is
rushing
along
rapidly
•
Weed
batted
for
Miller,
Rockland could do was six hits off i on a single, an error and Wiley s sacland and many of the towns of Maine
We could do a good bit of advertis- J Mrs. Irving Johnson and son. ! him. Both pitchers were generous, rlfice Maurice Simmons chose that
’ Bennett batted for E. Wadsworth.
ing by the putting up of a score or so Oeorge H. Johnson, have returned to y passes being issued, and one man auspicious moment to hit the baH so St. Oeorge ..... ..... 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0—4
——•
''j hard it went across the roadway on j Camden ............ 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0—3
patched
s'gnbo&rds at the country and[ Melrose. Mass., after after spending ' —
There were two distinctly sensation- I the port side of the schoolbutiding.( Two-base hits. Monaghan. M Simregional cross-roads, carrying the j a month at Lake Megunticook.
name of Rockland and the number' C. A. E. Eells arrives this week from al plays—Wotton's one-hand catch of j and the man at the new score board mons. Base on balls, off Simmons 1.
chalked up two tallies for St. George, off E. Wadsworth 7. Struck out, by
of miles necessary to getting the | Beeachmont, Mass., to Join hiswife j a foul near the fence; and Joe LeonCamden took the lead ln the fourth j Simmons 2. by Wadsworth 9. Sacrttraveler to that point of destination and daughter Dorothy whohave been ard’s one-hand shoestring catch made
on the dead run. "Chuck" Ellis in | on Mayhew's triple but lost It again | flee hit, Plaisted. Double play. M.
It is my conviction that the name of at Lake Megunticook.
our city is far less to be seen on sign- [ The Camden. Fire Department was addition to playing a fine game tn cen- ln the sixth when Monaghan drew f Simmons, Wiley and W. Mackie,
boards than it deserves to be"
a base on balls, M. Simmons tripled ' Umpires, Fowler and Barter. Scorer,
called to the fire at Union Friday tral garden, smote a nice triple.
First Game
and Smalley singled. Score, St.1 Winslow.
night and made the run of 14 miles
ft
Camden
WORTU THINKING ABOUT
George 4, Camden 3.
• » «•
in 20 minutes.
ab r bh tb po a
Miss Eldora DeMerrltt has returned
The score was again tied in the
Zulu Cannibals 7. ChiaIs 3
6 1 4 4 1 4
Down Bar Harbor way next week to Bangor after a visit with Mrs. Flora Lord, ss ....
eighth, when with two down the sun
(Exhibition)
6 1 1 2 2 3
takes place the annual recognition of Barnard. Gugsts Sunday of Mrs Plaisted. 2b
blinded Simmons at first and a
The
Cannibals
defeated the Chiefs
2
1
0
4
2
2
what is known as Summer Visitors' Barnard were Mrs Helen Fales and Dailey, cf ...
thrown ball went off the diamond.
at Vinalhaven Sunday 7 to 3 in a well
.10 0 0 0 0
Day. an occasion in which figures a Mrs. Lou Fales of Crescent Beach, Blaisdell, cf
A single by Thomas netted the cov
played and interesting game, ln
pageant, with a variety of side Mrs A. Folsome of Dorchester, Mass., Wadsworth, lb .. 3 1 1 1 6 0
eted run.
spite of Inclement weather a large
2 1 1 1 0 1
activities that give color to the day. Mrs. Irving Heath of Malden, Mass , Boynton, p
The ninth and tenth innings were
crowd was on hand to watch the
4 0 0 0 12 0
It is a very pretty way of emphasizing and Mrs. Irving Heath of Malden. Thomas, c .
unproductive of runs for either side,
Zulus go through their antics. They
0 0 0 0 1 1
the figure that the summer visitor Mass., and Mrs. Lizzie Wilkinson of Weed, c......
j and St. George went out in order in
did but little clowning the first five
cuts in tlie vacation months of the Boston.
2 2 1 3 1 0
Mayhew, rf
1 the first half of the eleventh.
Innings as they were quite busy trying
Maine year. What is done by our
5 3 1 1 1 0
A handsome string of trout weigh Leonard, If
And then It was all over in a flash.
to garner hits off Middleton. Middledown-east neighbor in this way of ing 13 pounds and 8 ounces were on Miller. 3b
5 4 3 3 0 0
"Dump” Monaghan who had made
ton struck out eight men the first
appreciation had some elements of exhibition Monday in the window of Bennett, p, lb .... 4 0 1 1 3 2
a startling one hand catch in the
three innings, whiffing five in a row.
recognition in the Old Home Week Tibbetts' hardware store. They were
second Inning, muffed Thomas' high He weakened, however, and the Zulus
that Rockland used each summer to caught by Robert G. Gray and in
42 15 15 18 27 11
fly and TiL slid safely into second. got three runs in the sixth on a walk,
celebrate, memories of which, and the cluded four large ones and nine small
Rockland
“Chick" Maynard who had been a scratch Infield hit and Taklooie’s
gladness of it all. continue to be tmes.
ab r bh tb po a
playing like the proverbial house long hit over the centerfield fence for
happily recalled. We are confident
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Roundy and Olover, 3b ........ 5 0 110 1
afire all the aftemooD, drove out a a homer.
that a resurrection of Old Home Week Mr. and Mrs. Leon Roundy have re Karl, 2b ............ 4 1 2 2 6 0
nice single between left and center,
would be hailed with general appre turned to Gardner. Mass , after spend Frye, rf............... 5 0 112 0
Guilford's long triple over the fence
and the game was over.
ciation, calling back from far and ing a week at Roy Fuller's camp at Ellis, cf.............. 5 0 114 0
put the Chiefs ahead in the first and
Camden
near as guests of the occasion those Lake Megunticook.
they held the lead until Takiooie con
Putnam, c ......... 4 0 113 2
ab r bh tb PO a c nected tor his homer in the sixth.
who formerly were harbored here and
Connon, lb ....... 2 0 114 0
5 0 1 I 3 4 0
would be happy to renew, amid once
Coombs entered the box in the
EAST UNION
Wotton, lb ....... 1 1 0 0 7 0
4 0 1 1 4 ft ft seventh and the Zulus got a single and
Plaisted. 2b
familiar scenes, contacts with oldMcCarty, If....... 4 0 2 2 2 0
4 0 1 1 2 0 0 double but were held from scoring by
time friends and acquaintance. It is
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Etter and
Dondis, ss ......... 2 10 0 10
not too early to be thinking upon such young daughter Joan, were recent
Wadsworth. 3b... 5 1 y 0 2 4 0 Peterson's fine peg, nipping Wahoo
Carter, p ........... 4 1110 6
an occasion of get-together as would visitors among relatives here, and at
5 1 l 1 3 0 1 at the plate. They put the game on
make memorable the year that fol the home of their aunt, Mrs. Win
4 1 i 1 16 0 0 ice in the eighth, banging out six
36 4 10 10 27 9 4 Maynard, lb
lows this.
Mayhew, rf .
4 1 I 3 0 0 0 hits for four runs.
nie Pushaw of South Hope.
Camden ......... 10073010 3—15
2 1 0 0 3 0 0
Miss Hilda Anderson of Warren Rockland ....... 0000001 1 2—4
Kangkol provided the fielding fea
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ture by racing over back of first near
Boynton,
Jr.,
p
was a caUer on Mrs. Robbins recent
Two-base hits, Plaisted. Three-base
2 0 0 0 0 2 0 the foul line to throw opt Middleton.
lyhit, Mayhew. Base on balls, off Ben Boynton, Sr., p
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Llneken of nett 1. off Boynton 2, off Carter 4
Blssagoss was also all over the field
37 » 8 8 33 18 1 gathering up balls on both sides of
Thomaston, accompanied by Mrs. Struck out, by Bennett 8, by Boynton
Georg e
Adelia Wilson and daughter of 1, by Carter 3. Hit by pitcher, Karl.
second base and throwing them out
ab r bh tb PO a • at first.
Winchendon. Mass., have been visit
I. Simmons, 3b 5 1 1 I 0 1 1
The Cannibals lived up to their rep
ing friends in this locality.
Cracked.Blistered.Bumind I
Wiley, ss ........... 4 0 ft 0 1 7 1 utation of being a very fast team, per
John Anderson and family of
Monaghan, cf .... 4 1 0 0 3 O 1 forming very brilliantly in the field.
Criehaven were visitors Sunday at
TOE IRRITATION
The pitchers were somewhat handi
M. Simmons, lb 5 2 3 7 17 0 1
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
5 0 2 2 6 3 0 capped by the rain which fell most of
Spear.
- commonly railed
C. Mackie, c .... 3 0 1 1 2 2 0 the game. Kalahare was found for 12
athlete’s foot - helped
Louis Smith and daughter Edna,
amazingly by Reaiaol.
Stimpson, If .... 4 0 1 1 1 0 0 hits but kept them well scattered, not
of Chelsea, Mass., were weekend
MRS.
Ils medication quickly
W. Mackie, rf .... 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 over two hits being made ln any one
guests of U. S. Wlncapaw.
aootbea the diacomfort,
HOME-MAKER
Colbath, p ......... 4 0 1 1 0 3 0 inning.
Mrs. Charlotte Brayton is enter
helps to conquer the
Its the best place to find
A large crowd of Stonington fans
38 4 8 13 • 30 16 4
taining
guests
from
Providence.
trouble,
and
safely
unu.su.il bargains . . . and
made
the trip in spite of the threat
hastens
healing.
wltth
none
out
Mr.
and
Mrs.
U.
S.
Wincapaw.
ac

the best place to dispose
of unwanted things.
Camden .... t
1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1—5, ening weather, there being three boat
companied by Louis Smith and fami
00020000 0—4 loads. The W. a. White also brought
ly of Chelsea, Mass., were CUrk
St. George 3
Three-base
Island visitors Saturday.
lit. M. Simmons. a fair-sized crowd from the mainland

St. George Team First To Take a Fall Out Of the
Speedy Shells

2

The Courier-Gazette

Resinol

and North Haven was well repre
sented
Next Sunday the Blue Hill Badgers
play at Vinalhaven.
Cannibals
ab p bh tb PO a e
Blssagoss. as . .... 4 1 2 1 2 9 1
Wahoo, rf ....
5 0 I 3 1 0 0
Tamna. It
_... 4 1 I L a 1 0
Rufigl ct...... .. . 5 1 2 s 2 1 0
Takiooie. 3b .... 5 2 3 5 3 3 0
Nyasta. c.....
4 1 I L T 0 0
Kangkol. 2b . .... 5 0 1 1 2 3 0
Llmtoto. lb .... 3 1 1 2 10 2 1
Kalahare. p __ 3
0 • ft 0 I 1
—— —— —
—
38 7 12 17 27 16 3
Chiefs
ab r bh tb po a (
Hopkins, u ...__ ft 0 • ft ft 2 0
5 0 2 3 2 0 0
Swanson, cl
White, c
4 1 Q 0 15 0 0
4 1 2 5 3 1 (1
Ouilford. 2b
Anderson, rf .... 2 0 I 1 0 0 1)
Coombs, rf. p ™ 2 1 1 1 1 0 0
4 0 1 3 • 1 0
Paterson. If
Lyford, lb. if ™ 4 • L 1 4 0 0 fire warden. Waldo Clark, then re
4 0 1 1 I 1 1 lieved by a crew of 60 from Jefferson
Woodcock, is
Makileton. p. lb 4 ft I t L ft 0 COC in charge of Oeorge C Murphy
of Bucksport. Foresters ia charge
38 3 12 16 27 5 1 ware A. L. Jones, Bob McCormick.
Cannibals ...... ft 8 0 08 3 0 4 0—7 Harry Winslow and Arnold Davis. It
Chiefs ..... -....... l»0»0ftft2ft-3
was necessary to haul water a quar
Two-base hits. Llmtoto, Gull lord.
ter of a mile by truck. A strip a
Swanson. Three-base hits. Ouilford
quarter mile wide and one-half mile
Home run. Takiooie. Double play. long was burned before tlie fixe was
Bissagoss a mi Llmtoto Strike outs,
under control.
>
by MkUUetou W. by Coombs 4. by
Several trom here went to Union
ir.inhere 4. Base on balls. utJ Mid
Friday night when the Union Cream
dleton 4. Umpires Shields and Sim ery burned. Warren and Camden fire
mers.
departments made record runs. War
ren doing the eight miles in about 12
WARREN
minutes, and the latter 18 miles in 15
minutes.
Mrs. 8idney Wyllle who visited rela
William Kelso of Wakefield. Masstives last week m Marlboro, returned Joined his family here Sunday for a
home Friday, accompanied by Willard
short vacation.
Boggs, who was weekend guest of his
Mr and Mrs Ralph Bridges and son
sister. Miss Edna F Boggs
Ralph returned Monday to Attle
The annual picnic of the Umbrella
boro. Mass, after being guests over
Club will be held Wednesday at the the weekend of Mr and Mrs. John
summer home of Mrs. Chester E A
Marshall.
Starrett.
Miss Alma Moon and Herbert Moon.
Supper will be served at 6 at the Jr., of Rockland have been visiting
Baptist Church Thursday and the an
several days with Mr and Mrs. John
nual mid-summer concert will be held
Marshall.
at 119.
Of sad interest to residents here is
Mr and Mrs Clarence Dolham and the death of Dr Frank W. Larrabee
son Robert who have been here for
at Allston. Mass , which occurred Fri
two weeks, visiting relatives and va day. Dr Larrabee until two years
cationing at South Pond, returned ago was practicing physician at All*
Sunday to Arlington. Mass.
slon. and 20 years ago practiced in
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Campbell and
this town. Funeral services were held
daughter. Miss Marion Campbell, re
Sunday at Allston. and burial will be
turned Friday to Southboro. Mass.
at Auburn, Me He leaves a wife. Ila
visiting enroute Mr and Mrs Prank
(Smith) Larrabee
Collins at Bunker Hill.
Mrs Orace Williams of South
Mr. and Mrs Merton Thayer and Braintree. Mass . Mr and Mrs Charles
daughter Muriel who were guests of
Brooks, and William Brooks of East
Mr and Mrs P D. Starrett for two Braintree. Mass . and Mrs Edith Perry
weeks, have returned to Brockton. of Quincy. Mass, were weekend guests
Mass
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peabody in
Lawrence Peyler of Providence spent
Rockport for a few days.
the weekend with his father. Aden
Mrs. Clara Dow of Rockport spent
Peyler.
Bunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pea
A blaze which started tn slash on
body.
the land of 8 B Watts and John
MacDonald
Saturday
afternoon,
NORTH WASHINGTON
proved stubborn. Discovered at 2.30
by Mrs. William Anderson and Miss
Sisko Lehlo. a crew of 20 from War i Mr. and Mrs. Eben David of New
ren fought it until 6 30. aided by the York were overnight guests Thurs| day of Mrs. Carrie Lenfest Mrs.

RETREAD TIRES
PASSENGER

TRUCK
AU Sizes

TUBES
All Sizes

Mail Oden Fittnl

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

David was formerly Miss Shirley Cole
of Augusta and well known here.
The couple are on a wedding trip
along the coast to Quebec.
Mr. and Mrs.,F. W. Cunningham
and sons, Donald and Robert, were
weekend visitors at the home of their
daiaihter. Mrs. Leon Faxon in Ip
swich, Mass.
Albert King of Benton was ln this
vicinity Thursday and bought a
quantity ot blueberries from Mrs.
Ellen Cunningham.
Oeorge Lenfest of Belmont, Mass..
was weekend guest of his mother,
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.

John Farlin of Jefferson who has
been harvesting the blueberry crop
of Mrs. Carrie Lenfest, was unfortu
nate ln that his truck broke down
while transporting the berries to
Liberty. He expects to complete a
five-ton harvest by Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. 1W. Cunningham
while in Massachusetts last Sunday
called on their neighbor, M. W. Len-

feat in Belmont. Friends here will
be glad to know Mr. Lenfest is mak
ing fine recovery from a surgical
operation and hopes to be able to
return home soon.

BREMEN
Rain ia needed for the gardens.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Jones and son,
Mrs. Isabel Palmer and Mrs. Della
Knight of Rumford who have been
visiting at W H. Hull’s, have returned
home, with the exception of Mrs.
Knight who remained as housekeeper.

Small change today
can make a great

change in you

tomorrow
If every man in town knew thr
comfort that is rrady to pop out

of these underwear boxes at the
call of his change purse . . . this
store wouldn't hold the crowds.
Underwear has shrunk in size and

in price.

You don't pay. wear or

sweat as much. You carry as little
weight in your sails as one of the

Dionne girls . . . and you don't
make a mountain out of a family
molehill.
We're here to demonstrate the un

derwear that takes thr underworld

out of a man's system and puts
him on his good behavior.

The cost per lesson is

$1.00
Better quality if you wish. Cheaper
quality if you have to have it.

♦♦♦♦
Cash Woven Name Tapes

3 doz. $1.50; 6 doz. $2.00
Cement, 25c tube

GREGORYS
418 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND, ME.

Ell give your motor
better working conditions'
says... ths Ehgihssh ih Emm Cauoh

O. &O&L.OW

. . /©# MTTSR DRIVING

buy Tydol
ITfAY

OAUQN CONTAINS

GASOLINE
tskylinoba

on

(ockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 13, 1935
Judson, young son of Capt. and
Mrs. C. W. Carver, who fell Into the
Maine Central turn-table pit, frac
turing his skull, has returned from
Knox Hospital.

s
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• Mrs. Helen Coltart, assistant at
the Knox Registry of Deeds, began
her annual vacation of two weeks
yesterday. Mrs. Edna Joyce of Cam
den is substituting.
Louis Marcus of Stonington Furni-1
lure Co. had a busy session yesterday i
supervising the shipping of nearly
two tons of furniture to Mrs. E. H
Biles, Oakland. Calif.

A free lecture on the "Inner School
ing of the Disciples'* will be delivered
at 8 p. m. Aug. 15-18 at Legion hall.
Camden, by Dr. Jay Nichols, world
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
traveler,
who has concluded four years'
Auf 14—Owl * Hnd Church (air and
•upper.
study In Egypt.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug 14 — Thomaston — St. John s
Church summer (air
Aug. 14— Annual State (leld meeting
of the Knox iStatel Academy ot Arts and
Sciences at Knox Arboretum.
Aug IS- Warren—Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church.
Aug IS—Three-Quarter Century Club
meets ln Farmington.
Aug 1S-2J Temple Heights—Annual
Spiritualist rampmeeting
Aug IS—Annual concert (or benedt
of Vinalhaven Band at Memorial hall
Aug. 16—Hunts Circus.
Aug 17- Penobscot View Orange, Olencove. (leld day Llmerock Valley Pomona.
Aug 17—Boothbay Harbor — Annual
outing a( Lincoln County U. ot M Alum
ni Association
Aug 17—Kents HUI—Kents HUI sum
mer reunion.
Aug 18 — Hope — Annual visitation
Sunday at the Hope Corner Church
Aug 18—Searsmont—Old Home Sun
day and BOth anniversary observances at
Community Church.
Aug
21—Martinsville—Ladles Circle
summer (air at Orange hall.
Aug 21—Thomaston-Jorture recital
"Bljsh" by fl Wellington Smith at
Knox Hotel
Aug 21-22 — Thomaston — American
Legion Fair on the Mall
Aug 27—Stonington iB a m daylight!
— Hearing on Deer Isle-Sedgwlck Bridge
at Stonington Opera House
Aug 30- Annual ball ot Rockland Fire
Department at Ocean View Ball Room
Aug. 31-Sept 1 Annual convention ot
Mains Elks' Association at The Samowt.
Sept 2—Labor Day.
Sept 7 Samoset Hotel closes.
Sept 9—Special State election on Be(•rendum questions.
Sept. 10—City schools open.
Sept 25-27- State WC.T.U. convention
tn Oardlner.

.
’

.

James Gray of Central Pre Sta
Patrolman Price Is back on duty
ton s havng ha annual vacaton.
after a fortnights vacation.

LUCIEN K. GREEN

Edwin Libby Relief Corps Is to
John W Watts sky-motored to Bos
ton yesterday, the guest of Adrlel U. have a picnic supper at Grand Army
hall Thursday.
Bird on the La Touralne plane.

Featuring

August Sale of
Dependable Furs
A Complete Stock From Which To Make a Selection

LAPIN COATS............................................. $49.50 andup
MUSKRAT COATS.................................. 124.50 andup
RACCOON COATS.................................. 159.50 andup
PANTHER COATS .............................. 97.50and up
HUDSON SEAL (seal dyed muskrat)........... 164.50

BLACK AND BROWN CARACULS
of choicest quality
Also Leopard Cat, Grey Squirrel, Mendoza Beavers,
Otters, in the newest models

SPECIAL!
The Orange Crush Jamboree at
Oakland Saturday, sponsored by the
Roy Mack Bottling Works of Waldo
boro, proved highly successful. The
bicycle was won by William Payson,
Jr., Rankin street, and gloves by
Clyde Bartlett, Lloyd Rafnell, Jr., and
Hazel Starrett. There were many
prizes.

A Beautiful

Your Inspection Invited
Thirty-five years of Fur experience assures you of
guaranteed satisfaction

LUCIEN K. GREEN
16 SCHOOL ST.

The annual meeting of the
Three-Quarter Century Club
will be held In Farmington
Thursday. Local members who
have not been called for between
7.30 and 7.45 a. m. are asked to
telephone 700, and they will be
railed for.

'

RUSSIAN SABLE TWO SKIN SCARF
$159.50

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 541

.

OLD FOLKS' DAY

There may not be much coastwise
Rather a bad chimney fire at the
shipping In the bay, but look across residence of William Sweeney, Park
any day, and you will see plenty of street, necessitated the presence of
yachts.
•
the department Saturday
The Twilight League games now , Mrs. A. B. Borgerson Is In charge
begin at 530 p. m. The days are of the public supper to be served at
shortening, and the League has only, Owl's Head Wednesday at 8. ln the
two more weeks to go.
library building, for the benefit of
the church.
The Samoset Hotel had approxl-1
mately 170 guests over* the weekend,
The D.A.R. broadcast at 1.30 p. m.
which is about on a par with last
today from WCSH will be given by
season at this time. 17ie hotel closes
Mrs. Lawrence Averill, “better films"
Sept. 7.
censor of Worcester, Mass. Her sub
Rockland and Camden play a ject will be “Better Films "

The field day of Limerock Valley
Pomona Orangers will be held Aug.
17 at Penobscot View Orange, Olen
cove. Take box lunch. Coffee, cream
and tea will be furnished by the
host Orange. A covered dish dinner
COMING REUNIONS
Aug 13 — Tesgue-Heyer (arnUlcs at will be furnished fdr the speaker and
Maple Orange hall. North Waldoboro.
all taking part in the entertainment.
Aug. 14—Halt (amlly at Penobscot View
All Orangers and interested friends postponed game ln Camden tonight
Orange hall. Olencove.
Aug. 14—Winchenbaugh (amlly at
This game, like all others for the
Jacob O Wlnchenbaugh's grove. Dutch are Invited.
balance of the season (Saturday and
Neck.
Aug 15—Starrett-Spear (amities at Re
Francis Merchant of Rockland, 8unday excepted) will begin prompt
union Grove Farm ln Warren.
Aug IS—The Oilchrest (amlly at Mr, artist of the Maine State* Planning ly at 530.
and Mrs Garfield Dolliver» cottage.
Oak Lodge, ln North Cushing.
Board, and Kenneth E. Aldrich, tech
Aug IS—Young (amlly at the home of
Dr. Cornelius Greenway of Brook
Mlssc„ Josephine and Harriet Young at nical assistant In Agriculture, will at
8unny(leld Farm ln Warren near Craw tend Skowhegan Fair this week. The lyn is to be the Lions Club's guest
ford Pond
Aug 17—Smalley (amlly at the home Maine State Planning Board Is dis speaker tomorrow. I« former years
of Mr and Mrs Shephard Smalley. St.
playing maps and charts at the fair he has addressed the local service
Oeorge
Aug. lt-Llght reunion at Lights and these two members^f the techni clubs on several occasions — a bril
Pavilion. Washington.
Aug. 26—Robbins family at the home, cal staff will explain them to the liant, witty and fascinating speaker.
ol Mr and Mrs W. J Bryant. Union.
Aug 31—Whitmore (amlly at K. ol P.
hall. North Haven
Aug. 21—Calderwood (amlly at Wil
liam Whitney's, Rockport
Aug 21—Prescott (amlly at the cottage of Everett Prescott, at China Lake
Aug 21—Moody family at the home of
Percy Moody. Waldoboro (Moody Cabins!
Aug. 21—Simmons (amlly at the home
of Mr and Mrs. James MacLaughlln.
Old County road. Rockland.
Aug 22—Holfses reunion at Jolges
Property. Thomaston.
Aug 28—Kalloch family at home ot
Arthur D Kalloch. Thomaston.

public.

A meeting of the Southern Zone
of the Maine Optometrlc Association
Extension Program will be held at
391 Main street. Thursday night at
7.30 p. m. under the leadership of Dr.
Bradford Burgess, chairman. Discus
sions on the following subjects will
be presented at the meeting: "Associ
Winslow - Holbrook Drum Corps ating Ophthalmoscope In Ocular
will have an Important meeting to- Correction." “Circulatory Disturb
ances” and "Treatment Underde
i night.
veloped Convergence and Accommo
Betty O'Brien and Betty Holmes dation."
were dancers at the Rockport carni
Edward A. Cording and bride of
val Saturday afternoon.
Wheaton, Ill., furnished the music
Band concert ln Postofflce square ] morning and evening at the Pirst Bap
next Sunday night. The season is tist Church Sunday, their duets in
drawing to a close.
** cluding “Down From His Glory" and
“Pause At His Feet," at the former,
Jackie, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. and “Only Glory By and By" and
Passor,. <n(6rcd Kr.ox Hospital this “Nailed To the Cross" at the latter
morning for a nose and throat service. Mr. Cording, who is the field
operation.
representative of Wheaton College,
led the singing at the evening service
Pretty soon we will be learning who
with voice and trumpet. Mrs. Cording
has the prettiest dahlias this season.
is a sister of Rev. Paul S. James, who
Certain it is that Spruce Head will was the guest minister Sunday.
have a candidate.

That the ferry from Islesboro to
the mainland will be between Orindle's Point and Lincolnville Beach Is
now assured and the State Highway
Commission expects soon to start work
on the piers and highway approaches.
The terminal at the Islesboro end will
Three trainloads of COC members be on Orlndle’s Point, and not nearby
arrived at the new Camp in Camden ks had seemed advisable to some in
Saturday. The personnel now In vestigating the best location. Much
cludes 200 officers and men. The, of the delay in starting construction
barracks are being placed in •ppirrtff the piers has been caused by op
position of some summer residents
pie order for the coming winter.
near the Poiht to having the landing
Tlie greatest of an dramatic musi too close to their properties. The new
cal romances in ' Love Me Forever?1 road on Islesboro to Orlndle’s Point
with Grace Moore, will be shown to connect with the ferry will follow
Wednesday. Thursday and Friday closely the course of the old road.
at Strand Theatre. The management,
Distance doesn't always keep an in
has received many inquiries as to th’A
dates on this picture and patrons will terested alilmnus from returning to
find it to their advantage to be 4ih visit his Alma Mater. Word has come
from Willis GoOdspeed '91. of Spo
the theatre early.
kane. Washington, that he is hoping
The farm truck owned and driven to be on Kent's Hill Saturday, to greet
by Allen Gardner, and a coupe friends and classmates, who, living
owned and driven by Dr. John Tib nearer, surely will be there. Also,
betts were in collision near the Head from Yuba City, Calif., will come Mrs.
of the Bay last night, but neither Belle Greeley Schllllg '88. who, during
car was badly damaged and nobody her stay In Maine, will be the guest of
received injuries of consequence. Stella King White '88, of Houlton.
The accident was due to the effect of Harry E. Stetson, '93, of Missoula,
glaring headlights from approach Mont., writes from Portland, Me., that
ing cars. Deputy Sheriff Webster he hopes to attend the reunion. The
classes, whose numerals are multiples
investigated.
of five, are urged to have a good show
Here is a chance to get very low ing ln the class reunions which are
rate on a truck load to New York next scheduled for the day.
few days. Phone 802. Joe Dondis.—ad.
6, RYTEX OREYTONE PRINTED
Typewriters cleaned and repalrA. STATIONERY, with your monogram,
Lowest prices for quality service. or nartie and address—100 single
Machines called for and delivered. sheets, or 50 double sheets and 50
Public stenographer service at the envelopes—31.00 a box, postage 10
Huston-Tuttle Book Store. Tel. cents—August only. See complete
line of samples at this office.
684-M—adv.
96-97

Lewis M. Rokes is building an at
tractive cottage at Ash Point for
Ephraim Colson of North Scituate.
R. I., whose native home is this city.
Mr. Colson furnished his own plan,
and it Is being faithfully followed.
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Miss Clemice Blackington burned
Dwight M. Virgin Is having a fort
one
of her arms while working at
night’s vacation from his duties as
treasurer of the Burpee Furniture Co. the kitchen range. Dr. H. W. Frohock
He Is visiting his former home ln Ox attended her at Knox Hospital.
ford County.
Mark S. Crockett, 62. formerly of
this city, died yesterday ln Lancaster.
Oeorge Gow, directory maker and
Penn. The remains will be brought
baseball enthusiast, made his smil
here for interment, services to be
ing appearance on the streets of
held at 2 p. m. Thursday at the
Rockland this morning preparatory
Burpee parlors. Deceased left this
to the compilation of a county di
city 35 years ago for Waltham, later
rectory on a much more comprehen
making his home ln Lancaster.
sive scale than that of 1934.

It Is almost certain that Dr. Dana
Newman will attend the World Series
ln October. He has submitted to the
Boston Post 101 coupons ln the Babe
Ruth contest, and he Is very certain
that one of them will give the line
up as selected by the ex-Home Run
King.
A lecture recital "Elijah" Is to be
given by H. Wellington Smith, well
known baritone and voice teacher,
of New York, at Knox Hotel, Wed
nesday, Aug. 21, at 2.30 p. m. Mr.
Smith, who with Mrs. Smith and sev
eral artist-pupils, is95tlat Pleasant
Point for the summer, has signified
that this will be his only personal
appearance here this summer, other
than directing the chorus for the
Thomaston concert to be given later.
Mr. Smith In addition to telling the
beautiful story of "Elijah" and of the
music written by Mendelssohn to be
come a world masterpiece, will Illus
trate vocally, and also be aided by
other vocalists.
Gilbert Harmon, a Boston Uni
versity Law School graduate, who has
spent two summers ln the law office
of Ensign Otis, was ln Portland this
week and successfully passed the
State Bar examinations. Mr Hannon
Is native of Machias. 25 years of age,
a graduate of Brighton High School
1926. Bowdoln College 1931, and Bos
ton University Law, 1935 He will be
gin his active practice ln Mr. Otis"
offlee. remaining there until he de
cides upon a permanent location He
has made many friends during his
stay in Rockland, as well as during
an earlier brief residence ln Warren,
and Is receiving congratulations and
best wishes for a successful legal
career

Steamship Belfast of the BostonBangor run will not make her Thurs
day trips this week due to minor me
chanical repairs which require her
hauling out at Boston tomorrow. To
night's trip will be made and the
Saturday and Sunday sailings as
scheduled.

Alford Lake Camp at South Hope
has cordially Invited its friends to
attend field day on Saturday, Aug
17, at 3 o’clock daylight. The events
will begin with a demonstration ln
swimming and boating. At 4 o'clock
there will be tennis and at 5 o'clock
an exhibition riding. Handicraft will
be on display ln the crafts house. At
7.15 the girts will give an entertain
ment. In case of rain there will be
swimming and dramatics ln the aft
ernoon. Since the dining room space
Is limited. It Is suggested that victors
bring a picnic supper which they may
enjoy on the shore.

ROCKPORT
Mr and Mrs William Hewes and
ton Russell of Whitinsville, Mass,
spent Wednesday as guests of Capt
and Mrs. Ernest L. Torrey at their
cottage at Northport. Edith Spencer
of Bangor was alseo a recent visitor
at the Torrey cottage.
Miss Marlon Parsons of Lewiston is
visiting her aunt. Mrs Ellen Bohndel.

Of Miss Frances Nelson, who Is to
be one of the speakers at the an
Miss Della Everett of Waltham,
nual field day of Knox Academy of
Mass, Is visiting her sister, Mrs May
Arts and Sciences the Lewiston Jour
nard C. Ingraham.
nal says: Miss Nelson, whose home
Mr and Mrs. Louis Cash returned
is ln Llvermore.ls well known in Lew
Friday from a week’s vacation spent
iston and Auburn where she spends
with her brother Herbert 8 Ingraham
j her winters. A naturalist by avoca
and family at Milo.
, tion. she pursues several fascinating
Porter Hennings of Portland was
holAles. and her extended travels
weekend guest at the home of H.
have made study and observation
Heistad.
possible
ln
different countries.
The Mother Goose Water Frolic Among the many subjects ln which
Mrs. Lou H. Morrill has returned
under the direction of Miss Rose-I she Is well versed is that of shells,
FRANK M. ELMER
from Knox Hospital where she has
mary Lamberson of Gorham was the and she has recently classified and
been a surgical patient for the past
The sudden death of Frank M
featured attraction Saturday at the arranged the collection of shells at
three weeks.
Ulmer at his home on Gurdy street,
annual water sports day observance Bates College.”
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham en
as recently reported ln this paper,
of Camp Laughing Loon at East
brought sadness to many and espe tertained at a family dinner party
Waterboro. Other interesting fea- 1 Many Rockland people attended
Sunday at their home. The guests
tures were demonstrations of life ( the James O'Hara organ recital in cially those who had been associated
with him In a business way or ln fra Included 30 of the Immediate family.
saving, strokes, fancy diving, canoe Camden Sunday night. The beautiful
Mr and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham
ternal societies.
ing dr'lls and races. Participating church Interior, dimly lighted, lent
The deceased was 74 years of age and children, Mrs. Effle Veazle and
In tlie sports was Miss Ruth Dondis reverent atmosphere for the occa and was one of the early employes of I daughter Mary. Mr, and Mrs B. H
of this cl*y.
sion. and the absorbed attention paid the now defunct Rockland, Thomas - ) Cates and 11 children of East Vassal- i
Mr. O'Hara bespoke the eloquence of ton & Camden Street Railway. He boro, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 8. Ingra-1
A business like looking stranger ln his music.
Numbers particularly was for many years a worker ln the ham and children of Skowhegan. Mr.1
Central Fire Station occupies the commended were the Toccata and
Republican ranks, and had served and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham. Mr. and
berth of the late Engine 2 and when Fugue in D minor by Bach. Toccata
(hat party ln the Common Council Mrs. Louis Cash. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
ready for service, possibly a week from Fifth Symphony by Widor. Eve
and Board of Aldermen. He was also j liam E. Ingraham. Other guests were
hence, will probably bear that num ning Bells and Cradle Song by Mac- a member of the police force for a
Mrs. Charles Everett and daughter
ber. The new truck Is a Dodge and farlane and Legend of the Mountain number of years. He was greatly de- j
Della of Waltham. Mass , Oeorge
has been equipped In this city, util by Karg-Elert. It was a matter of voted to the Knights of Pythias and
Cates of East Vassalboro, Mrs. Nancy
izing the 400 gallon pump and other general regret that Mrs. Winfield had served Gen Berry Lodge as
J. Trlbou, Mrs. Sarah Buzzell and Mrs.
fixings of the dismantled engine. Wltham was unable to contribute the chancellor commander. He also be
Annie Deane.
The new machine Is rugged and has solo as planned, owing to Illness.
longed to Aurora Lodge. F AM.
Mrs. Isabel Perry Vezcna of Springmet all tests with ease. Meantime
Mr. Ulmer was a conscientious field, Mass., os guest of Miss Solvelg
the chassis of the venerable old
Flower show dates of interest to worker, a faithful friend, and always Heistad this week.
Chandler Is regulated to street de- local garden devotees are: Aug. 15-16. good humored. He Is survived by hts
Commander Howard A. Trlbou,
1 artment service.
Eastport; Aug. 17-18, Boston, mid wife, a sister, Mrs. Frances Driscoll Medical Corps, Ufl.N„ returned to
summer exhibition ln Horticultural and a niece. Mrs. Isabel Higgins of Portsmouth, N. H., Sunday after a
Millard Hart. Olive Elwell, Alfred
hall; Aug. 20, Rangeley Lakes Gar Whitman. Mass.
week-end visit with his mother, Mrs.
Young and Ansel Young had an un
The funeral servlets were conduct- ]
den Club, holding its first show, at
N.
J. Trlbou.
pleasant experience Friday night
the Rangeley Lake House; Aug. 22-23, ed by Rev. J. C. MacDonald, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roche. Mr,
while motoring to Tenant's Harbor.
Damariscotta, the Old Bristol Gar several organizations with which he and Mrs. Willard Roche, son Robert
They were within two or three miles
had been affiliated were well repre
den Club. ir. the Baptist vestry; Aug.
and daughter Alice of Massachusetts
of the village when they saw a car
sented. Esteem for the deceased also
24. South Paris, The Paris Hill Coun
spent last week at the Rockport cot
approaching, which, to use a common
found its manifestation In the many
try Club holding Its show at the club
tage, Northport.
phrase was taking the whole of the
handsome floral offerings. The bear
house, with luncheon and dinner,
Mr and Mrs. Clinton Shibles are
road. Hart, who was driving drew
ers were Warren McFadden, Horace
also at Searsport the Carver Me
receiving congratulations on the birth
Maxey. Milton M Oriffln and James
as far as possible to the right, but
morial Library Committee will hold
of a daughter. Nancy Marie, Aug. 3.
Cates. Interfnent Was at Achorn
could not avert a collision. Alfred
a flower and vegetable show at
cemetery.
Young was cut quite badly about the
Union hall: Aug. 28. Gorham Oarden
TENANT'S HARBOR
face, and the others received minor
Club at Gorham; Aug. 28. Bath, the
BORN
cuts and bruises. The driver of the
Lightning recently entered "The
Cosmopolitan Garden Club holding SHXBLBB—At Rockport. Aug. X to Mr
other car—Thompson by name was
and Mrs. Clinton Shlblea. a daughte-. Ledges," Lewis Barter's estate at
its show at the club house; Aug. 29Nancy Marie
thrown out with such force as to be
30, Boston, exhibition of the products BEATS—At Banlsy Maternity Homs Wallston. blowing off both corners of
badly stunned. Investigations were
Bockland. to Mr and Mrs. Leland the ell. Mrs. A. C Hocking and two
of children's gardens, by Massachu
Beals ot Whitehead, s daughter.
of the opinion that he had been doz
children were ln another part of the
setts Horticultural Society, ln Hor
ing at the wheel. Both cars were
building, but all were shocked by the
MARRIED
ticultural hall.
badly damaged.
Damage was
HORAN-BALCIU3—At Rockland. Aug. 12. unwelcome visitor.
by E R Keene. City Clerk. Orland
Horan ot Danbury. Conn, and Valerie about 325
Keen interest Is being evinced In
Balclua ot Waterbury. Conn.
Eureka Lodge, F.A.M., observes past
the rehearsals prefacing the annual
masters' night Thursday, with work
DIED
H. Wellington Smith concert ln
ALLEY—At Melrose, Maas . Aug. 10. Mrs on the Master Masons' degree. Re
Julia Alley, native ot St. Oeorge. In freshments will be served. All so
Thomaston probably the latter part
terment tn Tenant s Harbor.
of the month. These rehearsals, at
LARRABEE At Allston, Maas . Aug. 9. journing Masons are invited.
Dr. Prank W Larrabee, formerly ot
Watts hall each Monday evening at
Fred H. Ronkey and family of Bel
Warren. Interment ln Auburn.
AND
7.46. are bringing together singers |
I.ANDERS—At Rockland, Aug 12. Dte- mont, Mass., have orrived a tthelr
damle Jackson Landers, aged 83 years. summer home here. ,
from all parts of Knox County Join
11 months. 23 days. Funeral Wednes
ing forces under the magic baton of
Mr. and Mrs. James W Booth and
day at 2 oclock from late resldenco,
100 Union street.
Established 1840
daughter Sally of New London were |
Mr. Smith. In the choral work this
CROCKETT—At Lancaster, Penn Aug.
season Mr. Smith has chosen as the
Licensed Embalmed and
12, Mark 8. Crockett, formerly of this guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. Al
clty.aged 62 years. Funeral services
Attendants
high light excerpts from "Lohengrin"
at 2 o’clock Thursday from the Burpee fred C. Hocking at "The Ledges." This
parlors.
Alden Ulmer
week the Hockings have as guests Mr
an arrangement similar to that of John O. Stevens,
PARDEE—At/Rockland. Aug. 11, Sarah,
Emily W. Steven*, Arthur Andrew*
"Faust” which so delighted in last
daughter of Aril and Mary Wlnan Par and Mrs. Olli Barter of Auburndale,
dee, aged 11 years, 1 month. 17 days. Mass.
year's concert. Mr. Smith's ambition
Day or Night Telephone
Funeral this afternoon at the residence
ln Princeton. N. J
is to see the chorus take on greater
450
New as the morning dew—RYTEX
proportions, possibly a hundred sing
Representatives In all large cltle*
CARD OF THANKS
POLKA
PRINTED STATIONERY,
ers. and the ranks are still open to
We wish neighbors and other friends
In the United State* and Canada
to know how deeply we appreciate the with name and address, or monogram
newcomers. The opportunity to sing
kindness and sympathy shown during
AMBULANCE
the dark hours of our bereavement, and —50 double sheets and 50 envelopes—
under the direction of such a skilled
to all who aided us ln any way during 31.00 a box. Postage 10 cents. See i
Service
I*
Instantly
available.
musician as Mr. Smith, who is firmly
that period.
Experienced attendant* on duty.
Mrs. F. M. Ulmer. Mrs. Frances Driscoll, our large ad for colors and styles of
established in New York and Bos
Mrs. Isabel Higgins.
•
lettering before ordering.
Day and Night Telephone
ton as baritone and voice teacher, Is

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

notable. Mr. Smith has marvelous
aid in this project from his wife, the
gifted Edna Wellington Smith, a
brilliant coach-planlst.

450
361 MAUI ST„

ROCKLAND, M«.
■«

CARD Of' THANKS
I wish to express my sincere and
heartfelt thanks to all those wjiq so
kindly assisted me In winning the Cartilval Queen Contest.
Miss Doris E. H«'.L

Rock' ills.

•

A4

Senter Crane
Coat of the Week

Fall
Travel Coat
OF

<< Worumbo
(lOO^ Wool, made ln Maine)

$225°

September prices will be higher.

Swagger or straight models.
Gorgeous Fall Shades.

*♦*♦
OTHER FALL TRAVEL COATS

$9.75 and up
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

August Special
{UNIVERSAL

COMBINATION RANGES
THE BEST COMBINATION RANGE IN THE

WORLD

©

©

Regular Price, $210.00

AUGUST PRICE, S179.56
CASH OR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

M'LOON SALES S SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND

CUSHING
_____
The birthday anniversary of Mrs.
B. Nelson of Port Chester, N. Y., was
celebrated on the evening of Aug. 8
XV^lX^rtT cX

TEL 730

Mr and Mrs. Charles Salo. Union;
Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Lamplnen,
; ThomasWn: Mr Snd Mr? E- Latva,
an<* 3 Ldtne, North Cushing,
|---------------------------------------------------

Guests were: B Nelson, Port Chester <
N. Y; Mr. and Mrs. M. Senvon,, Mr.1
and Mrs. S. Whitaker, Mr. and Mrs.
W. Rlutta. New York city; Mr. and
Mrs. J. Sttsmlnen, Fitchburg, Mass ; J
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Johnson, Bos- I
ton; Mrs. Marlon Johnson. Quincy;
Mr and Mrs. S. Ruohama, Rockland;

WANT AM GIVE
MINIMUM (04T

Every-Other-D»y'
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Underwater Pictures Dramatize Rescue of Drowning Person

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

RED CROSS LIFE SAVER t RICHTI SHOWS METHOD OF
BREAKING FRONT STRANGLE HOLD OF DROWNING MAN.
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Striking pictures made 8 to IS feet under water at Silver Springs, Florida, by Red Crow Life Savers, showing (or tbe first time what actually occurs under water when a drowning person Is rescued

HAPPY HOPE FARM

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Stampnology

Readable Nature Stories and

a

Plausible

Recipe

For

By John Oulstin

Sour Milk Pie
I

These stamp subjects are sponsored I
-hrough the courtesy of The Cou- 1
rier-Oazette. to broaden the general
knowledge of the average collector,
along historical and geographical ,
educational lines. The Information i
is strictly authentic. The writer '
seeks to dkvuss United States com
memorative stamps only and solicits
criticism; also invites criticisms, etc.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

"Praise Ood from whom all bless

ings flow!" That Is what I've been
humming this morning, in grateful
ness of spirit for the rainy day we
have needed so long. Oarden vegeta
tion was beginning to look like a

thirsty traveler lo6t in the parching
heat of the desert, yes, we do thank
Ood for this beautiful rain.
Indoors Peter and Bobby hop about
ln their cages Peter ls a purple
grackle who had the misfortune to
break a wing. It never healed so he
could fly. so I have taken care of him
He whistles in early morning and
seems much at home in his impro
vised cage of hardware wire, with a
card board roof and milk pan bottom
He scorns the choicest worm, but
eagerly devours flies. If Bobby, with
his bright yellow feathers is like sun
shine. Peter ln his purple black and
dark brown coat, reminds me of that
time o’ day when twilight merges
into the restful peace of a summer
night. But "sunshine" and "twilight"
seem to like to hop around the living
room floor together, little yellow
Bobby looking so small beside gawky
Peter But when the canary flies
back to his cage. Peter looks so dis
appointed because he cannot take
wing and follow
• • • •

What would you thing il you had
25 or more fish ln your lap? I was
lying at rest ln the shallows on the
edge of South Pond, when I felt some
thing nibbling at my feet. "My good
ness. a turtle!". I exclaimed, but saw
nothing when I sat up. I had that
particular cove all to myself and it
was very pleasant ln the warm water
and sun, so I laid me down again to
dream.
Nibble, nibble, not only on my feet
but my arms this time. Moving my
head cautiously I saw that I was sur
rounded by a school of 75 or more
fish averaging three inches ln length.
When I slowly rose to a sitting pos
ture, they did not take fright but con
tinued to swim over and under my
arms and across my lap. A can that
had contained crab meat was re
trieved from the shore and held under
water In a moment those friendly
little fish were investigating and soon
had it clean of every scrap of meat.
I do not know what species of fish
these were, but they looked like young
alewives
• < • •

-X
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Elizabeth Allan and Lionel Barrymore in “Mark of the Vampire"

First Measure Is
To Correct Defects
Problem Child Is Apt To Be
Unhealthy; Expert Medi
cal Care Needed
By Dr. E. A. Farrington

Ptevctor, Bancroft School;
Secretary, Special School
Ateociation

It is axiomatic that a sound
mind must have a sound body, but
the retarded child usually cannot
boast of either. He is all too apt
to show signs of illhealth, vague and
indefinite, perhaps,
subtle and hard to
locate, but neverthe
less present, cease
lessly and stnbbomly resisting all efforts to overcome the
resultant mental
Dr.

handic#p

The first task of the educator
must therefore concern itself with
correcting physical defect*, and
building up and maintaining the
body at its highest point of effi
ciency.
Correcting Abnormalities

The problem may be attacked
from several angles. First comes
the correction or amelioration of
structural abnormalities, such as
weak and relaxed or stiff and con
tracted muscle-groups, shortened
tendons or bones, muscular incoor
dination, bad posture, and faulty
breathing habits. Next, attention
must be given to defective eye
sight and hearing, to teeth and
tonsils, to eating and sleeping hab
its, and to the removal of meaning
less muscular activities, such as
Mother Quill had taken her noon rythmic motions of the ha ads and
fingers, string-twirling, and but
day siesta and was Just starting out
ton-twisting.
with her son Johnny to look up a
Next comes a study of the diet.
meal of Juicy twigs. She selected a Many problem children are difficult
poplar in Happy Hope farm woods to feed. They dislike the staple
and climbed up to a small bough, all articles of a nourishing diet,
unaware of the human eyes watching though they need such foods as
her. Johnny clambered after her and milk, eggs, cereals, green vegeta
bles and fruit, as much as any
started out on the small limb. Mother child. Usually they prefer to eat
Quill turned and seemed to say, meat, fried food, sweet desserts or
“Johnny, don't you dare come out on candy. A carefully planned course
this limb It won’t hold us both!" of training must often be persisted
Like some little human boy, Johnny in for weeks or months before the
didn’t want to mind, so he kept on. child learns to eat simple foods
Quick as a flash mother Quill whirled at regular intervals, and to abstain
from eating between meals.
about and slapped heT prprogeny's
Tkix is tfie fourth of a eerie* of
black nose with **er quilled tall.
article* on the “problem child.’’ Dr.
“Here, here! here, here!” squealed Farrington will reply to question*
Johnny, almost losing hLs balance.
aodrexted to him at the Bancroft
“I told you to get back!" grunted School, Haddonfield, N. J.
mother Quill, "you’ll get another
slap if you come any farther,” hold of the sour milk, so plentiful these
ing her caudal appendage ready.
sultry “dog days" when it's difficult
Johnny fussed a bit, then backed to keep milk sweet. A mock lemon
off the limb and went to choose one pie is very nice, we think. Heat the
for himself.
sour milk 'til it separates, making cot
••• •
tage cheese of the thick part. Thicken
The "mother lady." Mrs. Curtis, the whey with cornstarch, sweeten
has returned to her home. During ing to taste and adding one egg for
her several weeks' stay at Happy each pie. Flavor with lemon extract
Hope Farm she won our lasting re and bake in single crust. Finish with
gard by her tact, efficiency and ster meringue or not, as you wish.
I also add raisins and flavor with
ling worth.
a • • •
vanilla or dried orange peel to make
In closing I would like to tell my another kind of sour milk pie that
Nancy M. Savage
ristcr housewives how we use up some we enjoy.

4

No. 9—Thirty CenU-Columbus an
nouncing his discovery, from the
painting by R Baloca. which now
hangs in Madrid. Spain. Printed ln
dull and dark green from plate M-58.
1.576.950. Issued This item Is rising
steadily in price.
No 10—Thirty Cent—The design
of this value was taken from the
painting. 'Columbus at La Rabida.”
by R. Maso 617.250 were printed in
orange-brown from plate N-59.

CUSHING
Mr and Mrs William Boynton of
Middleboro. Mass., and Edward McNamara of Roxburv Mass are visit
ors ln town for a few weeks
Mrs Mary Crute and daughter.
Miss Fannie Crute, have returned
from a visit with Mr and Mrs.
Hinckley ln York who were their
guests a few weeks previous.
Merle James of East Aurora. N Y
has joined his family at the Rockwell
cottage where they are passing the
summer. He was accompanied by
an artist. Antonio Slstl.
Mrs F L. Maloney celebrated her
birthday anniversary Aug 7. by
visiting her daughter Mrs. F I.
Oeyer. Another daughter. Mrs F.
L Kllleran was also present.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hart of Port
land and daughter and son-in-law.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton of Fort Mc
Kinley. were callers Wednesday at
the home of F. I. Oeyer.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Rivers and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Smith of
Brighton. Mass. are vacationing at
the Rivers farm.
Mr. and Mr6. Elbert Hubbard, 2d
of Ea't Aurora. N. Y„ are at the
Rockwell cottage, Bird Point, as
gue'ts of Mr. and Mrs Merle James.
Walton MacMillan of Altantic City

S pictured on thc face of Prince of Aragon, one of the aaddle horses
at Jasper Park Lodge in the heart of the Canadian Rockies, as his
master Gene Fogarty does a little violin practising on the trail.
Fogarty ia the leader of the Jasper Park orchestra which is broadcast
every Wednesday from the Rocky Mountains over an NBCCanadlan
Radio Commission international transcontinental hookup.

I

was the speaker at Union Church
Sunday afternoon. Mr MacMillan
is a graduate of the Moody Bible
Institute and a student at Wheaton
College
He
is
passing
the
summer with his mother at their I
home here.
:
Mrs. Genevieve Frye of Thomas ,
ton was a visitor Thursday at the
Rockwell cottage.
'
Rev F. C Wheeloch has been in
Springfield Mass., a few days recent !
I
ly in the interests of the church.
Miss Orpha Kllleran has had as
guest a teacher from the Hinckley
Oood Will Farm
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell suffered an
ill turn recently. Mrs Nora Ulmer
ls assisting Mrs. Flint in the care ol
Mrs. Bushnell.
Mr and Mrs. 8 O Clarice, Mr and
Mrs Walter Peck, Mr. and Mrs. N
J. Peck and jMr and Mrs. A. L.

Beecher of Woodbridge. Conn, who
have been in town a few days, re
turned home Thursday.
Donald Crute remains quite ill.
Supt. and Mrs Albert Copeland.
with their daughters. Alberta and
Lucy, of Providence are vacationing
at the Flint cottage. Mr. Copeland
is a former resident of Thomaston
B S. Oeyer. grandson Beverly
Oeyer. and Eben Davis are raking
berries for Black & Oay of Thomaston.

The proposed Boy Scout stamp
was again sidetracked for another I
year at least. All blame rest* on
scout officials for lack of furthering
the issuance of this stamp ln honor
of this beloved organization.
On November 1 the post office de
partment will issue a stamp ln honor
of the one hundred anniversary of
Michigan becoming one of the
United States of America. As usual
it will be a three-center, maybe.
Now for a bit of history on this
occasion: Those of you who know
the history of Michigan probably
look up the dates and question why
the first ol November. 1935. was se
lected for the date of issuance of
this commemorative stamp, when
Michigan was not admitted to the
Union until Jan. 26. 1837. A simple
answer if presented, for it was about
this date plans were first Inaugurated
for the formation of a State by work
ing on a constitution and the organi
zation of the state government. It
was finally completed and formed
on Jan. 26. 1835, but the necessary
number of ratifications to formally
make it a state were not until Jan.
26. 1837. when it took its place with
the others.

8 H. OLson and F. I. Oeyer have
employment at C. H Bailey's. Pilot
Point. They are engaged in redomeling the interior of the hou«e.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Savory of
Waban. Mass, are at the Egerton
The Governor issued a proclama
cottage for a few weeks,
tion declaring the time between Jan.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rowell of
North Cushing were recent overnight 26. 1935 and Jan. 26. 1937 to be cele
brated as the 100th anniversary.
guests at B. 8. Geyer's.
This proposed stamp has been ap
proved by Postmaster Oeneral James
A. Farley to be issued; however the
design has not thus far been an
nounced.
I wish to express my sincere regrets
to the seekers of the Oen. Henry
Knox cachet Issued on July 25. In re
gard to those who did nfrt send their
covers until late, they may retrieve
i
them by sending a self-addressed
envelope, or leave same ln my office
and will be used next year. Do as
you wish.

Properly Stowed Bags Add to Comfort

1

\n

49

50

52

W

HORIZONTAL
1-Witdem
5-Swli* mountains
9-Graasy meadow
12- PartdlM
13- Hlndu sash
14- Comblnlng farm.
Eos
15- Examlns
16- Ylelded
18-Strlke gently
20- A criminal (pi.)
21- Glrl'e name
23- Comfort
24- An Inferior kind ol
wheat
26-Plaintiff (abbr.)
29-Comblnlnj form.
Middle
SO-Madt a mistake
32-Flth eggs
U-The reeult of supporation
S4-Havlng small knobs
(•-Shaktapearean
king

54

HORIZONTAL (CenL) , VERTICAL (Cant.,
H-Asalsta
3O-Planta
17-Dlmlnutlve eulllx
39-Howl
1*-Horsa'a gait
42- Child's hat
21- Molst
43- Thote who press
22Australlsn oatrleh
44- A holding dtvlco
49- Of ago (Lat. abbr.) 23- Mistake
25-Decorate
50- Man's name (Pr.)
23-Pertalnlng to a
51- Dlnss
preface
52- Rcaldanca (abbr.,
27-Maklng a great
33-Boll slowly
noise
M-Narrew strip ef
2*-Horizontal band
wood
(Her.)
VERTICAL
31-Flns dirt
33-Foliage
1- Allow
3«-The (Fr.)
2- Lyrle poem
37-Rellevee
3- Nevar quiet
3S-Box
4- 1 m poet
40- An Indlen
5- Serpent
41- Steepe. aa flax
O-Etrueean god
44- Wild (Scot)
7- Vlolated
45- Use noodle and
8- Lateral parts
thread
•-Poisonous plant af
47-8t«tlon (abbr.)
tha baan family
4S-Supsrlatlva eulfla
10-Equal
(Solution to Previous

' SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
Mr. and Mr' Rolfe Burns of
Norton. Mass., who are at the Fales
cottage enjoyed a trip Thursday to
Cadillac Mountain
Mr and Mrs. John 8tarrett of ‘
Somerville. Mass. and Warren were
dinner gue'ts last Tuesday of Mr and
Mrs. Charles Hovt at Rockledge Inn
Miss Lenora Thayer of Rockland
has employnent at Rockledge Inn
Prof, and Mrs Wilbert 8now at
tended the Cornelia Otis Skinner
recital at the Camden Opera House
last Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs C O. Hoyt of South
Union and 8t. Petersburg. Fla who
have been staying at their cottage
for a few d»vs returned Wednesday
to South Union
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Longworth, who
have been visiting Mr and Mrs.
William D Oilbert at their cottage on
Spruce Point Road for ten days, re
turned Thursday to Medfield. Mass.
Miss Mildred Thomssen. accom
panied by her grandmother Mrs.
Wlmpeau who has been at The Tides
went to Utica. N Y. Saturday On
her return Wednesday. Mis# Thomssen will be accompanied by her father
Dr. Herbert W. Thomssen who will
Join his family for a two weeks'
vacation.
Stanley Maynard and nephew Billy
arrived Friday to spend the weekend
with Mrs. Stanley Maynard at Sun
set Cottage
Mrs. Herbert Thomssen ls guest at
Rockledge Inn for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs Forrest Mavnard and
son Calvin arrived Saturday at their
cottage Sea Call, where Mr. Maynard
will remain for two weeks and thc
other members of the family until
Labor Day.
Mr and Mrs Rolfe Bums returned
to Norton. Mass.. Monday after a
month's stay at the Fales Cottage.

SOUTH CHINA

HOTEL
IBELLEVUE

MACON STREET

BOSTON
Ideal location on Beacon MS,
beaide tbe State Houk, and
overlooking Boston Common
and Public Gardena

RESTAURANT
t I* carte and tabic d'kett

Chib Breakfast

Lunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Streets. Modem and up-todate.
A variety of foods
moderately priced

Mrs. Clarence Esancy and daugh
ters, Bllle Lee and Virginia, with
friends from Gary, Ind., spent two
■unoFEAN plan axna
days last week with her mother and
without bath
also called on friends. Together with
Mrs. McKee they went to Orono to
$2.00 up
see their sister and daughter. Mrs
with hath
Jessie 8outhard. Billie Lee remaining
$3.00 up
with her for a short stay. Virginia is
with her grandmother while Mrs. Es
Special rata fee
ancy and friends are visiting relatives
pwmsnene rerupeney
and friends in Canada. They will re
WEST WASHINGTON
turn here for a short time before mak
ing the homeward trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Savage of
Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Hussey and
Gardner. Ma's„ visited last Tuesday
friends have been visiting their daugh
with her sister. Mrs. Edson Wellman.
ter, Caroline, at Alford Lake Camp.
Miss Hazel Hibbert is much im
proved from her recent illness.
Earl Marston of Gardner, Mass . Is
on vacation at the home of his aunt.
Miss Katie Kennedy.
SATES:
Perley Bartlett of Rockland re
tayt 'IW-JP-JW
turned home Saturday after visiting
to Your hotel in BOSTON
te«U,hW-4»-4»
with his uncle, Cleo Bartlett, for a
week.
Elston MacFarland of Union, who
has been a patient at Knox Hospital,
//J5OOKqqm3
was a caller Sunday on The Ridge.
Blrdell Hibbert was a visitor Sun
RADIO
day at Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hib
SERVIDOR
bert’s in Washington.
TUB XSHOWER

BOSTON

y . /

i

■
1

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

MS

Comfort, pleasure, and safety on a tour depend largely on efficient loading of the luggage, and modem body designs
have done much to ease the problem, os these views of Chevrolet models reveal. In the upper left view, the suitcases
have been fitted in snugly, the adjustable front aeat having been moved forward to allow extra leeway, and the driver
Is now pushing back the seat to clamp the bags In place for the day. Upper right, the tourist is utilizing the baggage
space back of the rear teat. Tba two lower pictures show the loading of a coupe compartment and a sedan trunk.

MANGER
« NORTH STATION

•< 1TEP-A-Mlyw TRAIN-fryrrr ROOM*

Every-Other-Day
1»
«►
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WALDQBQRO

OUR HOMEMAKERS

♦♦♦♦
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

ML«s Orace A. Yorke has been In
Augusta, guest of Mrs. Arthur R.
Savage.

Charles H. Howard of Augusta
By Carrie J Williams, Cen- 1 ■ passed the weekend at his home here.
tral Maine Power Co., Home
Mrs. Oracla D Libby of Boston, who
Service Department.
has been on Deer Isle for two weeks,
ls at the Oay Camp at Martin's Point.
Oven ( inninj
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Spurdens, who
The two methods of canning now have been visitors at Mrs I. P 1
commonly used, are the open kettle, Bailey's have returned to Philadel- !
or cooked ln the kettle method which phla.

| STARTS WEDNESDAY AT THE STRAND [

MARTINSVILLE

PUBLIC CONFIDENCE
RESTORED BY BANKS
American Bankers Association

Describes Its Activities to
Aid Better Understanding
NEW YORK. — Eight different
llnea of activity through which the
American Bankers Association Ie
constantly aiming to promote better
public understanding and opinion
In regard to banking and the atti
tude of bankers toward legislation
are described ln detail ln a state
ment made public here by R. S.
Hecht, president of tbe association.
Tbe aim, he sayr, Is “to strengthen
the real bails for good opinion In
regard to the banks," through fot
terlng Informative bank advertising
in the newspapers and In other way*
The statement was Issued in reply to
suggestions received urging a ns
tlonwlde public educational program
In regard to "the business of banking
and ltl place In the economic life of
our country.”
Mr. Hecht declares that “we have
tried very hard to convince the pub
lic that the banking fraternity has
truly profited by the lessons of th«
past, Is determined to approach all
questions of hanking policy from the
broad viewpoint of public welfare
and ls prepared to carry Ita full share
of the burden In connection with all
efforts to restore sound prosperity
tn this country."

Mr and Mrs. Andrew Sllloway of
Methuen. Mass., are visiting Mrs
Jennie H Linscott.
Rev and Mrs Everett Washburn
and two children of Westerly, R I.
are vi'itlng Miss Edna M. Young.
Mr Washburn preached at the* Bap
tist Church here Sunday morning
and at the Community House. Mar
tin's Point, in the afternoon. He will
occupy the pulpit of the Baptist
Church during the absence of Rev.
Horace M. Taylor on vacation
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Groce Moore, Leo Carrillo, Michael Bartlett and Robert Allen in
Monday in the Methodist vestry.
Mrs Florence M. Knowles, who has
"Love Me Forever"
been guest of Mrs Jessie Achorn, has
Music takes flight on the wings of He faces disaster with a smile—for he
returned to Wes' Medford. Mass
Mrs. William Black of Hammon- song to inspire a great love ln Colum cherishes an Ideal—an Ideal that will
town. N J., is at her summer home bia’s “Love Me Forever." starring never die. Thrilling drama, coupled
with the glorious singing of Orace
on the west side of the river.
Orace Moore, coming for Wednesday,
Moore, makes of "Love Me Forever"
Dr. Avery Lambert and family of
Thursday and Friday.
the record-breaking entertainment It
Iowa City who have been In town a
The magic In Che voice of a lovely Is Featured with Orace Moore are
few flays, are now at Martin's Point
General Directions for Canning
where they will remain for a week top-hat daughter of luxury starts the Leo Carlllo. Mlohael Bartlett and
The Means Employed
V«^e<able»
In describing the various meas
Dr and Mrs Hanson Lambert of flame of romance burning in the heart Robert Allen. Victor 8chertzinger di
ures ot the association "to exert a
of a man who can never have her. rected—adv.
1. Precook all vegetables. Time Winthrop have been their guests.
beneficial Influence on public opinion
Charles
Morse
has
bought
the
home
varies from three-eight minutes or
regarding the functions, method*
more depending on the vegetable. of the late Winfield Davis on FrlendSHELLS AND SAILORS
MATINICUS
and operations ot banks,” Mr. Hecht
Cook until flexible enough to handle sh'p street.
enumerated the following activities
Hanscom Young of Boston is spendNews has been received of the death Proved Too Much for the Rockport
1. The Public Education Comnilulon,
and pack easily or until skin loosen
which prepares plain language talk*
Team In Weekend Contests
ing a vacation with his father, Ernest about
so they can be removed quickly If of Hervev R. Skav at his home in
bankng for use of bankere and
others before schools, civic clube and
Young.
they are to be taken off.
,, East Union. He ls survived by his
ovet
the
radio.
Taking advantage of very loose field-1
I The Conetructive Customer Reis,
2. Pack In hot clean tested Jars to wife. Claire, and one son. Mr Skay ing and making three hits when they
Mr and Mrs A M Slratton °‘ lions
program, installed in many banks
within one-half Inch of top. Skake to was a resident of this town In the meant runs. Camden defeated Rock- Alblon have been vWUn« a ,ew daya to help qualify bank employees to promote a better Informed and more ejmget a good pack, but don't use a spoon flourishing davs of the granite in port at Rockport Friday night 6 to 0 wilh ,rl*nds heffpathetic attitude among their custom
dustry
and
was
associated
with
this
ers
regarding banking.
and avoid a tight pack because that I
I. The Publicity Department, sup
Scoring
twice
in
the
first
Camden
was
t
Mr
and
Mrs
Mahlon
Puller
of
Alwork for many years.
plying
city and country daily and
requires a long time for the heat-to
never threatened. E Wardsworth bion are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orren weekly newspapere with articles re
garding banking and allied subjects
penetrate to the center of the Jar.
pitched fine ball allowing only four I Ames.
and furnishing tbs general press with
DEER ISLE
3. Add one teaspoon of salt to
news and Information regarding the
scattered hits and received brilliant
Mrs Ernest Perkins of Boston is activities
of the association.
each quart Jar.
4. The Advertising Department, supI support by his team-mates. Mayhew's ' visiting her parents. Mr and Mrs.
plying members of the association
4. Fill Jars to overflow with boll- j Mr and Mrs John E Elseman of two nice running catches featured
Oeorge Belcher She was accom with a series of Informative newspa
advertisements setting forth In
Ing water. Remove all air bubbles. New York are at Felsted this season
panied by her uncle. Mr. Patch, and per
Camden
Shells
brief, popular language the methods
Mr and Mrs. William Nichols of
Adjust the cover by partly sealing
and
policies
under which banks oper
ab r bt tb po a e his daughter. Vesta Patch.
ate. thsir effective practices for pro
one clamp or turning a lid to one- New York were guests of Mrs. Lucy
tecting
depositors'
funds, the services
0, Mr. and Mrs Norman Thompson they render and the
C Bruce a few days last week before Lord, ss ......
various ways In
fourth back with a screw top.
which
they
cooperate
with business In
0 and family recently spent a few days
Plaisted. 2b
their own communities In fostering
5. Preheat oven to 275 degrees. leaving for Europe.
0 on Vinalhaven.
Boynton. 2b __ 1
sound recovery and progress.
Mr and Mrs Thomas of Springfield.
Place Jars ln a shallow pan or cookie
5. The Executive Officers apd the
Daley, cf ......
0
Robert Stevenson ot Rockland is Committee on Ranking Rtudiee, who
pan far enough apart to Insure a Mass. are guests of Mr. and Mrs Mel
active, particularly at Washing
Blaisdell. cf
0 0 passing a few days with friends here. are
ton. in consulting with Administration
good circulation ln the oven. Begin vin D. 8outhworth.
and Congressional leaders In formulat
1 11 0 0
Bok. lb_______ 5
Mrs. Esther Dale of Bath ls visiting ing proposals for hanking reform based
recording time ot processing from, Dr Rufus Southworth of Olendale,
0 j Leta Young at her summer home on broad lines of public welfare.
0 7
Thomas, c .......... 3
time food ls placed in oven. The time j Ohio. Is visiting his brother, Rev.
4 The Agricultural Commission, pro
1
Weed, c_______ 0
moting among bankers In the farm
here.
Is about one-third to one-half longer Oeorge C. 8 Southworth. Jr.
districts
the practice of aiding their
0
Wardsworth, 3b 5
farm customers In Installing on their
* Harold Bunker and Mr. and Mrs. farms
for fruit than In the hot water bath.
Miss Esther D Dodge of Manches- Maynard. If
belter financial and operating
1
Orren Ames and party recently spent methods.
8. Remove, seal Immediately, cool ter. N. H.. recently spent a week with Lynard if
2
, T. The American Institute of Rank
the day In Vinalhaven.
"ing. having primarily to do with the
quickly but avoid a direct draft and her parents. Mr and Mrs. Oeorge M Mayhew, rf
education of the younger
Richard Ames and Brad Yeung technical
don't let Jars touch while cooling.
hanker, but now directing these efforts
• e. Wardsworth. p
toward also playing a part in improv
made
a
trip
to
Rockland
last
week
to
When cold Invert for several houri
The Sunset Church Aid held its an- i
ing public relations for banking as a
whole, particularly through stressing
buy an engine for their boat.
•to detect any leaks.
nual summer sale recently and served j
35 6 11 12 27 14
the public responsibilities slid the eth
Mr. and Mrs Ivan Phllbrook re ical aspects of practical banking
"One hour from thc field to the a cafeteria supper.
Rockport
5 The publication of "Banking.'' the
cently passed a few days In Rock official
can” Is a good guide toward Improv
organ of the association, cir
Dr A. M. Chesney. Baltimore. Md . [
ab r bt tb po a
culating among hankers, bank direc
land.
ing quality and insuring safe keeping
tors. business executives, economists,
2 0 0 0 0 0
recently Joined his family at their, Miller. 3b
Mr. and Mrs Lavon Ames and party law firms, government departments,
of canned foods.
libraries, college, public schools and
cottage at Dunham’s Point for the re- : h. Graffam. If.2b 3
1
• • • •
have been Rockland visitors
other publications, presenting articles
mainder of the season.
j m Oraffam. 2b,ss 4
1
Miss Jeffers ol Braintree ls visiting regarding banking and banking view
Helpful Hints
points.
1
Mrs. Linnie Hilton and niece from J Turner, c .......... 4
0
Julia Young.
1. To prevent discoloring—apples . Massachusetts were guests last week- Bohndell. rf ..... 3
The Objective Sought
0
Word has been received of the birth
In commenting on the foregoing
and pears
end of Miss Kate C. Sylvester.
0
Snow, ss, 3b...... 3
ol a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Oerald program, Mr. Hecht says that It la
а. Let stand in brine two oz or
Mrs Vida Sylvester, son Oeorge E E. Crockett, cf.... 3
1
Stlnchfleld of Augusta
not “the primary objective to attract
four tablespoons of salt to one gal and daughter Ruby A., were visitors Moon, lb ......___ 3
1 1 12
Prof Morrison of Harvard College, attention particularly to the Ameri
lon water.
at Eagle recently.
0 0 0
Cram, p ____ — 3
accompanied by his daughter and can Bankers Association aa aurh.
2. Grape Juice. One pint sugar
Maurice C. Pincoffs. Sr.. and Dr. Nash. If ........ 2
0 0 0
nephew recently visited Matinicus bnt rather to focna attention on and
give Impetus to those Ideas which
to six parts grapes. Cook until it Maurice C. Pincoffs. Jr., and family
harbor in his yacht, Idler. Prof. Mor It believes are beneficial ln promot
boils, strain and put In Jars boiling of Baltimore. Md., are at the Jenks
30 0 4 5 27 17 6
rison has a summer camp on Mount ing understanding and solidarity
hot. No further cooking.
cottage for August. Mrs. Nettie Stin Camden .......... 20110010 1—6
among banking, business and the
Desert.
3. Peaches—Cling and Freestone, son and Miss Natalie Billings are em
Two-base hits. Lord. E. Crockett
Clifford Young recently piloted a public.” He adds:
ding—Firm and
hold
shape ployed there.
“Our program for the development
Sacrifice hits, Plaisted. Maynard steamer up river.
ot satisfactory public relations for
Mr. and Mrs. Rheinhalter and three Double plays, Plaisted. Lord. Bok; and
throughout.
Mr and Mrs Harold Bunker made
banking does not consist merely of
Freestone—Better flavor, apt to be children of Quincy. Mass., are guests
Cram. Snow and Moon. Struck out. a trip to Rockland last week with a nowapaper publicity. It la calculated
of Mrs. Matthew Fay.
ragged when canning.
by Wardsworth 8. by Cram 5. Base on party of friends and relatives from to produce a continuous and cumn
Cool thoroughly before storing or
lattve effect by varied efforts which
balls, off Wardsworth 1. off Cram 5 Boston who have been their guests.
edges turn pink.
are aimed to work day In and day
Hit by pitcher. Leonard Umpire. Rob
WEST HOPE
4. Use over ripe or soft fruit for
out to strengthen the real basis for
erts of USS Manley.
NORTH WARREN
good opinion In regard to the banks
Jam or marmalade
Mrs Ascha Jacobs has been guest
U. S. S. Manley 2, Rockport 3
“To bars favorable things said
5. Tight packing causes much of Miss Hattie Boggs in 8011th Hope
Making 18 hits for a total of 25 bases
Mrs Fred Starrett of the village Ls | about the banking business ln the
spoilage
Mrs Eva Wellman, Douglas Curtis the USS. Manley's baseball team staying with Mabie Crawford for a newspapers and over the radio Is.
6275 degree oven.
of Rockland and Miss Leola Wellman slaughtered Rockport at Rockport time.
the association recognizes, very
7. Time periods based on use of of Portland were recent callers at C. Saturday night by the score of 12 to 3.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Campbell of j helpful toward creating a sound pub
quart Jars. Reduce time 5 per cent E. Wellman’s.
Every batter on the USS. Manley Southboro. Mass gave a wienie roast I lic opinion regarding banking But
the association believes that the
for pints—add 20 per cent for gallon
Quests of Lucretia Pushaw have team got at least one hit. Scoring In Wednesdiy night on the shore of J most Important thing ultimately Is
8. Do not keep opening oven door been Miss Elizabeth Harding and each of the first four innings the Seven Tree Pond.
to foster throughout the banking
While food Is processing.
Mrs Mary Wallace, 8outh Union; visitors coasted to 'an easy win.
Mrs. F. O. Jame'on and nieces. profession the doing sincerely of
• • • •
Mrs Reeves and Mrs. Lotten of Provi Baker's pitching and the fine support Freda and Virginia Moody, spent those things that reflect favorably
of his team-mates, especially Roberts, Thursday with Mrs Ernest Camp the sound, helpful practices of tbe
Syrups for Canning
dence.
business of banking, and that then
1. Very thick—One cup sugar to
Mrs Vanda Wentworth's daughter who made several brilliant plays, bell and daughter Marion.
the true news of ita constructive
Mr and Mrs. William Teague of activities will constitute the best
one-half cup water.
has been with her for the summer va were the highlights of the game
U.
S.
S.
Manley
Connecticut and Mrs. Teague s father, answers to attacks and misrepre
2. Medium—One cup sugar to two cation.
ab r bh tb po a
Laurence Kalloch,
were callers sentations of banks and bankers.”
cups water.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Merrifield were re
Thursday afternoon at E J. Kalloch’s
3. Thick—One cup sugar to one cent callers at the home of her brother Swanson. If...... 6 2 113 0
Archibald, lb .... 6 3 4 6 4 1
Speaking of snakes: Mr. Erkkella. Predicts Farm Loan Expansion
cup water.
in North Vassalboro.
while raking hay near an old stone I
Baker, p ...»....... 6 3 3 5 0 2
4. Thin—One cup sugar to three
Lucretia Pushaw attended thc Roberts, ss........ 6 0 3 5 2 4
wall in Edwin Kalloch's field, gathered 1
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.-Wlth
cups water.
shower given Mrs. Laura Wallace at Barnes, cf ........ 5 11110
a snake measuring 3'4 feet and large marked Improvement ln agriculture
• • • •
already apparent, and further Im
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Willis, 3b .......... 6 0 2 2 3 0
in
proportion throughout.
Mr
Advantages of Oven Canning
provement confidently expected, a
Harding in 8oubh Union. Best wishes Nolan, c ............ 5 0 2 2 10 0
Kalloch ls an old timer and ravs he greatly expanded volume of farm
1. There is no need for any spe go to Miss Wallace who is popular
has not seen such a big reptile in I credit will be required, especially
Kollc. 2b .......... 5 112
4 3
cial canning equipment.
in the young set.
many years.
Hanley, rf ........ 3 2 1 1 0 0
short-term credit, according to a
2. The oven heat control main
Charles Wellman. 60. of this place,
Blueberry harvesting is in full, statement here recently by W. I.
tains
tht
proper
temperature died after a year of failing health.
Myers, Governor of the Farm Credit
48 12 18 25 27 10
swing.
throughout the processing period.
He was the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Erickson and son Administration, Washington, D. C.
Rockport
He was a speaker at the Graduate
3. Does away with the need for Freeman Wellman.
He leaves a
ab r bh tb po a
Carl attended a birthday party given j
School of Banking, conducted Joint
watching and canning.
Mrs
Er'ckson's
brother.
Jesse
Calder'
brother Willard, a niece Helen Gor Miller. 3b .......... 5 0 2
3 2 2
ly by the American Institute of
4. One can do other things while don. and an aunt, Mrs. Ellen Perry ot
wood in Union, recenflv. and alro a
H. Oraffam. 2b 4 0 0
0 2 4
Banking Section of the American
the food iis processing.
“■* Appleton. Burial was at Appleton.
eim'iar ocea^on for her n'rce, Mrs. Bankers Association and Rutgers
M. Oraffam. ss.. 4 0 0
0 0 2
5. Saves the time, labor and energy
Gordon Smith In Rockport last Tues University.
Turner, c .......... 4 0 2
2 4 1
“The majority of farmers who get
of lifting water to fill large contain Orapes ...........
20 mins. Bohndell, rf
day night.
4 0 112 0
ers for water-bath method.
Peaches ............................... 35 mins. K. Crockett....... p 4 1 2
Amariah Kalloch of South Thomas-1 their credit on time or by charge ac
3 1 4
counts have a basis for cash loans
б. Saves thc fuel necessary fpr. Pears ................................... 25 mins.
ton was a visitor here recently In a [
Nash, If ............ 4 0 1110
and should be buying their credit
•
heating water.
plums
................................ 20 mins. Moon, lb .......... 4 1 1
1 12 0
from a bank, production credit asao
7. The method Is easy, clean, eon- Raspberries ..................... ..... 35 mins. E. Crockett, cf.. 4 1 1
elation or other institutions that sell
1 3 0
FRIENDSHIP
venlent, cool, practical and modern. Rhubarb ............................... 30 min|.
credit on a business basis," he said.
A lovely place la Friendship,
Tinfr Table
Strawberries ........................ 35 mins.
37 3 10 12 27 13 4
Upon the coast of Maine;
Tt lies against the ocean
Temp. 275 Asparagus ...........................
Food
3 hrs. U. S. 6. Manley 22230000 3—12
And Justifies Its name.
Apples .............................. ... 35 mins, Beans ................................... 3 hrs. Rockport ........ 00000020 1— 3
Wc
see the mighty waters.
...
35
mins.
Apricots ............. ............
Beets .........
3 hrs.
Two-base hits, Archibald 2, Roberts
The tides that go and come,
Turn That Vacant Room
The lsland off the harbor
Blackberries ................... ... 35 mins. Carrots ....
3 hrs. 2, Kolic 1. Miller 1. K. Crockett 1
Beyond the billows' foam;
Into Cash With a
Blueberries ..................... ... 35 mins. Greens ................................. 3 hrs. Three-base hit, Baker. Struck out,
And tn the town the people
“To Rent” Advertisement
Cherries .......................... ... 35 mins. Corn .....................
3 hrs. by Baker 10. by K. Crockett 4. Base
With peace and Joy we meet.
And feel the hearty handshake
in The Courier-Gazette
Currents ........................ ... 30 mins. Peas ......................................
.1 hrs. on balls, off K. Crockett 3. Wild
With which they warmly greet
-... 30 mtns Tomatoes ..... ........................
Gooseberries ..............
Charles E. Cook.
hrs pitches, K. Crockett 2.
Telephone 770
Concord. N. H
most of us are probably more fa
miliar with and the Jar cooked or
cooked In the Jar method which may
be cold or hot packed. The open,
kettle way, the food ls heated through
more evenly and quickly than when
It ls packed Into Jars.
Cold [rack means filling Jars with,
uncooked or cold food. The chief
disadvantage ln using this phasethat method is that a longer time is
necessary for the center of the can
to get hot.
Hot pack method has the advan
tage of both the open kettle and cold.
With the hot pack a certain amount
of pre-cooking Is done before Uhe
food Is placed tn Jars The shrinking
which takes place through cooking
makes for easier packing, fuller Jars',
and any air ln the food Is driven out
ln the heating.
• • • •
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Gay new writing paper—with your name—

Mrs Albert Robinson has as guests
her sister MLss Anna Desmond of
Winchester, Mass., and her cousin,

Specially Priced

RYTEX POLKA

Mrs. Keyes of New Mexico.

Mr. and Mrs James Buck of War
ren. Mass., spent last week at the

Printed Stationery
As fresh as a seg breeze!

Ancnorage. guests of Mrs Buck's aunt
Mrs. Robinson.

A New Stationery—discreetly
gay and smartly colorful. The Il
lustration tells the story!—White
polka dots on a band of blue,
browti, green, or orchid—with
your name and address, or Mono
grams printed In colors to match.

Mr. and Mrs. John Lane and Rob
ert Bennett have returned to 8outh
Dartmouth. Mass. They were guests'
of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chase.
Mr and Mrs. John Lytle are occupy- !
ng the Nelson cottage.

Mrs. Robert Noble and daughter
Roberta who have been guests of Mrs.
Noble’s sisters. Mrs. Dwyer and Mrs.
Eager, have returned to Toronto.

50 DOl'BI.E SHEETS

50 ENVELOPES

O
$

SPECIAL

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Allen of At
lantic City are visiting Mr and Mrs.
Harold Small.

FOR Al'Gl'ST AND SEPTEMBER ONLY!

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hollingsworth
of Massachusetts are guests at The
Wayside.

Poslagr lOr Extra

We have 23 other styles to pick from.
Call in and sec our complete line of samples.

Pierre Verrler of Arlington. N J.,
is guest of his sister, Mrs. Nealo Ham
ilton.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crockett of
Douglas. Mass., have arrived here for
an indefinite stay.

80th birthday anniversary Aug. 7 by Tenant's Harbor called In the after
Miss Charlotte Jones is visiting her doing her usual house work. Her noon.
aunt ln Thomaston.
daughters. Mrs Harold Mason of
MLss Edith Murray was a business
Mrs. Elmira Dwyer celebrated her Rockland and Mrs. Orris Holbrook of visitor last Tuesday ln Rockland.

AUGUST 1t • 17

Jlatum-TBide State
A DELICIOUS DESSERT

JELL-O

3 *0* 17c

Awortsd Flavor*

BAKER'S COCOA 2<^19c
LA tOUKAINE

COFFEE

Lg
CAN

Sane Hot lor Breakfast
lead lor Lunch

FLOUR N°™''

'xV1i' ", ? ; ■>

J

. W’l®’ -

.

.

27c

ZA-REX FRUIT SYRUPS

Choice of Flavor*

•

«

ah, 25c

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO JUICE . 3

1

SALAD 9^
. 8?^
about a

if t»u want MAvoMMAtac ot mt hishiit (v*un-m

SEIDNER'S MAYONNAISE .

8

ihk

a°,15c
OZ

FANCY IMPORTED

CRABMEAT

For Tatty Salads

■

.

. 2 «>& 41c

SANTA CRUZ BRAND

FRUITS"» SALAD
SHRIMP

29c

NO J'/i '
CAN

CA*AO£NIA •

FANCY MEDIUM—A REAL BARGAIN

.

2

CANS

29^

NATION-WIDE BRAND—INCLUDE A CASE IN YOUR ORDER

GINGER ALE a

a

a

^^BOTS

95c

or

3

25c

bots

Three Crow Mustard . 'Ao'

BOTH
FOR

AND

35c

Three Crow Mixed Spice

— COMBINATION SALE—

CuruA/nt

■ s«r

PM

Cw^CMEZ-IT 2~.'>25‘
MRVl IRTM YOUR NVORfTt KVCRMCt “
.2>--Sa - a*—

AMMONIA
REDCAP

W'l™

30OZBOT1

BLEACH WATER

SEMINOLE TOILET PAPER

NATION-WIDE

T

RED CAP

SERVICE

1000
SHEEl

ROLLS

GROCERS
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THOMASTON

Rockland Courier-’
been in Massachusetts for several
years.
Due to mechanical difficulties the
steamship Belfast will not sail from
Rockland Thursday, so St. John's
Church excursion Is postponed.
The Thomaston Board of Trade will
hold its regular monthly meeting at
6.30 Wednesday in the Congregational
vestry. Supper will be served at 50
cents. Members and others Interested
in the welfare of the town are urged
to attend.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Overlock. Miss
Wilson and Miss Edith Wilson mo
tored recently to Belgrade Lakes to
visit their niece. Miss Sarah Wilson,
who is in camp there. On their re
turn they were accompanied by their
nephew. Ross Wilson of Gray, who
will be their guest for some time.

ues

CARNIVAL QUEEN

WED.-THURS.

VINALHAVEN
SERIOUS SALLIES

1 Misg Doris Hajj dinner Of
Mr and Mrs. F. J. Baker of Boston
I At "E1-WU1-E1" cottage at the
I
are visiting their daughter, and son—bv—
Reach are Rev and Mrs William
CRUELLEST WOMAN
Royal
Honors
At
Rock

in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoln Oraf, Hutchison, daughter. Dr. Elizabeth
IN
TWO
WORLDS!
SALLY
LOWE
port’s Carnival-Regatta
ton. for a mon'h.
Hutchison of Cleveland. Ohio, a guest.
:
A launching of the eighth boat
•x £
John Q Jennings and Rev. and Mrs.
Races
by
boats
from
the
Tarratine
i
contracted for by the Morse Boat
Harry Hutchison and son Joseph of
Dangerous Beauty!
j Yacht Club. Islesboro. were the prin
building Corp., took place Monday
Cclumbus. Ohio,
Black
guns
pointed
towards
the
j cipal feature of the last day of Rock
at 8 a. tn.
»
Mrs Lyford Coombs has as guests
churning river. Large and fat ln the
Mr and Mrs.‘Watson Woodruff of
port's three-day Carnival-Regatta and
her
son and family. Mr and Mrs
j
green trodden grass. People pass
Manchester, Conn recently passed a
were carried out under even better
Printed with Name and Address
It is a day of parental demonstration Stanley Dlppel and son Robert of
few days with Miss Nellie Oardiner
on sheets and envelopes—or.
Baldwin. N Y.
weather conditions than the races on
with
churlish
chUdren.
The
sun
and Mrs Oeorge Cross, and called on
monogram on sheet$, and enve
the previous day.
Miss Eugenia Carver was guest of
plays around the old granite fort like
lopes plain.
friends in town Mrs. Woodruff is a
a stssllng torch before the night relatives ln Rockland the past week
100 SINGLE SHEETS
In the 21-foot class, Boat 5. owned
IN
former teacher of Thomaston High
50 ENVELOPES
Mrs Joseph Headley entertained at
drops
It
Into
the
yesterday
Copper
8chool.
by Winthrop Aldrich of New York and
seven tables of bridge at her home
OR
streaked
granite!
Thousands
of
cir

Mr and Mrs William Carey of New
Dark Harbor, was the winner and in
Wednesday In honor of Mrs. Parker
cular
steps
lunge
down
to
the
water's
50
DOUBLE
SHEETS
Jersey who have been guests of Miss
the 17-foot class, Boat 17 owned by
50 ENVELOPES
edge . . . and out beyond-half way Williams of 8outh Portland and Mrs.
Nellie Oardiner, returned home
Cross.
across that watery gap, the river Ralph Thompson of New London.
Thursday.
For August Only
demon chums hts silver foam. A Oonn. Others present. Mrs. Edward
Frank
Jacoos
is
visiting
his
sister.
Summary
—
21-foot
class:
Fine quality Oreytone paper In
Oeorge L. Cate is visiting in New |
swarm of rapids splash with glee! Oreenleaf. Mrs. Vaughn Johnson. Mrs
Mrs. Earl Wilson, in Oray.
blue, grey, ivory, or orchid, with
Boat No.
Owner
H M S
Hampshire.
printing in blue, black, brown, or
Thc dangerous fortress .. even now! John Kane of Providence; Miss Met
The
flowers
for
the
Federated
5. Winthrop Aldrich,
1 25 58
Mrs. Bessie Rowell and guest. Mrs.
violet ink.
flcaq/juUitvn ^fjver nrr
Fort Knox at the Bucksport bridge! tle Ingerson. Miss Ann Donahue.
E. Gabriel of Boston and Mrs. Addie Church services in recent weeks have
3. Lang Horne Gibson,
1 36 0
Miss
Sara
Bunker.
Miss
Eliza
Patter

Buy several boxes of this smart
• asm »
IMPORTANT!
Jones motored to Cadillac Mountain been given by Mrs. Richard Dunn,
stationery at this umiMially low
4. A. J. Drexel Paul,
1 36 48
A "Jitney" closeup!
son. Miss Beulah Ollchrlst. Mrs
price!
Don't reveal
last week and were greatly pleased Mrs. Raymond Wotton. Miss Ruggles,
They scampered on the beach like Herbert Boman of Lisbon Palls; Mrs
2, Dudley Howe.
1 37 13
Miss Smith and Mrs. Herbert Lewis.
with the splendid outlook
the ending! It's
We have 23 other styles to pick from.
three blind mice ready for the In Harold Clark. Portland; Mrs. Joseph
1, Charles Alexander,
1 41 69
The Beta Alpha Club will picnic Many have been afterward sent to ill
Call In and see our complete line of samples.
the thrill of a
Donahue. Dorchester. Mass ; Miss Alta
evitable
llmburger!
One
was
as
7. Dillon.
did not finish i
Thursday at the cottage of Mr. and and shut-in friends. Last Sunday
lifetime !
tanned as a Grecian Ood. while the Johes. Los Angeles. Calif.; Miss Har
POSTAGE 10c EXTRA
1
17-ft. class;
Mrs Erma Lamb at Ash Point Mrs evening the study class concluded the
riet Vlnal. Mrs Everett Libby. Mrs.
other
two
pale
and
wan
companions
17, Cross,
1 43 30 |
Blanche Lermond Is chairman of discussion of teaching aims and
Rl'TR ETTING in
feebly soaked themselves ln oil with Ralph Brown. Mrs Dewey Brown.
“TICKET OR LEAVE IT”
1 44 12
5. Austin Flagg.
the committee on transportation; methods which has been conducted
I
that hope of attainment ln their Mrs. Scott Littlefield. Mrs. N. Cook
Snap
Shots
Cartoon
Mrs Annie Mank. Mrs Nellie Orff for several weeks, a profitable session
1 47 43
20. Brandiger.
eyes! After about an hour ot sun Sholes. Mrs. Oeorge Strachan. Mrs
for
those
interested
in
tha
church
Mrs Oladys Moore, Mrs. Nettie
1 48 8
30. Wiliam Elkins
ning, they clamored up a steep ln- i Ambrose Peterson. Mrs Elliott Hall.
school
Robinson, refreshments.
12, Jennings,
did not finish 1
aid
1
cline
to the woods. Pitched near the Miss Nellie Hall. Mrs. Ernest Arey.
The baseball score at Thomaston
Interest in the evening centered i
Miss Eugenia Carver. Mrs. Owen Rob
sea.
very
simplified
ln
style
stood
AdvortlMmenta
tn
thia
column
not
to
,
rUl\
m
/VLE
i
Mr.
and
Mrs
Richard
Huber
of
last Thursday was: Rockland 9;
about the crowning of the Carnival
three line* inserted once for 2f L .
the four cornered boy scout's para erts and Mrs. Leslie Dyer. First hon exceed
Mechanicsburg. Pa. are spending
ceata.
three
times
for
SO
cents.
Addl*
___
Thomaston 7.
Telephone
409
Mr ?n. Umi.
WHY
NOT
>our lumber direct
Queen. Miss Doris Hall, daughter of j
ors went to Mrs. Parker Williams. 17"“i .MP**.
* wonts trom the manufacturer and save) Also
several weeks with Mr and Mrs. E.
j?t•
Matinee 200; Evening 6.45. 8.45 dise ... a tent. In they went more
Mr and Mrs. Vesper Hall of Rockville,
wood
the
«' »P Delivery
Miss Harriet Vinal. Miss Eliza Patter 10
than
conscious
that
strange
eyes
were
maXa a Una.
, Mtra L A PACKARD. R F D . ThomMrs Irvin Condon entertained the T. Doman
and a graduate of Rockport High
son;
second
honors
to
Miss
Beulah
Coming Soon
following. What a difference with
——Riff**—to11____
__ ._______ 95-’f
Mr and Mrs. Forrest Brown of Low School, class of 1935. was the winner I
West End Beano Club at a picnic
•< — **♦***♦* — ***•*
KITCHEN RANGE with oil burner for
JOHNNY MARVIN
out that assurance ot greasepaint! Ollchrlst. Lunch was served.
ell,
Mass
,
were
weekend
guests
of
supper Wednesday. Those present
ot this title and received the cash prize >
ln Person
♦ , Kale Cheap Small mechanics lathe F.
Mrs. Lafayette Smith Is entertain
Like odd shaped peanuts wtthout the
BRAZIER Tel. 889 Rockland
96*98
were Mrs. Bessie Rowell and guest, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn.
of $50. Miss Hall was in the lead,
ing
her
sister.
Miss
Elizabeth
Creed
gloss of outer skin!
THREE first-claw cows for sale M
St. John's summer sale will begin practically from the start of the con
Miss Gabriel, Mrs Etta Benner. Mrs
of Philadelphia
W. UPTON. Appleton. M«
96*101
Mice
SMALL DOO lost; dark Color, long tall.
IS STILL MISSING
Ada Chadwick. Mrs. Oeorgia Robin tomorrow at 1 p. m. and preparation test and the final count was 340.630.
KITCHEN tables and white iron bed
Mish
IsOUZM Ueerflccr.
Hardison I.
is homt from I, snug
hair, standing
Goodbye'
standing ears.
ear*. collar
collar with stead cheap. 120 LIMEROCK ST
07*tf
son. and guest. Mrs Smalley of Is being made for several new booths with Miss Barbara Dwinal of Cam
padlock
Name Sandy
HAZEL
The white boat pulled and heaved summer school at U of M She has green
WOODWARD
Tel.
672
95-97
23
FT
MOTOR
Boat
tor
saie.
Hartford
1
Wilbur
F.
Senter.
Brunswick
Camden Mrs Inet Libby. Mrs Ann on the church lawn. In the event of den. second, receiving 230.120
engine Oood condition. Able boat. See
against a slimy side of old wharf as guest Miss Martha Fhuse of New
WHITE PURSE With eum of mono lost K H RROWNS wharf. Frlendnhlp 96*96
Day. Mrs Dorothy Libbv. Mrs. Ma** rain the sale will be held on the next
While the financial returns from the
Wswinesdav
somewhere on Main « ’
Merchant, Left Home Last timber. Night lights flickered In the Jersey.
SStam.
WBourX..e
n’PFWRITERS and Adding Machine*.
Libby. Mrs iMae Condon. Mrs fair day.
Regatta will not equal those of previ
Mrs. Chester Hathaway and chil
» na i
make*, for aale. to let. repaired
alcove of the black harbor. Men and
Friday Night
Reward Office
WE LO
96-98 Term* or 20 per cent cash dla MAINE
COURIER-GAKatherine Studley. and Mrs. Nellie
Harold Dana, cashier of the Thom ous years. It was tn every way a suc
ZETTE
women pushed and shoved aboard dren of Fairhaven, Conn., are visiting
SPECIALTY CO . Rockland Phone 144
Orff
aston ational Bank, is on vacation. cess. drawing thousands of people to
ROTTND picnic basket loat from car I___________________________________96*96
i A posse of nearly 50 men failed Sot- . . . lined the first and second decks, Mrs Sada Robbins
8unday between Rockland ant ThomUPRIGHT player piano and cabinet
Peter Mills who is in Knox Hos Rockport's beautiful waterfront. the|
William Brazier. Jr., of Portland is
Mrs
John
Chilles
has
as
guests
her
and crept to the top hurricane deck
aaton. CALL 957
97*lt ; oak finish, exceflent condition. Inquire
visiting his grandmother. Mrs. Olive pital. is making slow recovery. He use ot which was generously dc.iated . urday to find any clue which might
TWELVE
FT
white
row
boat
found
j
16
BBOAD ST.____________________
for a smoke with the stars. Above father Leonard Vinal. Mrs. Ham
lead to the discovery ot Wilbur F
Owner may hare same by proving propI ARM for sale on Owl's Head road,
Brazier. Hvler street.
has best wishes of friends here for a by Mrs. Mary Louise Bok
Dailey
and
Miss
Marion
Vinal
of
the rumble and whistle of wheels
erty
HOWARD GREENLAW. Swan s [ MARY A DONOHUE Apply at premMrs Allce M Simmons of South rapid return to health.
tsland, Me________ ____________
85*97 I lses or write Oen Del Rockland
85*97
Offleers and committees in charge Senter. who disappeared from his and engines ... a voice cupped by Rockland.
Portland and East Lexington. Ma s
Capt. Earl Starrett and Dr. Ethel wfre uoyd B Rhodes, president; Al- summer cottage at Bailey Island Fri
og fo
FOUR
BURNER
gas
stove
tor
sale,
with
Merle
Tolman
Is
spending
a
vaca

two pudgy hands. "OCbye.” Then
broa
weeks ago. reddlah brown
color, about oven and back. See MR WILLIAMS at
Is guest of her sister, Mrs Olive Starrett passed the weekend at j ton Crone, vice president and general
day night. Mr Ser.ter owned a chain a sigh and a gentle wave like a wet tion at Bremen. Portland and Rock two yean old Call COURint-OAZETTE C M P Co _______________________ 96-98
Keizer. Oreen street
97‘lt for sale The best
j Lakewood and there saw the play of chairman; Lida O. Champney. secre
TEN fresh horses
of department stores throughout the' dish rag! Sorrow behind that big port. Mass.
A CANVAS snap-top bag lost between that can be bought In the country C.
Donald Oeorge. local chairman of | New England life, "The Detour."
tary; Harold S Davis, treasurer; Dora Stat(1
Miss
Elizabeth
White
of
Rockland
96*98
coat! "Come along son! Say goodJoseph Adams shop and 15 Summer St.. M BURGESS Union.
the Three-Quarter Century Club j Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark are Packard, purchasing agent; Mrs Mil- ;
27. containing considerable money.) HOUSE and lot for sale, electric lights
„
bve to your mother.” 8mall boy is a visitor at the home of Mary July
.
*
lth
owner's
name
and
'
Thorndlkpayment
plan
$300.
$6
per
month
V
f’
transportation committee Is ln urgent I spending a few days with Mr. and dred Rhodes, tickets, assisted by Mrs
The 62-year-oid merchant, who has
Hotel" stamped on It Oood reward If 8TUDLEY 283 Main St Tel. 1154 9S-tf
looks up at mother, clings tightly, Maker.
returned to 15 SUMMER ST
95*97
need of cars to carry Thomaston's' Mrs. Walter Conrad and family at Elizabeth Lowell: directors. Lloyd B been ln 111 health for more than a j
A utility shower was given by Miss
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale on
relinquishes the hold, and bizzes up
Pleasant St and Camden road. Rockquota to Farmington Thursday. Any Long Lake. Rangeley.
Rhodes. Alton H Crone. Lida O. year, was last seen by his son. Alfred
the gangway to the bow of the liner. Muriel Chilles. Mrs Herbert Patrick.
E°r!: n^t.rlc' 1|6ht’- garage
garden
citizen who can donate the use ot his
Champney. Dora Packard. Harold S. who has been his companion st the
F C. ROBINSON. Union St. Rockbort.
Mrs Andrew Ollchrlst and Miss Dor
Parents
splutter
about
tonsils,
hos

Mr .and Mrs. W. T. Reynolds and Davis. Isabel Henry. Francis Gilbert
car for this fine purpose should get
othy Cassie at the home of Miss Chil
uharle- R Richardson house lo, daughter Juanita, of Augusta, were Mavnard Thomas and L. E. Upham; ccttage for the past four weeks To- pitals. and pasteurized milk. What a les Thursday night as a surprise to a
•’ ™ ’ * aaaz
j >
at gi parit st has been listed with
ln touch with Mr. Oeorge at once.
goodbye!
Mother
and
daughter
fling
M»»**a.**«.*a.«****'hieto
Is one of the outetand_ _ „ me to sell. Tills _______
recce i gather they went on long
walks along
I callers Sunday on Mrs. Rossie superintendent ofe grounds. Jesse
•»
Miss Cleora Condon spent the week
I lnK homes
___ _P___
EXPERIENCED middle-aged woman
woman.!L
O™T’_‘ln
.n..Rockland
R^kl,“d . Thr
r,c* _
“
down the gangway dressed like Miss Lillie Anderson in honor of her
Roundy.
consistent
with
present
dav conditions
Wentworth
program.
William
E
Inthe
shore
and
through
the
woods
wants
position
as
housekeeper
for
one
coming
marriage
to
Edward
T.
White.
end with Mrs. J Belmore on North
Santa's
bar
maids.
They
left
their
Ask
to
see
this
beautiful
home
FREE

alone. mlddle-ag«d or elderly couple
! Miss Myrtle G Kinney of Augusta. graham; entertainment. Mrs Beulah Friday night they were on their way to
Miss Anderson received many beauti Apply 20 MYRTLE ST
Haven.
95*97 MAN S. YOUNO. 163 Main St. Rockland.
mugs
at
home,
but
not
their
wax
Me
Tel
766J
97-99
; enroute to Tenant's Harbor, visited Blakely boat parade Miss Isabel the pcstofflce when Mr Senter told,
OOOD three or four room furnished
Miss Katherine Aagerson is guest of
smiles. Business men in sombre soft ful gifts. Refreshments were served
THE AMOS FISKE home with acre of
' Monday with Mrs. Luther Clark.
Henry; street parade. Wilson E Moon: his son to continue on alone, since he
I Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston apartment wanted Residential district, land, one mile from Rockland on Owl’s
Mrs Percy Averill for several days
with
chance for girl three years to play Head road House has six rooms In good
shirts
and
arms
full
of
golf
clubs
Several large willow trees on School water sports. Delmont Ballard; adver expected friends from Brunswick and
1
arrived
Saturday.
Call or write MANAGER WESTERN repair, with One view of bay Price and
while calling on friends ln town.
and valises. Hardly a nod Just a •
UNION
97-lt terms from owner, or address FISKE
street are being cut down as they tising. Lloyd Rhodes; assistant ad wanted to change clothes
• (z
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Arey have
Russell Davis and Edward Elliot are
gg.ty
When
Alfred'returned
from
the
,
chan
«
e
of
ex
P
ression
•«*
“
«>
POSITION wanted to do housework Courler-Oazette
are badly decayed.
vertising.
Steward
Rhodes:
samples.
as guests Mr and Mrs Max Bradley 21 ORANOE ST
on a fishing trip in the upper Penob
97*99 I DRY slab wood for sale. Sawed $1 ft.
mouth
by
one
muscle
then
blankness.
!
Capt. Earl Starrett and Dr. Ethel Amy Miller; refreshments, Elizabeth pcstofflce and inquired of the houseSTEADY WORK—Oood Pay Reliable DAVIS^a L J *St ^Te! $4
ALFRED
of Washington. D C Mr Darcy of
scot region. They are expected to re
Starrett entertained at dinner Sun Llb()y
keeper, he found that his father had The whistle blew. Saunterers me Cambridge. Mass , and Mrs M Neal Man wanted to call on farmers ln Knox —W----- 97 *
turn Wednesday.
County No experience or capital need- , KE<' YEAKLNO Guernsey bull and a
day evening, for Allen Schneck of
Frank Burgess of Waterville was not returned to the cottage. A check ander along decks again
ed
Write today
McNESS CO . Dept I
Cheviot ram (his gets are
Hardly a word. Just the ding dong J of Brockton. Mass.
M Freeport til
97*lt I
twins) for sale or exchange Will
Washington. D. C. Guests were Miss winner of the Frigidaire given Satur- with the Brunswick friend showed he
Miss Sara Smith who has been in ------ --------------------------------------------------- exchange for grade yearling heifer or
Mr and Mrs. Harry Young. Miss
of
the
engine
rooms,
and
a
last
final
’
GIFT of Men’s. Women’s and Chll- ! row freshening ln the fall. ROSE HTI.I.
Marion Starrett. Mr. and Mrs. John day evening.
had not planned to visit Mr Senter.
town the past month, left Monday for dren
Emily Young and Charles Young left
’s 6hoes, good enough to be repaired. FARM. Owl’s Head. Me.
Tel. 341-R
blow for “Goodbye.”
'
------------ Alfred notified Brunswick police and
Campbell of Hope and their guest,
CITY POOR RELIEF Tel 663-W
a
visit
with
her
sister.
Mrs
Jennie
94-99
Monday on a motor trip to Akron.
97-98
Miss Esther Barrett of Springfield, passed the weekend with Mrs. Annie , an all night search ensued. A trailed
LARGE
lot
of
land
and
four room
Bragdon
of
Oorham,
before
returning
Ohio, to visit Mr and Mrs. Robert
wanted, weight, about 1400 lbs how for aale. with cellar, electric IlghU
Wyllie.
I Police dog. owned by Everett Wiley of |
NORTH HAVEN
Mass.
to Fruitland Park. Fla Enroute she H HORSE
payment plan
D CRIE, Thomaston Tel 83
95-97 iX!Lwld£?,; doub,e
Prescott <Helen Young).
61000 , 615 per month. V. F STUDLEY
Pittston,
also
failed
to
lead
the
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Day and
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Wat’s and
will visit in Rockport and Gloucester.
There will be a prayer meeting at
MAID wanted for general housework 283 Main St Tel 1154_____________
Several
Irom
here
went
to
Vinal

son were guests Sunday of Mrs. Ellen daughter Dorothy, and son Billy of searchers to Mr Senter.
MRS F A TIRRELL 100 iBeeeh St
Mass.
VEGETABLES for *ale. fresh picked to
the Baptist vestry Thursday evening
Tel J138
97-tf order
every day. Green corn now ready
Mr. Ser.ter's cap. identified by his haven Sunday to see the baseball
Day in Somerville.
Melrose,
who
have
a
summer
home
at
L.
A.
Coombs
had
as
dinner
guests
at 7.30. followed by a business meet
STAR
KINBO.
Clarion
and
O
SARKESIAN Tel. 568-W.
95-97
son. was picked up Saturday morning game between the Zulu Cannibal Sunday at the Boulder. Shore Acres. ranges wanted Also amall
Jersey
arrived
from
Fryeburg
and
,
South
Hope,
were
recent
callers
on
DRY fitted soft wood for sale, 63 50
ing of the society at 8 o'clock.
and Pranklin stoves C E OROTTON
200
feet
off
Dickinson's
point.
Bailey
1
Olants
and
the
Vinalhaven
Chiefs.
or a,,
house; dry fitted hard wood 66. dry
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunn of New ‘ Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark.
Mrs. Aura Roberts, Mrs Emma Mills. 138 Camden 6t. Ttl- 1214-M.
Mr. and Mrs Warreq_ Buckley of
Island, nearly two miles from the| Fred Carver and daughter Con'
14 50 Delivered extra. Also
Mrs Nettle Lambert and Miss Pa
I WOULD like lo buy an old Packard. 10000 ft. of pine lumber suitable for
Marblehead are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Pecrleas or Marmon with motor ln good roofs and boarding boards. 625 planed
1 stance were at Eagle Sunday to visit tricia Maddocks.
Senter cottage by water
condition Winh to u/»e for power pur and delivered Phone 43-11 or write M
Richard O. Elliot.
Continued searching Sunday and hts brother E. L. Carver who Is ill.
97*99
Mrs O V Drew entertained at pose* alone Body and rubber imma W PAYSON Warren. Me
Mr and Mrs W. H McCarthy and
terial M E SIMMONS. 15 Oranlte St..
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY-FRIDAY
Harland Gregory went Saturday to Shore Acres Friday at three tables of Rockland
yesterday was also fruitless.
_______
97*99
Mr and Mrs. J. Rattenburg of New
Dover-Foxcroft returning Sunday bridge
GIRL wanted for general housework
Dinner and supper were
York city are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
at 43 JAMES ST
96-98
Mrs Gregory accompanied him home served
«AN wanted for lU-inghRmnc™ *
Enoch Clark.
DEER
ISLE
-UC
*
KISS with her?
for a week's stay,
w
Mr and Mrs E W Swan were hosts
MEH-^ A.^nyy8N9 Y^
Mr. and Mrs Harold Watts and
FIVE-ROOM apartment with bath to
Miss Edna Waterman of Sanford, Friday at Camp Alyosca to Mrs Flora
let
TEI.
156-W
__________________
93-tx
Mr and Mrs Melvin D. Southworth
daughter Barbara motored Sunday
CRT with her?
with friends, spent Sunday with her Athearns. Miss Sara Smith. Mrs E
TENEMENT of five room* to let. with
WE WILL buv second-hand upright
and daughter Mayotte of Springfield.
from Waltham, to bring Mrs Watts'
lanos BURPEE FURNITURE CO 361 garage 80 MASONIC 8T Tel 299-W
parents. Mr and Mrs Frank Water M Hall. Mr and Mrs O C. Lane. Mr
Mass. have opened their cottage at
lain St. Tel. 450 .
92-tf ___________________________________ 92-tf
sister. Mrs. Josephine Stone who had
TRIUMPH with her?
man They made the trip by autos and Mrs E O Carver. Mrs. L. R
SMALL apartment to let. modern conSalmon Point for August.
spent several days with them follow
1 venlences MRS A. H JONES. 5 Talbot
Ave Tel 576
Mrs. Hazel Carman of Wollaston, to Rockland, where they had a pic Smith. Miss Evelyn Manson, Mrs Fred
ing treatment at a hospital Mrs.
97*99
AT Ingraham Hill new seven room
Mass., is guest of her mother. Mrs. nic dinner on the beach, returning Coombs In the afternoon a sail
Stone has made good improvement.
I
house
to
let
Pine
view
of
Bay
Electo
Sanford
that
night.
around the island was enjoyed ln the
Lydia A. Beck.
’ trlclty Tel 1162-R MARTIN LEONARD
Mr. and Mrs David Renegar of Jer
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Burgess and yacht Oltana.
.
97-tf
sey City, N. J., are visiting Mrs. Reneson have moved to the lower tene
to let;
Mrs
David
Moyer
and
Joseph
gar's parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
LADIES-Reliable hair good* at Rock- upstairs, Call at 25 OAK ST.
97*99
ment of the Snow house.
Hutchinson were soloists Sunday land Hair Store, 24 Elm fit Mall orders I ROOM AND
—33^7
Felt. It was announoed ln this column
Willciud. H. C. RHODES. T.1, 518-J^
new^urmSTecl. t^n
COMING
Mrs. P'ase and friends from morning at Union Church. At the
some time ago that Miss Margaret
________________ ’howrr and tub bath, telephone garage'
Connecticut are occupying the Car evening service a duet was sung by
dressmaking
AND REMODELING :
°f food. 239 BROADWAY
96*98
Felt had won a scholarship in Colum
R.
L.
ROSS.
25
Oak
St., upstairs. 97*99 afS/7!?/?E , to„
ver house v.hlch she retently bought. Misses Louise and Alice Burgess.
at In8f«bam Hill
bia College Miss Felt is now attend
MEN’S AND WOMEN'S Wearing Ap
lights, water. Tel. 784.
Mrs. Milton Perry of Boston Is
Mr and Mrs J. P. Norton and parel. MILLER'S. 5 Pleasant St 95*107 Write P. O. JL
BOX 139.
96-101
ing that college and will later return
daughter Dorothy of Boston were
living
In
the
Staples
house
ait
the
WHAT
EVERY
BRIDE
SHOULD
KNOW
,
.
FURNISHED
----------five-room
apartment, to
here.
Send one dollar Address, APT. 2 212 i
17 Grove St . after Sept. (5 ATNorth 3hore.
weekend guests of Mr and Mrs. E. —
• • • •
Rockdale Ave . Cincinnati. O
96*98 | WOOD LEVENSALER Tel. 182-W
Lyford
Beverage
Is
building
a
bun

96*98
A.
Smalley.
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for
THREE RING
Mrs. Erma Lamb 'Teresa Montgom
and delivered. Satisfaction guaranteed ^n?RlfT?Eila2t tW° WPekS ln AU«- gnd
Capt. James E. Robinson, son Ralph CRIE
galow at the Northeast end of thc
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791. Rock PxKlt’ I
cotta&p to let at Ginns
ery) will entertain the Beta Alpha
92-tf l pint, near Crescent Beach.
96-98
lsland.
and family and guests were at Rock land.
Club Thursday evening at her cottage
KEYS!
KEYS!
KEYS!
Keys
made
tc
TV™™!1™ apartment to let at 14
Lowell Beverage Is Installing a port Friday to attend the Carnival order Keys made to fit all locks when MASONIC
ST
96*98
at Ash Point. Mrs Herbert Kirkpat
Regatta.
original keys are lost. House. Offlce oi * TENEMENT at 52 Summer St Mod
water system near his home.
The glorious star of
rick serves on the transportation com
Car.
Code
books
provide
keys
for
all
Mr and Mrs. Alton Raynes were re Locks without bother. Scissors and ern Improvements MRS. A C. McLOON.
The Whitmore reunion will be held
92-tf
mittee. Those attending are request
Knives sharpened Promnt servlre Res- 33 Orove St, Tel 253-M
"One Night of Love"
cent callers on Mrs Frank Maker.
here Ayg 31 in the K. of P. hall.
sonabie prices. CRIE hARDWARE CO..
™., , TWO four-room apartments to let !n^
ed to take dishes.
Supper will be served Thursday at Main St.. Rockland. Tel 791.
Bertlce Brown with Avery Dyer,
02-tf I Si*
s KENNISTON. 176 Main
brings you new hours {
------ 1 at Tel. 874-W
84-tf
Maurice Day of Damariscotta has
NOTICE 8elzure No 12 (District No
• I Hanson Joyce. Ernest Demmons and the Latter Day Saints Church from 5
FOR SALE- We buy Presto Heavy Pre
16031) deacrlbed as one Ford Coupe.
some of his paintings on display at
of thrilling entertain
Model 1935. Engine and Serial No 18-159. serve Jars by the carload therefore, thia
Edward Pierce went to Eastport re to 6 o’clock.
Montpelier in the Home Industries
(and one kit of tools), operated Just extraordinary low price pints 83c doz,
cently
to
view
the
Quoddy
project.
uarts 93c doz. two quarts 61 33 doz.
south
ot Lincolnville Beach. Maine. July
ment!
Shop
24th.
1935 by John Mattatall. and Arthur
ach Jar carries the manufacturer* name
Road Commissioner H. A. Gregory
FRIENDSHIP
which
insure* their high quality and
Cuatoms
Office
at
Rockland.
Maine,
within
Miss Ethel Upham has resumed her
must file claim and give bond at long wear. Presto Red Jar Rings (ap
has a crew working on the State road
j
position in the Thomaston Natonal
Customs Offlce at Rockland. Maine, within proved by Good Housekeeping) 6 doz.
The Methodist Lades' Aid will serve twenty days from Aug 6th. 1935. other 25c. Presto Jar Lifters no scalds—no
ln the western part of the town.
Bank after a vacation ln Augusta.
MASTERPIECE
Pure Cider Vinegar
the goods will be forfeited to the bum*) 25c each
a public supper at the /estry Wednes wise
Miss
Cora
Ames
is
visiting
Mrs.
United States Government. Seizure No 27c gal. Mixed Spices for pickling 10c
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Newcombe and
ii
s
rw. . . . No
Kf 160.2 )de»crlbed M
1* Jar
MANUFACTUR13. (District
a* one
one,1 P^
*N(l
CQ STOVER
886 parR FEED
gt Rock
iand Maine
Lottie
Beverage.
day
et
5.30
p.
m.
//
MOTOR
SHOWS
daughter Elizabeth of Washington, D.
gallon of Foreign Alcohol. Brand un" < Phone 1200
97-99
Mrs. Alice Thomas is visiting her |
known, and three pints of contraband
C., are expected to arrive here Satur
Whiskey, seized from Ford Coupe de- p
Y
110 People, 40 Trained sister Isa Beverage.
in her new picture
scribed In Seizure No. 12. operated by |
_
—
day.
Miss Oeorgie Harkness Is guest of
John Mattatall. and Arthur Orotton, (
Earl Woodcock. Clifton Felt, Ches
Horses, Ponies, Mules
Just south of Lincolnville Beach. Maine,
MUllIlllCl WllatgO |
friends In town.
July 24th. 1935; any person claiming this
ter Smalley, Richard Woodcock and
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Eugene Cornell witnessed the baseball
game Sunday in Boston—Boston vs.
Washington.
Tlie funeral of Mrs. Julia Alley who
died Aug. 10. in Melrose Hospital, was
held Monday at the A D. Davis &
Son chapel, Rev. Howard A. Welch of
the Warren Baptist Church officiat
ing. Interment was In Tenant's Har
bor. Mrs. Alley was 8 natlve of 31
Oeofge, daughter of Albion and
Enima O. (Long) Wall. Her home had

./‘XOVE ME FOREVER
W/

A -&/
tEO CARRILLO
' V” MICHAEL BARTLETT • ROBERT ALIEN
NOW
PLAYING

“BROADwAyI GONDOLIER"
with DICK POWELL, JOAN BLONDELL
Phone 892

iriffli

Shows:
Mat 2.00; Evg. 6.41. 8.45.
Cont Sat 2.15 to 10.45

Educated Dogs, Goats, Pigs

50 HIGH CLASS ClRCt'S ACTS f
GLENCOVE
20 BEAUTIFUL LADY ARTISTS
10 FUNNY CLOWNS
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Smith and
DOLLY. $10,000 DANCING
| daughter Phyllis of Warren were callELEPHANT
HARRO, World's Strongest Man, j ers Sunday at Mrs. C. E. Gregory’s.
Holds Automobiles With Ills Hands
Mr. and Mrs. John Inness of Sears
Two Performances Daily
port visited Sunday with their
Afternoons at 2. Evenings at 7.30. ! daughter. Mrs. Bert 8. Oregory. Mrs.
SPECIAL PRICES
Oeorgie Snow of South Thomaston
ADUtTS 35e: CHILDREN 25c
i has been guest of Mrs. Oregory dur
Pl
PLEASANT STREET
CIRCUS GROUNDS
ing the Carnival-Regatta ln Rock
Rfi-98
port.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout CoUn«l-*od Tout! Juwy 0x1 if Bod ii
Ihe Mwniiii Rorix’ lu Gt

Slimmer I nttflflreC 1

Alcohol and Whiskey must file clalrn | LAROH cottaKe at Crescent Beach
and give bond at £ustom» Office, at | to ]e,
Everything modern, completely
SS'mTug
1935WotherwUeethe,g^!'^>>'^‘'
EDWARD OONIA. Tel 710.

will be forfeited to the United States
Government.
The liver should pour out two pounds of
JOHN H DOOLEY.
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile • 94-T-100
Collector of Customs.
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel oour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Turn That Vacant Room
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
Into Cash With a
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
“
To
Rent” Advertisement
freely and make you feel "up and up”. Harm
less, gentle, yet amaxing in making bile flow
in
The
Courier-Gazette
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c.
Telephone 770

O »S«1,C. M

CO.

92-tf
SHORE COTTAGE to let. Crescent
Beach, furnished, running water, flush,
lights. RALPH WIGGIN
Tel. 1006-W
Rockland._________ •_____________ 97-99
j< COTTAGE at Spnice Head for rent,
cheap for remainder of season. Six
| rooms completely furnished, convenient,
good well water, firewood, in quiet loca
tion. Write or Inquire of R. B. SPEAR.
| Spruce Head Island, Me.
97tf
zrr
COTTAGE AT SPRUCE HEAD?"for rent
In qulelt location. Just thoroughly reno
vated. completely furnished, good well
water. 150 yards from shore, reasonable
I rent. Available August 13. Inquire R B

j UPEAR, Spruce Head, Me,

q

?8-tf

f
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NOTABLE MUSICIANS

Are To Delight Our People

At Camden Opera House
This Month

Welcome news for the local music
lovers who have been bemoaning the
dearth of concerts during the summer
season comes in the announcement
that the Camden-Rockport Lions
Choate. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Choate
Club and the Camden Rotary Club
and daughter Dorothy enjoyed a
picnic last Sunday at the home of Mr. are combining to sponsor a concert
of unprecedented Interest ln this
and Mrs. Edw. Caine ln Palermo.
part of the country, to take place at
Kalloch Class will have a picnic the Opera House Aug. 23, when
dinner at Oakland Wednesday. Take
box lunch.

In addition to personal notea regardMr. and Mrs. John Oeddes. Harry,
Ing dtpartutei and arrleala. thia depart
ment especially dealrea Information of Robert and Oeorgie Oeddes of New
social happenings partlea. mualcala. etc.
Motea aent by mall or telephone will be York; Mr and Mrs. J. W 8mith,
gladly received.
Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Mrs. H. A.
TELEPHONE .......... ............
77a or 7J4

Mrs. E. P. Olover had as luncheon
guests Priday. Mrs Quay Ro.selle and
daughter Miss Mary of Malden.
Mass . and Round Pond. Mrs John
Smith Lowe of Rockland and Round
Pond. Miss Margaret 8tahl and Mrs
Oladys S. Morgan

At Uie Camden concert they will
play compositions which were on
their New York program last season
including the Blue Danube Waltz ar
ranged for two pianos. Their rendi
tion of this composition is known to
be sensational.
Miss Petina was born In Russia 24
years ago, the Russian Revolution
breaking out when she was eight
years old. Her father, a general 1»
the Russian army, fled to China, at
this time, taking Irra and her mother
with him. The little dark-haired
child, even then trying to sing, was
set down among strange people ln a
foreign land, and mastering the
Chinese language Is no simple task.

Mrs. Fredericks Tibbetts vacation
Mr and Mrs. W 8. Pierson have ing the past week from the Newberry'
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Berl Pierson Store, was guest, with Miss Louise
of Wollaston. Mass.
Anderson of friends and relatives
at Cranberry Isle.
Miss Beulah Hocking and Mrs E
L. Capen and children William. Doris,
Members of the Congregational
and Leon of Worcester. Mass., were
Church and parish had a very enjoy
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs W T
able outing Priday afternoon at
Hocking at Tenant’s Harbor.
Treasure Point Farm, guests of Com
Mr. and Mrs Daniel A. Wing and mander and Mrs. C. P Snow. Picnic
children *of Winslow were weekend supper was spread on the spacious
guests of Mr and Mrs. William front lawn. There were about 50
present.
Brewster.

Those who came from out of town
to attend the funeral of the late
Prank M Ulmer were Mrs. Prances
Driscoll and Mrs. Isabel Higgins.
Whitman. Mass, Mrs. Beatric Eugley
Charlestown. Mass; Mr. snd Mrs
Clifton Swan. Auburn: Mrs. Eva
Cogan Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
Mr and Mrs. Roland Starrett and Mr
and Mrs. Curtis Starrett. Warren.

Mr. and Mrs. James Salter (Evelyn
Oohlkel of Walpole. Mass , was a
visitor recently at Mrs Mae Perry’s.
Orace street.
Mr and Mrs Harry Creamer of
Waldoboro were in the city Thurs
,
day.

Mr. and Mrs. E K Gould were
weekend guests of Dr Putnam of
Washington, D. C. at Wildwood cot
tage at Young's Point, North Haven
Mrs. Bruce Higgs and daughter
Lucille of Chicago who have been
making a visit of several weeks with
relatives in this vicinity, spent the
past 10 davs as gvests of Mrs. Nellie
Shlbles at Glencove. Mrs Higgs and
daughter and M's. Nellie Benner
have now gone on to Dorchester,
Mass., where after a few days' visit
Mrs. Higgs and Lucille will return to
Chicago.
*
•
Mrs. C P. Gould spent the weekend
with her nephew Harold Thayer in
Lisbon Palls.

Mr and Mrs. Sherman Rokes had
as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Campbell and daughter Con
stance ot Lewiston-Auburn.

Mrs Frederick Corbett. Frederick
Miss Emma White of Monroe and
Corbett, Jr.. Miss Margaret Corbett Miss Mabel Percival of Dexter, were
and Miss Ethel Halsey have returned guests Priday of Miss Katherine
to New York after a week's visit with Veazie.
Miss Helen Corbett, Rockland High
lands.
A party was held Sunday at the
cottage of Mr. and Mrs John Geddes.
Mrs. C. H. Berry and Mrs. H. H. Crescent Beach, celebrating the 19th
Stover gave a bridge tea Thursday birthday anniversary of Robert
at the former's home, puests being Oeddes. Refreshments featuring a
Mrs. Scott Kittredge of Preeport. birthday cake were served. Those
Long Island, N. Y„ Miss Bell from present were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Lynsburg, Pa.; Mrs. Kidd. Mrs. Rezac, Choate and daughter Dorothy, Mrs.
and Miss Margaret Bartlett, of H. A. Choate, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Omaha, Neb.; Miss Mary Bartlett of Caine and family of Palermo.
South Thomaston; Miss Mabel Brennon and Mrs. Katherine BrankenAn interesting visitor at Pemaquid
scop. of Parkersburg. West Virginia; this summer is (Miss Mia Rutz of
Mrs. Mildred Hopkins of Camden. Obcrammergau. now an exchange
N. J.; Mrs. T. H. Newcombe of Bing- scholar at Rollins College. Winter
hampton, Mrs. J. W. McGarry of Park, Fla. She is at The Barbican
Brockton. Mass.; Mrs. M. C Stephen in the intervals of lecture engage
son of Union; Mrs. Charles A. Emery, ments. Miss Rutz' glster, Anny, has
Miss Clara Tuttle. Honors went to played the Virgin Mary, in the
Miss Brennon, Mrs. Hopkins and Miss Passion Play and Mia herself was one
Margaret Bartlett.
of the five Obsrammergau girls con
sidered for the role bv the committee
tt«nd the musical travelogue of selection. Since her elder sister lias
ristian Palestine" with special played the part twice, it is not un
ion pictures and scenes in nat- likely that Mia may be the Virgin
color presented by Stephen A. Mary the next time the play is pro
oush assisted by Madam Haboush duced.
Iramatic story and synchronized
Rent a book from our new circu
lc. Benefit Boy Scout Troop,
kland Congregational Church, lating library. Hundreds of the latest
ldgy, Aug. 2G at 8 p. m. Popular titles to choose from. Huston-Tuttle
Book Co., Inc.
88-T-Th92
ilsslon,
87-98

SCHOOL GIRLS
WILL WEAR THESE

DRESSES
THIS FALL
There Are Grand Fashions Ahead

You II \\ ant To See Them, Wear Them!

T here s An Exhilarating Dash and Sweep to

These New Dresses—Just Arrived.

Again

FULLER - COBB’S

Mr. and Mrs A. T. Thurston were
guests of Mr and Mrs. Henry White
But languages are easy for her she tn Farmington for the weekend.
speaks four and can "get along" with
Emile Williams and James Kenney,
two others. When only 16 years old.
Irra became a member of the Russian who have been guests of Sterling
Opera Company in Harbin. China, Morse have returned to Kingston,
singing all of tbe important mezzo- Pa. They were accompanied by Ster
soprano roles. It was during one ot ling who will spent three or four
these performances that a wealthy weeks visiting friends and relatives
American family heard her sing and there.

been visitig relatives in New Milford,
Conn. for the past few weeks. Mr.
Crane returning to Attleboro. Mass
and Mrs. Crane coining here to be
guest of Mt and Mrs Kennedy Crane.
The A. H . Newbert Association Mr Crane expects to make his usual
meets Friday at the Chase Farm. summer visit later.
I Those not solicited for supper are
Mrs. George Blaney has gone to
1 asked to take sweet food
Monhegan to spend a few days with
Miss Maxine Mears who has been relatives who are summering there.
guest of Mr and Mrs. Boynton
Mr and Mrs. Harold Snowman. Mr.
Shaoie. Camden street, has returned
to Somerville. Mass, accompanied by and Mrs. Dana Oilmort. Misses Vir
Miss Dorothy Thomas, who will be ginia Post. Ruth Davis. Evelyn Morse,
and Victoria Curry made up a Jolly
her guest for a few weeks.
house party at the Snowman camp.
Mr and Mrs. Warren Bulkley of Seven Tree Pond, for the weekend.
Clifton. Mass , are guests of Mrs.
Bulkley's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Miss Louise A. Oray of Boston is
visiting Mr and Mrs. Edward Gonia.
ard O. Elliot in Thomaston.

Mrs. Helen Knowlton has returned
from a visit with her sister, Mrs Scott
Coburn, ln Warren .

Fuller - Cobb

I his Fall See the New Fashions First At—
Major Oeorge Snow of Trinidad ar
rives by plane ln Portland on Priday,
coming on to Rockland to Join Mrs.
Snow for his annual summer vaca
tion.

Josef Lhevinne. one of the greatest
pianists of all times and his promi
nent wife, Roslna. as well as Irra
Petina, remarkable young mezzosoprano of the Metropolitan Opera ]
Mr and Mrs. Cleveland Sieeper re Company, will Join forces with Lea
turned this morning from Boston, Luboshutz, violinist. Feliz Salmond,
where Mr. Sleeper has been under ob Cellist. Alice Chalifoux. harpist, and
servation and treatment at the Lahey Doris Gouldowsky. pianist four
Clinic.
superb artists who have given of their were so impressed that they made
artistry on previous occasions for the arrangements for her to come to
Corner Club played cards Priday benefit of Catoden charities.
America for an audition at The
at the home of Mrs. I J. Shuman,
Music lovers ln this part of the Curtis Institute of Music, where Irra
with Mrs. Edward Gonia as hostess.
country never dared hope that the was immediately accepted as a
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Fisher and fates would be so kind as to bring student, a desire she bad long
daughter Joan, of Walpole. Mass, within their hearing Rosina and cherished. Upon the completion of
are guests of Miss Louise Anderson Josef lhevinne. Their importance her studies at The Curtis Institute,
who with her family Is at Spruce is emphasized ln over-flow attend she was awarded the Degree of
ance at all their recitals, whether Bachelor of Music. Her performances
Head at a cottage. Mrs. Fisher will
be remembered as Lydia Pratt, daugh Individually or in two piano pro with the Philadelphia Symphony
ter of the late Rev. Willard Pratt, a gram. They are two artists who Orchestra and the Philadelphia
former pastor of the local First Bap thoroughly understand each other. Grand Opera Company were widely
Consequently there is delightful I acclaimed and led to her engagement
tist church.
freedom and elasticity ln their play-' two years ago with the Metropolitan.
Mrs. Mary Williams who has been ing. making their performance glow Miss Petina is in Camden vacation
visiting Mrs. Nellie McKay has re with emotional power. It has been ing before her extensive European
an arresting fact that an artist of tour which will occupy her from
turned to Kingston. Pa.
She
sigh towering artistic stature as September until November
Rev. and Mrs J. C. MacDonald Josef Lhevinne should ever find any then returns to this country to fill
were guests of friends in Auburn forj one so completely his complement on her contract with the Metropolitan
the weekend
Mr
MacDonald1 the concert plgtform.
Opera Company in New York.
preached ln Portland Sunday, return
ing to Auburn for the night.
Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Crane have
Mrs H K. Draper of Canton.

Mrs. Mary Winslow motored to
Dennysville Junction Sundav. accom
panied by her daughter Margaret,
who is to spend two weeks at Camp
Pesquasawasis.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Rose and Mr.
and Mrs. W H. Rhodes gave a "Back
ward Party" Saturday night at lhe
cottage at Owl's Head of Mr and
Mrs Homer Yates The supper menu
and games were all "backward" and
other features of the party were car
ried out ln the same idea. Needles*
to say. hilarity reigned. There were
12 couples present.

Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Bean of Preeport
who are summering at Belgrade Lakes
were overnight guests Thursday of
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Snow

Mrs. Mae Perry has been the guest
Mr. and Mrs. O Milton Priese. sou
of her cousins. Misses Enah Orff and
Ruth Orff of Lawrence. Mass, at George and daughter Jeannette of
their summer home in Jefferson. Sun Plainfield. N J., arrived Saturday and
are at Spruce Head for the month.
day she visited in Portland.
Misses Nathalie Waldron and
Louise Waldron are giving a house
party at Spruce Head this week, their
guests being Miss Elizabeth Kllleran
of Portland. Miss Alice Baum ol
South Thomaston. Misses Ruth Mars
ton. Marian Marshall. Vivian Mullen
Marl* Williamson and Barbara Orff
of Rockland

Tom Sleesper and Buddy Griffith
of Marblehead. Mass., were guests for
a few days last week of Miss Eliza
beth TUI, South Thomaston

Mrs Essie Day is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Calderwood in Vinal
haven.

Miss Beatrice Barrows of Toronto
Miss Emily O. Doherty of Augusta
has returned home after a short visit: Is visiting Rev. and Mrs. Corwin H
with her nephew Charles W. Doherty Okls
Jr.
Mr and Mrs. C. A. Rose. Mr. and
Alfred 8. Black whose home and Mrs. P A. Ttrrell and Mr. and Mrs.
business interests have been In the W. H. Rhodes were guests Saturday
South for several years, was a visitor of Mr. and Mrs H. E. Yates at their
ln the city for a few hours Sunday summer home at Owl's Head.
Mr and Mrs. John Ricker and
daughter Marlse ot Savin Hill. Dor
chester, were guests of Mrs. R. N.
Marsh Priday night. Mr. Ricker and
daughter motored to Cherrvfleld the
following morning. Mrs. Ricker re
maining for a visit with her mother
Mrs. Marsh.

Miss Isabel Frost and Miss Cecile
Ktlley. who were guests last week of
Miss Hilda Levensaler. have returned
to Kingston. Pu Miss Frost, a former
Rockland girl, spent a good part of j
her week ln looking up old-time
friends.

Mrs Jane Bird and daughters. Miss
Madeline Bird of Trenton. N. J., and
Mrs. feeorge Snow of Trinidad, gave
a luncheon Saturday at the borne of
Mrs. Edith Jones with contract at
Mrs Bird's home. The occasion com
plimented Mrs. W S. Bird of North
ampton, Mass., and the guests were
immediate members of the family.
Contract honors went to Mrs. Nerlta
Willey Wight of Camden and Mrs.
Lee Walker of Thomaston, with a
guest prize for Mrs. Bird.

Mr. and Mrs. (Leroy Smith and
daughter Phyllis, of Warren, callid
Sunday on Mrs. Charles Gregory at
Glencove.
Miss Lucille Durette who is having
a week's vacation from the office of
the Prudential Life Insurance Com
pany Is at a cottage at Ash Point.
Joined there by Miss Carmen ^elletifr
of Waterville.

Mas- and Spruce Head and Mrs.
Ralph L Wiggin gave a supper party
Priday at Mrs. Wiggin's summer home
In Warren. There were 18 guests in
cluding many summer visitors from
out of town. In bridge Mrs. Ruth
Gurdy Bird won honors.
Mrs. Forest Brazier who is a surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital is gain
ing and expects to return home later
in tbe week.
Dr. and Mrs. K J. Weismai have
as guest Miss Adeile Jollymore of
Arlington Mass

Miss Doris Heald of Camden is to
have a picnic for her dancing pupils
at Sherman's Point Saturday, meet
ing at Camden Postoffice at 10 a. m.
This outing is for all her pupils, and
is planned especially for those who
through some misunderstanding wery
not present for her first picnic party
earlier in the season. An extra good
time Is promised.
Mrs. Lawrence Leach entertained at
supper Monday, comolimentlng Mrs.
Bertha Brown of East Boston Other
guests were Mrs. Ralph Wyllie of
Warren and Mrs. Katherine Murphy

See the Styles and Materials in these Dresses.
—AT—

$495

Mr. and Mrs C. S. Roberts and
daughters Ruth and Ellatine. were
guests of Mr and Mrs Freeman Rob
erts in Vinalhaven for the weekend
Their visit was timed so they could
take part in the celebration of Mr
Roberts' mother's 82d birthday.

Navy
Brown
Green
Rust
Plaids
Black
Plum

Edward and Oeorge Wendell of
Milton, Mass. spent the weekend
with their father at Crescent Beach.
There will be a gathering for picnic
supper at the Crescent Beach cottage
of Mr. and Mrs. O L. St. Clair Thurs
day. invitations having been extend
ed to the Camden and Rockland Ma
sonic assembly crowd. Dancing at
the pavilion will follow
Thomas Kelley of Kingston. Pa .
was guest for a few days last week
of Sterling Morse

Miss Dorothy Thomas Is spending
a few weeks with friends ln Springfield, Mass.

Speech Readers Club had a delight
ful outing at tbe home of Mr and
Mrs. Howard Beale. Martin's Point,
Thuxsday with about 35 attending.
Special guests were Lionel L. Morneault, Mrs. Alice W Brown. Miss
Caroline Bradford. Mrs. Alice Gilson
of Portland; Mrs. Charles Blab dell.
Miss Priscilla Magoun of Bath; Mrs
M C. Agrv of Newton. Mass.; Mrs
John W. Northcott of New Bedford
Mass.; Mrs. W. L. Tompkins of Madi
son, N. J.. Mrs. Besse Wallace of
South Waldoboro; Mrs. Nettie Drown
of Waldoboro; Miss Eda Lawry,
Stephen Ware of Friendship. Club
letters for the occasion were read,
among them letters from Mrs. J. C
Hill now living ln Joolin. Mo., and
Mrs, Nathan Wltham, a former mem
ber residing in Stony Creek, Conn.
Plcqlc dinner was spread on thc lawn.

SILK CREPES
and
LIGHT WEIGHT WOOLS

(See Our Window)

Mail and Telephone Orders Promptly Filled

Mrs Mary Acheson of New York
City Is a visitor at the Beech street
home of her daughter. Mrs. Kennedy
Miss Elizabeth Till has as guest Crane. Other guests to arrive todayMirs Ann Huntington of Brookline. are Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Crane of
Attleboro. Mass.
Mrs. Lena Larrabee and Pred
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Newcombe and
Kelley, of Auburn were weekend
guest of Dr. and Mrs E. W Peaslee. son Teddy who have been guests of
On their return Sunday they were ac Mrs. Newcombe’s parents. Mr and
companied by Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee and Mrs H. H Stover, have returned to
Dr. Peaslee and family for a few days’ Binghampton, N. Y. Teddy under
went a tonsil operation at Knox Hos
visit.
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. George O’Hara of
Revere. Mass., were guests for the
Mrs. Alice Munro, who has been
weekend of their son James, ln Cam visiting her son Daniel Munro, left
den. their visit timed to attend Mr. at 8 o’clock yesterday morning for
O'Hara's organ recital at the Camden her home in Springfield. Mass. She
Congregational Church Sunday eve devoted two hours to shopping in
ning.
Boston, took a bus to Springfield, and
at 830 last night phoned her son
Rev. and Mrs. Corwin H Olds and that she was home—“not a bit tired."
children, and their guest. Miss Bea Not bad fpr a woman of 83.
trice Barrows of Toronto, left yester
day to climb Mt. Katahdin. They
Guests at "Trail's End.' Ash Point:
return Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. H . M. Ferguson of
Branford. Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. Lau
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cording and rence Llnehan'of Cambridge. Mass.;
Mrs. Cording’s mother. Mrs. James, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keatley of Bel
of Auburn. N. Y„ have a cottage at mont. Mass.
Pleasant Beach. Mr. and Mrs. Cord
ing delighted the congregations at
Miss J Mildred Gillette and Mrs.
the First Baptist Church on Sunday j Edward G Wheaton are at Crescent
with their music, both vocal and in Beach and will be here until Labor
strumental. Mr. Cording ts a field Day. For a weekend guest they had
representative of Wheaton (Ill.) Col Mrs. James P. Foss of Jamaica Plain.
, Mass., who came with them Wedneslege.
| day of last week.
T Club had a picnic Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brown have
at Crescent Beach going thence to
Rockport for the Carnival. Mr$. j returned from a trip to Moosehead
Bertram Keene of Premont, Neb., was Lake and Ripogenus Dam. and visits
in Dexter and Boothbay Harbor.
a special guest

Opportunity Class members and
families, numbering well over 60 had
picnic supper Thursday at the South
Thomaston home of Mrs . Marian
Lindsey 8upper was spread on tne
lawn, and the delectables brought
forth from the picnic baskets were
Mr. and Mrs. John G Snow had 4s
augmented by .hot cotfee and cold
weekend guests Oov. and Mrs H. A
drinks furnished by the hostess.
Flynn of Staten Island. N. Y., and
Richard J. Pike went to his home Misses Carrie and Prances Plvnn of
Machlasport.
in Augusta for the weekend

Paul Durette and family of Water
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Obregon (Caro ville were guests Sunday of Misses
Rhodes) of Mt. Vernon. N. Y. are Lucille and Naomi Durette.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constantine
Mrs. Belle Gregory spent the have returned from a motor trip to
weekend with Mrs. Charles Gregory Quincy. Mass., and in the Cape Cod
region, stooping on the way home to
at Glencove.
spend a few days with Mrs. Musgrave
Friends are being remembered in Saco. They wfire accompanied
with cards from Miss Ellen Tolman home by Mrs. John Keen ot Quincy, a
of Auburn. Mass., formerly of Rcck former domestic science teacher in
land. who Is attending the California Rockland High, who will be their
Pacific International Exposition ln guest for a few weeks.
San Diego. One card shows the larg
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie who has recent
est outdoor organ In the world which
is at San Diego, and Miss Tolman's ly returned to Warren from a visit ln
message reads: “'Elijah' was sung Boston and Rutland. Mass., has as a
before this organ by over 500 voices. guest Mrs. Bertha Brown of East
Easier imagined than described! Mme Bostop. Thursday Mrs. V^llie enter
Schumann-Heink was there and tained at supper in Mrs. Brown's
awarded the trophy to ’Miss San honor, guests being Mr. and Mrs.
Diego,’ a sweet rather old-fashioned Ralph Tibbetts. Mr. and Mrs. Huse
girl chosen from 30 ‘beauties’ offered. N. Tibbetts. Miss Maerise Blacking
Many wonderful concerts are being ton, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Messer and
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach.
given here."

The Price, Too, Will Please You, When You

A perfect summer day lent its added
charm to the sliver tea given by Mrs
Talbot Aldrich at her summer home.
The Crags, at Tenant's Haibor. The
Eleanor Jackson Memorial Library.
’ beneficiary of this generous he tion.
which was supported by the commit
tee in charge and the many friends
who took this method of showing
their interest ln so worthy a cause,
finds some $65 00 added to Its treas
ury. a most satlsfacjory result. There
was a large attendance from Rock
land.

Mbs Mary Haskell was home for
the weekend Irom Bates College
where she Is attending summer
sessions.
,
Mr and Mrs Prank Shear of Sche
nectady. N Y, are visiting Mr and
Mrs Charles A. Emery, Pacific
street.

Baraca Class Is’having picnic sup
per tomorrow at the cottage of Dr.
and Mrs. William Ellingwood at
Crawford Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Prank Staples of
Portland are guests of Mr and Mrs.
Mis Nellie R Farwell of New
Earl Dnnkwater at 8pruc? Head.
O. leans is visiting Miss Marcia Par_____
* well at the well-known family home
Mr and Mrs Maynard Dean ot ' on Summer street.
Portland are vacationing at their
summer home at South Thomaston
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge.
Mass . is guest of Mrs. Allce Russell
In days of old we used to hear of
of 38 Orace street.
garden plots. They quite go with lav- i
endar and old lace. Up on Middle
Mr. and Mrs Milton Priase and
Street Hill, tucked awav back of the
house, oue can find a charming gar family. Oeorge and Jeuwlte Prtrse
den plot, enclosed with white painted of Plainfield. N J., have arrived for
fence and latched gate, with stepping their usual summer visit and are at
stones about each bed that is over- J Spruce Head.
flowing with brilliant blossoms. tend- '
ed with unceasing care by a natural ,
WEST ROCKPORT
lover of flower culture. Mrs. Augustus
T Low.
Funeral services for Mrs. Inez L.
Varney
were held from the West
Mrs. J. Harrv Boynton and Mrs
Rev
Willard Dart are entertaining at the Rockport Church Sunday.
G
P
Currier
officiated
The
bearers
Boynton cottage at Crescent Beach
were E Stewart Orbeton. Prank M.
today with picnic luncheon.
Rob.nson. Henry Lamson and Daniel
Miss Harriet Bell who has been Kellar Interment in West Rockport.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Emery re
turns today to Frederick. Md.

Mr and Mrs E. P. Olover and Mr
and Mrs. W H Spear go to Lakewood
Miss Virginia Haskell is spending
today, staying overnight at the Squaw the week In Sidney, guest of Miss | |
Mountain Inn and returning home Margaret Davenport
Sunday.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleepe-. Mrs. Har
TF.AGYE-HFYEB FAMILIES
Visitors in the city for a brief riet Frost and Mrs. H B Pales gave
The 17th annual reunion will be
weekend stay were Prank O. Andrews a des'ert bridge Monday afternoon
held Tuesday August 13 at Maple
and his friend Bob White, both of at Mrs. Sleeper's home in South
Grange hall. North Waldoboro. All
Willoughby. Ohio, on a motor trip Thomaston, the affair being one of
members and friends of the descend
into the cast, which naturally brought the most charming of summer social
ants are urged to attend and most
them to Mr. Andrews native town events. There were 14 tables in play.
welcome. Hot coffee, will be provided
where they were guests of his sister, Garden flowers in profusion formed but bring lunch and dishea No post
Mrs. Prank W. Puller.
decorations. Out of town guests were ponement.
Edith M Carroll. Sec
Mrs. Harry Leon of Charlotte. N. C .
*
93-97
Northend children are agog with Mrs. Pred Porter of Kellogg. Idaho;
excitement pending on the lawn fair Mrs. Mary Newell of New York; Mrs.
YOl’NG FAMILY
fhich Norma Philbrick. Jane Pack C. H Wevmouth of PLshcrville. Mass.;
The Young's Reunion will meet at
ard and Sylvia Chrtstofferscn have Mrs. J. Harry Boynton of Lexington, the home of the Misses Josephine
planned for Wednesday at 2 at Mass.; Mrs. Ross Wilson of Elgin, Ill; , and Harriet Young at Sunnyfleld
Norma's home on Chestnut street. Mrs. Scott Kittredge of Freeport, | Farm in Warren near Crawford Pond
Children are invited to take their Long Island N. Y.; Mrs. Anton Rezac. on Thursday, Aug. 15.
95-97
dolls. There will be a fortune teller Miss Margaret Bartlett and Mrs. ■
HALL FAMILY
present, and all sorts of amusements Louise Kidd, of Omaha. Neb ; Miss I
have been planned.
Harriet Bell of Lvnchburg. Va.. and | The 30th annual reunion of the de
Frederick. Md; Mrs. E. H. Ewing of scendants of Ebenezer Hall will be
Have your Tennis Racket restrung to Stoughton. Mass.; Mrs Sarah Berry! held at tbe Penobscot View Grange
measured tension at Gregory's Pic of Portland; Miss Ethel Weeks and I hall. Olencove, on Wednesday, Aug.
ture & Framing Shop. 460 Main street, Miss Mabel Chase of Newton. Mass.: 14. 1935. Rain or shine.
telephone 254; priced $1.75 and up. Mrs. A. P. Pillsbury of South WevPrank Crie. Pres.
Also new stock of Mottos and other mouth. Mass. There was a fovor for
Christens Raynes. Sec.
each table.
j
gift Items.—adv.
•
87,90,96

Family Reunions

Every-Other-Day
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ROLL or HONOR
The following names ot persons
of the progressive, wide-awake bustBy HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer
ness people appearing In thia Hat.
will be sent to the Library of Con(Copyright 1935—By Claude Molt—Reproduction in Any Ifay Forbidden)
gress at Washington. D C. and
there remain for he nest 42 yeara
from the date of the laat People
You Should Know' publication
There It comprises s splendid reehe lives by It. Welcome "Ike" to our oughly enjoys Doug Vlnal's crowd
ord of recognized achievement In
DR. BLAKE R. ANNIS
the snnsls of this City of Friendly
itititit QCIENCE plays such a "Pour Star” crowd................................. with whom he now plays. Alwln and i Folks, known commonly w Rockland Me New names will be added
O big part today ln the Find out (or us: How long has he his Chief are fa«t-stepplng. progres
weekly
sive
folks,
who
always
have
time
to
been
serving
this
neighborhood?
scheme of existence that we are all
George B Wood
H. A. Buffum
Knott C. Rankin
Milton Grinin
be courteous and helpful, and today
coming to demand Its benefits In
M P Farrow
Irl R. Hooper
they are extending you a welcome,
Dr II. L. Annis
Frank Rokes
our physical and mental happiness IRL R- HOOPER
Lawrence Miller
Helen Carlson
—and here Is exactly where Dr. Blake > +hit it P\° you Uke 10 *** things to drive In. get acquainted and 1st
S. E Welt
I B. Simmons
Ernest
Munro
C
W Uvlnpton
IA comfortable
and them serve you with 20th century
B. Annis belongs In our picture. Dr.
Edw Sylvester
Llosd Rafnell
service
with
the
courtesy
of
all
the
Arthur
Wisner
Ronald
Meioer
Annls started to study medicine al homey, bright and shlney, backed
Helen Rafnell
Mildred Smith
Blake College. The wonderful help with the spirit of genuine service? other centuries thrown In. . . .
Sherman Ixird
Mrs E. N SyhesSpiro Adams
ter
Find out for us: What date was
through Chiropractic to a member If so. drop In at The Narragansctt
R A Genthner
John 1. Snow
this
station
opened?
Alvin
French
R.
S Racklifi
Hotel
on
Park
street,
where
modem
of his family changed his mind—so
C K Morse
A P Blaisdell
he graduated from New York Carver policies are the order of the day. and
Ernest Davis
Id die E. Snow
W H Glenden- Rose Davis
Chiropractic College In 1934. Also where your comfort and well being LLOYD RAFNELL
nine
C W Matey
Elmer Wltham
Mike .Armata
a graduate of Physio-Therapy and of arc the main purpose In every hour ****
XTESTLED among the
Clinton Bowler
Wllhs Snow
Kenneth Kuhn
C U Simmons
Oeneral Health Service, both of Chi around the clock. Irl R Hooper, who
trees on the bay
B I- Segal
Bert Wltham
cago. and a P.O. of National College has been efficiently on the Job here where It Is cool, four miles north of
Robert W Snow
Dr M E Reuter
Nathan Wltlum
H E. Simmons
of Chiropractic. He doesn's confine for three years, knows what good Rockland, we found the Oakland
I.eo s Brault
U M Snow
James Pease
R. C.lendenning
hlA work to the spine alone, but service Is. and believes his patrons
Ida Mae Dondis
Harold I Karl
treats the entire body. Including ear. are entitled to the best that can be nell and his Georgians Is always
Annie Smith
A. A Stanley
Winona
Briggs
Fred
1 Nye
throat, nose and feet through the given them, and that Is his working gOod and where the best crowds goes
i.
Frost
Speiro Economy
E.
A.
Boone
R
E.
Thurston
latest advances and helps known In policy There Is comfort, reasons- to enjoy dancing Thursday and SaturThomas Economy s B Banks
drugless healing. He doesn't over ble rates, the cleanliness of the snow day nights. It is a wonderful and
Vesker Naum
Dr J F Burgess
John O. Snow
II U look
rate; sends you out with a new out drifts wherever you look and the old unsurpassed place for recreation as
W Gregory
It J N-«mr
Pearl studley
Rodney E Feyler
look on Ute. and actually does time hospitality that treats folks as to picnics, organizations, clubs and
Dr. B Burgess
C M Havener
change frowns Into smiles. A Chlro- he would like to be treated. Com- conventions. His eleven piece orCarl F Davis
E L. Hewett
Cleo Honk*ns
G A. Thurston
practor puts ln the same number of I merclal folks make it their favorite chestra walks away with the "deco
Carl Borgerson
Mrs C. II AR-rlOwen lohnoon
Held
school hours required by any four- headquarters—many of the same peo- i rated angel food cake" on account of
E Blackington
Harold Davis
R W Davis
year college course. "Doc” grew up pie coming back for years. The their music rendered here and other
Icon 1 White
Alden Johnston
Elm*r Nelson
ln Aroostook County where they Narragansett was erected in 1903 by places ln the State of Maine '•Lloyd'"
Parker Stlmpsin
A S. Plourd
F
ed
Haskell
Mrs. 1 P «ttirpshowedthe world how to grow pota- Frank Donahue, well known towns- came down the flue through the
A. R Havener
son
toes.Felt big helping
ln his Daddy's I man and has always carried with It smoke and heated air first at Bath
D Rubenstein
•4 A. Kennedy
Sarah Rubenstein F C Maloney
general store for his first big "pay."
William CntltrCapt A A. Bai”
wood
M i Sel Cross
Used to manage a baseball Pam; guests mav travel "Irl" first fell out chief interest in hia life When 14
Frank D lamb
Charles II Moor
R
Phllbrlck
crizy about Lions, too—not the real of his crib in Sargentvllle; earned he started tooting the trombone:
E II Phllbrlck
A C Ramsdell
Ralnh F. Nutt
wild ones Past King Lion and 32d his first cash helping on a boat; keen [ had his own orchestra ten years;
Ann Trecartin
A F Russell. Jr
G.
A.
law
rence
Freeman Young
Degree Mason, and If you don't like about people, boats and little things played tn leading bands of this sec
Victor Ramsdell
Jessie Young
Basil Stinson
F. 1. Llnekin
their music—blame It on him. His most folks never see. Marine En- I tjOn; been at this park two seasons:
G C Knight
Ernest Quinn
good-nature Is contagious, and a visit gineer; with Maine Central for years reputation as leader A-l; enjoys all
Madeline LawWinfield Ramsrence
dell
with him Is like the sun coming and knew every Inch of their float- sports and can name you the champs
Pat Lawrence
W T. Duncan
Marie Lanev
H E Lamb
through a blanket of fog—he clears
Harold Burgess
David Goldberg
away the cobwebs!........................... box: likes bachelor's buttons, fine I odd Fellow Mason and 8hnner; has
E. E. Knight
Joseph Ikindis
Robert Russell
M Goldberg
Phone 1163 and ask: How lorn; has tools and a youngster's laugh. No use pep pepper and peppermint ln his
John Gamage
E J. Bernier
M Z Mooradlan
>1 Ristanio
he practised in Rockland?
for big booms and splash—and you system: well, well and couple of more
K L Libbv
Thos Anastasio
can
always
figure
to
find
him
among
weUs
as
strawberry
pie
Is
his
downJohn
O.
Stevens
Charlotte Betts
•
Emils Stevens
A
B Allen
the "regular fellows
•
•
• | fall; enjoys staying up until the wee
SHERMAN LORD
Vesper A Leach
G. L- St. Clair
E.
L.
Spear
F.
G
Stoddard
Phone 340 and ask: How many smaii hours; on close inspection find
★ ★★★ IX/EE ha
have all been mad '
Deborah Barron
A S. Peterson
Sumner
Perrv
guests
can
he
take
care
of?
William
Sansom
he doesn't smoke; always has the
tlm« s dur
atvarious
'
C harle* H Berry
E. O Phllbrook
door
ajar
for
strangers,
neighbors
or
Ernest
House
Hen
Phllbrook
ing our lives, but have you ever been
C. A Sherman
Edw O'B. sionla
friends One day there came a little
"pleasure-mad?” Before you pay a FRED C. MALONEY
Louis Marcus
Maude Staples
Sadie
Marcus
A. L Babbldgr
good price for a cheap tire, why not **** [ F you want to find a man *o* dancing her way Into Mechanic
E L. Walker
W
II Glrnden.
John H McLoon
ning. Jr.
who says what he means Fall* and this rose bud turned out to
try paying a cheap price for a good

N*

A

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF
KNOX COUNTY, MAINE
By Edward Kalloch Gould. State Historian of Maine

CHAPTER XXII
Josiah Haskell
8erved until Jan. 1783. when he was,
Josiah Haskell of Thomaston was di-charged at New York He was also
private in Capt Joseph Pride's ln Co1 Hfnfy Jackson's Massachusetts
Regiment and was in the battles
ompany
Col.
Joseph
Primes'
about Yorktown, resulting ln the sur-;
Cumberland County, Massachusetts render of Lord Cornwallis. He also
Regiment Joined May 11 1780. and was in many skirmishes on the'
was discharged Dec 1780. He was Hudson River, and in a particularly
also a Private tn Lieut. Joseph Me severe one at Mlrrisenla near Kingbridge. New York
n's Company detached from Col.
Haskell was married in Thomaston
Joseph Primes' Regiment bv order of
to Abagall Berry of the same place
Brig Oen Peleg Wadsworth for
Sept 5, 1830 by Oliver Fales He
service at the Eastward, to serve out
died Mav 5 1844
He received a
the balance of their eight
onths
pension from the United States, aho
term of enlistment: service from Dec
bounty from the State of Maine, on
6. 1780 to Jan 12. 1781. when Haskell
, account of his wgr service In 1836
was discharged.
he states in his claim for bounty that
Josiah Haskell was 56 when he
he had resided in Thomaston 23 years
appiled for a pension. He gives these
Abijah Hawea
additional facts concerning his service
Abijah Hawes of Union, was born
in the army: Enlisted ln Jan. 1781,
in Falmouth, ln Capt. Thorp's Com in Franklin, then called Wrentham
pany 7th Massachusetts line Regiment Mass, in 1752. He entered service
Col. John Brooks commanding. April 19. 1775. serving as a volunteer

in Capt. John Boyd's Co., of Franklin,
Eben Dean being Lieutenant and
Joshua Gould of Medway, Mass., be
ing Ensign. The Company was In
Col. John Oration's Regiment. He
served one month as a minuteman,
and immediately thereafter eight
months as a private. This companv
for about two months was stationed
at Roxbury. Massachusetts, and then
marched to Dorchester and then to
Cambridge where they garrisoned
Fort No. 2. He was not engaged in
any battles and did pot receive a
written dl'charge. but was dismlased
with the rest of the company by the
Captain.

• • « •
In May 1776 he voiuntered for the
term of seven months in Capt. Aaron
Olle's Company <of Dedham I. This
company was stationed at Boston for
a time, then went to Point Shirley,
returning to Boston, and then to
Nantasket where he was dismissed,
hts term having expired. In 1775.
he entered as a volunteer in Capt.
James Metcalf's Co. which was sta
tioned at Roxbury on the road lead
ing from Boston to Brookline. He 1
was in the service In all about 17 |
months.
Hawes moved from Franklin to ,
Union, June, 1777. where he resided
i
until his death Jan 10. 1839
His farm containing 346 acres 1*
located on the western side of Seven

Tree Pond and extended to the
Waldoboro town line. He purchased
It of Philip Robbins, Nov 14 1777.
This farm was later owned by his
son. Whiting Hawes
He was married December 1782 to
his second cousin Margaret Hawes He
had received continental bills In pay
ment for service ln the Revolutionary
War The bills were depreciating,
and he resolved to buy a farm with
them. In order to save hls means
and buy as many acres as po slble he
performed the Journev from Frnnklln
to Untcn on foot and alone. He was
chosen Constable He was a member
of the Congregational Church, and
was one of the Incorporators and
also a deacon of the churoh. He drew
a pens on and Is burird ln Union
cemetery and has a Revolutionary
marker tin 1930).
Matthias Hawea

Matthias Hawes of Union, was a
gunner In Capt Perez Cu hlng's 9th
Company Col. Craft's Mass Artillery
Regiment. He Joined Nov. 1. 1776.
serving until May 8. 1777, when he
wa> d jeha ged
He was born at
Wrentham. Oct 6 1754. died Nov 4.
1828 and was married Jan 1. 1783.
In Warren to Sarah, daughter of
Capt Samuel Payson of Revolutlonary memory, who subsequently moved
from Warren to Hope and died there.
tTo be Continued)
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Cut Kitchen-Time in Half

T.

With this SPECIAL

ELECTRIC RANGE $4Oft50
OFFER
The Chefs Brain
“on
and off” automatic timer
clock—watches cooking in
the Hotpoint Electric Range
while you do other things,

W
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and makes you like it. drop in and get j be Helen, his betterhalf. Lawn tenacquainted with Fred C Maloney, the nls Is her idea of heaven; has a favnew proprietor of Central Oarage, orlte easy chair; not of old fashioned
LAKEWOOD THEATRE
585 Main street. Central Oarage re- type; Jollv person and passes out a
Attraction "OWinj
pairs every kind of trouble on every smile to every living creature ln Oak- list- week'
Zero".—New Play Next Week
kind of car. makes good friends and I land Park What's morr rust "an't
geqps them. Fred*- efficient me- ! destroy nor moths demolish their
“Crling Zero" the thrilling drama
chanlc. Blanchard Start, has proved wealth of friends...................................
up on every kind of a good Job that, Phone 8219 and ask How many of the air. will continue throughout
ever came out of a garage, and this years has he been connected with , the week with a matinee on "aturtells you why people become satis- music since 14 years old?
day Written by Frank Wead. the
fied customers when they once go
story tells of the rou ine of peril and
there. They handle that qulck- PIERRE HAVENER
hazard tha: an air pilot endures in
starting Texacb gas. 2.000-mlle Ken- ieititie IT is said on the streets
I that Pierre Havener. 194 delivering government mail and the
dall oil, provide storage for cars, and
supply you with Apex Rebuilt Tires North Main street, has only lost dramatc climax is reached !n a
that have a six-month written "one" customer since he started hls scene which shows those in Ute
guarantee. This writer has been told ice business, and "He died." That's Operation: Office at an air field
by people who use them that they some recot d! However, when you waiting helplessly for a c a h that;
outwear new tires. They cost far less ‘ stop to think it over, it's not—for he mutt come to a pilot who is flying
Mr Maloney was in the ise business gives service, weight, and clean as blindly ‘n a storm
John B Hymer. noted n'avwrtght,;
only weigh 24S pounds and if you like here several years, people learned to well as pure ice to one and all Pierre
boats, you'll want .o ask him about depend upon him. and hls friends started this business from nothing, has written a new plav “The Little
them. “Sherm" first opened his will be glad to know this same de-! First conveyed Ice from Rockport Inn" and this will be given
right eye and then his left, "down pendable policy is part of his Central Next winter harvested 50 tons at j Its first performance on any stage
east." Sold Rockland dandelion Garage service. "Fred's" first toy Chickawaukie Lake and stored it next week by the Lakewood Players j
greens for his first pencil box money; railroad train stopped at South back of hls store at The Brook That : The new plav is a rqmantic drama,
crazy about boats—built "The Crack" Thomaston: milked cows for his first was 15 years ago Now has a mod the setting a New England Inn ■
for himself this spring. Has "what ten thin dimes; some day he's going em plant at Chrickawaukie Lake with the scenes varying between I
it takes;" if it's something new, he to eat dinner in San Francisco and equipped with cutting and harvest 1876 and the present time The
knows about it; full of sparks and fun fly back heme here in time for sup ing machinery designed and made by youthful elopment of a couple in the
and gets a bigger "kick” out of life per; already has many solo flying himself. His "'Brook" confectionery '70s funrshes the basis of a story In 1
than does the King of England. . . hours to his credit. Lucky numbers has always been a good-time "Hav which sentiment and humor of
character are Interwoven. When a
Phone 1071 and ask: How long has are "7 and 11;” keeps close to folks; ener” stop, providing everything a
hates to lose track of a friend; likes first class confectionery should have, modern young couple elope and find
he been our Tire headquarters?
a refuge in the same inn the story
to give credit to the other fellow; plus a heap of kindly accommoda
reaches an unexpected climax.
tion.
Pierre
first
treated
the
neigh

you
can't
hold
a
grouch
when
talk

ISAAC B. SIMMONS
itititit MEIGHBORHOODS are ing to him—it melts like the sugar borhood kids to hls mother's cookie
FIVE RIDING HUNTS
actually little cities in in your ccffee.......................................... Jar ln Rockland; sold lemonade on
themselves, and the people who hold i Phone 296 and ask: What percent the lawn lor his first cash business; One Of the Many Features In Cirrus
them together, build up good will, age do you save on hls Apex Rebuilt golf holds a lure for him. Western
Which Shows Here Friday
Union operator; worked for St. Clair
afford advantages and conveniences Tires?
& Allen (he liked their candy);
—deserve a real tribute, that's why
•
The Five Riding Hunts is one of the
Maine Central operator; railroaded
Isaac B. Simmons, 724 Main street ROLAND A. GENTHNER
outstanding features of Hunt's three
on the Wabash: knows every foot of
Is getting a big hand from the sVho's ALWIN FRENCH
ring circus which will come to Rock
Who editor today. When you want
'HERE is always room road betw-en Detroit and Chicago;
land Friday.
ticket
agent
at
Gary,
Ind.
Carries
a
delicious ice cream, your regular
for one more in a
This is only one of the features of'
smoke, the latest magazine, some community, when that one adds in specially built generator under his
candy or a cold bottle of soda or a j some way to the benefits, facilities hat; sleeps with one open; starts the a special, augmented program ar
convenient supply of groceries, "Ike" and welfare of the place, and so day with a smile; always making ranged for the 41st annual tour of
has it waiting for you, and he almost today we arc extending a welcome to dates—with himself, to do things for
this favorite circus. In addition to
knows what you want before you Roland A. Oenthner. Inc., and hls others. If you know anyone named
the Riding Hunts featuring Charles L.
ask for it. That's because he knows new service station, 148 Union street, "Havener” who is not a friend-maker,
Hunt. America's greatest riding come
or
a
natural
born
hustler,
we
would
folks and likes them. Rockland is where Alwln French is the lively
dian with Welby Cooke, the modern
where he ordered Doctor Stork to manager. Mr. Genthner supplies like to know who it is.........................
flapper, there are a number of other
Phone
792
and
ask:
How
many
tons
land him on his first world flight. stations all the way from Augusta to
unusual acts, such as the Terrace
Drove cows to pasture for his first Waldoboro with Valvollne products. of ice he cuts a year for Rockland
Sisters, the Levines, Aerial Shellys,
circus ticket; biggest fun in the world Royal gas. fuel oils, kerosene and Is folks?
Hazel Williams, performing dogs,
is helping somebody ofrr a tough also distributor for oil burners. He
•
ponies, and Dolly, the children's fa
spot. Seems to feel for the other keeps seven trucks warming the road,
CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
vorite elephant. In the clown con
fellow and understand his problems. and warns Rockland folks to know
YOU MAY BE NEXT!
tingent are a host of hilarious fel
Is Assistant Overseer of the Poor. that he is here to serve them with
lows. including the famous John Lan
•
and was Fire Chief five years, and i quality products and accommodation
caster.
acclaimed by Ripley, wellGRAND PRIZE—$1500
will carry a memory of fire fighting to the last letter. This includes
known cartoonist, as the dean of all
PRIZES GIVEN EACH ISSUE
days with him always. Odd Fellows candy, iced drinks and smokes “AlAmerican clowns.
FIRST PRIZE—$2 00
is his favorite fraternal order. “Cour win" first opened his eyes in Somer
Hunt’s Circus this year, as will be
SECOND PRIZE—$1.00
age" is his middle name and Rock ville, Mass., but loved every minute
noted by all who visit the grounds,
•
land youngsters are his best pals. In spent with his grandfather at Wal
offers its program in one of the most
RULES
fact the most popular saying around doboro. and Maine is happy home
beautiful tents ever constructed —adv.
Each issue there will appear differ
his territory is—‘Let's go down to base for him. He is a graduate of
Ike’s.” His voice rings true; he's a New England Conservatory of Music. ent paragraphs in this paper bringing
out distinctive features of Rockland case of a duplicate, award will be giv
natural co-operator; if there was only and himself and hls beloved saxa- and vicinity institutions. There is a en each tying contestant. Winners
one piece of pie—he'd say he didn't phone made good grades with Al question in each story. The person and answers published one week from
like pie; only thing he ever destroyed Rougier's orchestra three years. Has sending in the most correct and neat date of story. The judges' decision
est answers to the questions will be will be final and incontestable.
in life was a grouch; and he never played all over New England and given merchandise awards from your
Address Courier-Gazette Contest
has to wonder about the golden rule; through much of Canada, and thor- own home merchant.", each Issue, In Editor.
tire? There isn't a man alive who
doesn't want his money's worth, and
some service, as well, and one fine ,
fellow who is here to give it to you
is Sherman Lord, at hts completely
equipped Tire A- Battery Service
Maverick square. He started hls
business on Washington street. Later
built his own modern tire shop here,
and has "a way with him" that Just
brings hundreds of people looking for
new tires, having blow-outs repaired.
having batteries recharged or getting
a new or.t. He handles Goodrich
and Atlas tires. Atlas Batteries, good
used tires too. and fills your tank
with that snappy air-conditioned
Amoco gas—and A-l combination all
through. His newest highspot is
Evinrude Outboat Motors. In fact.;
he's Rockland dealer for them: they |
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(Formerly $174.50)
MODEL R A SB HOTPOINT

(at small added cost)

Summer is the time you
really know how much a
Hotpoint Electric Range
means to you
Here's a special offer of one {
of the most popular of Hot-

HHHHHDEZ

point models, the RA88—
right at a time when you can

enjoy it most.
Hotpoint's automatic control gives women thousands of
free hours every week—its clean heat saves other hours of
scrubbing and scouring. Hotpoint cooks without heating
up the kitchen and its positive results put an end to the
cost of cookinq failures. See these miraculous new ranges
today.

This modern cook
ing miracle—absent
cookery—gives you
hours that you can
devote to other work
or play—and still have
hot meals on time.
___ •
•

N1

s w the Rang
We are featuring
AUUU5I

■LIMITED

12-17

NUMBER

FFATU**FS ‘Automatic precision temperature
control and thermometer. Ebony black switch buttons
Extra appliance outlet. Aluminum broiler pan with
smokeless tray and raek. Has loirs! rirs'gn trimmings
and handles. (Condiment set, thrift rookrr and dork
at small additional cost if desired).

SPECIAL
TERMS
Down

3 Years to Pay
FREE WIRING

CENTRA
POWE

&MAINE
OMPAMY

